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ABSTRACT

The problem of inferring the velocity field is central to exploration seismology. 

Conventional velocity analysis is based on the hypothesis that reflection traveltime is 

a hyperbolic function of the distance between the source and the receiver. This is 

basis upon which interval velocities are obtained using Dix’s equation for a horizon

tally layered model and Shah’s equation for a dipping layered structure. However, in 

laterally inhomogeneous areas, traveltimes do not follow hyperbolae, hence, hyper

bola based velocity estimation techniques fail in such areas. Although many sophisti

cated techniques, such as tomography, migration and model based velocity analysis 

can be used to obtain accurate velocity fields from seismic data in such areas, these 
methods are very computationally expensive.

In this thesis, a simple, quicker and accurate velocity estimation technique is 
proposed. This technique does not abandon conventional velocity analysis, but gives 

further processing to stacking velocity data provided by conventional techniques.

The new technique is based on the hypothesis that stacking slowness variations 

due to lateral interval slowness anomalies can be represented by the outputs of a 

linear impulse response system. The inputs of the system are the interval slowness 

anomalies. The system is space invariant for a horizontally layered model, but is 

space variant for a dipping layered model. A pre-determined background model is 

required to compute the linear system.

Since the linear system is space invariant for a horizontally layered model and 

space variant for a dipping layered model, there are two schemes for velocity estima
tion for these two cases.

In horizontal geology, the relationship between stacking slowness variations 

and interval slowness anomalies can be expressed by a set of linear equations in the 

wavenumber domain. The singular value decomposition method is used to solve the 

set of linear equations to obtain interval slowness anomalies from stacking slowness
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variations.

In dipping geology, the relationship between stacking slowness variations and 

interval slowness anomalies cannot be written as a set of linear equations in the 

wavenumber domain. Interval slownesses must in this case be derived in the least 

square sense. Basis functions are introduced to construct interval slowness 

anomalies.

Once the interval slowness anomalies have been estimated, interval slownesses 

(and hence velocities) are obtained by adding these to the background interval 

slownesses.

Finally, the sensitivity of the linear system to data errors and model errors is 

investigated through a series of synthetic examples, the applications of these velocity 

estimation techniques and suggestions for further studies of the linear system are dis

cussed.
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Fig. 6.9. Inversion applied to the stacking slowness/velocity data shown in Fig.
6 .1 .e/f using an impulse response system determined from the the model 
shown in Fig. 6.1.a. The Chebyshev, the Legendre and the finite-point 
polynomials as well as the Bessel functions are used to construct a 25- 
element basis. Solid lines —  the derived interval slowness/velocity 
functions; Dotted lines —  the original interval slowness/velocity func
tions.

(a) Inversion using 25 Chebyshev polynomials as a basis;
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(b) Inversion using 25 Legendre polynomials as a basis;

(c) Inversion using 25 finite-point polynomials as a basis;

(d) Inversion using 25 Bessel functions as a basis.

Fig. 6.10. Inversion applied to the stacking slowness/velocity data shown in Fig.
6.3.e/f using an impulse response system determined from the model 
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basis for the inversion. Solid lines —  the derived slowness/velocity 
interval functions; Dotted lines —  the original interval 
slowness/velocity functions. Colour code is the same as in Fig. 6.3.

(a) Inversion using a 25-element basis on the assumption that there are 
velocity anomalies within all four layers;

(b) Inversion using a 50-element basis on the assumption that there are 
velocity anomalies within all four layers;

(c) Inversion using a 25-element basis on the assumption that there are 
velocity anomalies within the top three layers;

Fig. 6.11. Noisy stacking slowness/velocity functions of the model shown in Fig.
6.3.a/b.

(a) Noisy stacking slowness functions;

(b) Noisy stacking velocity functions.

Fig. 6.12. Inversion applied to noisy stacking data shown in Fig. 6.11. with an
inaccurate background model. Line style index and colour code as in
Fig. 6.10.

(a) Inversion using a 25-element basis on the assumption that there are
velocity anomalies within all four layers;

(b) Inversion using a 25-element basis on the assumption that there are
velocity anomalies within the top three layers;
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Fig. 8.1. Forward modelling: the impulse response system applied to a three-layer
model. Colour code: Red —  layer 1; Blue —  layer 2; Orange —  layer 
3.

(a) The background of the three-layer dipping model;

(b) Interval velocity functions of the model;

(c) Comparison between ray traced (dotted lines) and the forward 
modelled (solid lines) stacking velocity functions.

Fig. 8.2. The amplitude spectra of the stacking slowness variations of the model
shown in Fig. 8.1.a/b. Colour code is the same as in Fig. 8.1.

Fig. 8.3. The singular values of the impulse response system matrices for the
model shown in Fig. 8.1.a on an assumption that there are velocity 
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= 0.002 for the SVD analysis.

Fig. 8.4. Inversion applied to noise-free stacking velocity data shown in Fig. 8.1.C
using an impulse response system determined from the model shown in 
Fig. 8.1.a. The threshold of the singular values is set to 0.002. Colour 
code as in Fig. 8.1.

(a) Amplitude spectra of the inverted (solid lines) and the original 
(dotted lines) interval slowness anomaly functions;

(b) Comparison between the derived (solid lines) and the original (dot
ted lines) interval velocity functions.
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Fig. 8.5. Inversion applied to noisy stacking data (not shown) with an accurate 
background model. The threshold of the singular values is set to be 
0.002. Colour code as in Fig. 8.1.

(a) Amplitude spectra of the inverted (solid lines) and the original 
(dotted lines) interval slowness anomaly functions;

(b) Comparison of the derived (solid lines) and the original (dotted 
lines) interval velocity functions.

Fig. 8 .6 . The singular values of the impulse response system matrices for an inac
curate model obtained using Dix equation on an assumption that there 
are velocity anomalies within all three layers. The black line denotes the 
threshold (= 0.002) for the SVD analysis.

Fig. 8.7. Inversion applied to noise-free stacking velocity data shown in Fig. 8.1.C 
using an impulse response system determined from a model obtained 
using Dix’s equation. The threshold of the singular values is set to 
0.002. Colour code as in Fig. 8.1.

(a) Amplitude spectra of the inverted (solid lines) and the original 
(dotted lines) interval slowness anomaly functions;

(b) Comparison between the derived (solid lines) and the original (dot
ted lines)interval velocity functions.

Fig. 8 .8 . Inversion applied to noisy stacking velocity data (not shown) using an
impulse response system determined from the model shown in Fig.
8.1.a. The threshold of the singular values is set to 0.01. Colour code as 
in Fig. 8.1.

(a) Amplitude spectra of the inverted (solid lines) and the original 
(dotted lines) interval slowness anomaly functions;

(b) Comparison between the derived (solid lines) and the original (dot
ted lines)interval velocity functions.

Fig. 8.9. Inversion applied to noisy stacking velocity data (not shown) using an
an impulse response system determined from the model shown Fig.
8.1.a. The threshold of the singular values is set to 0.001. Colour code 
in Fig. 8.1.

(a) Amplitude spectra of the inverted (solid lines) and the original 
(dotted lines) interval slowness anomaly functions;
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(b) Comparison between ray traced (dotted lines) and the forward 
modelled (solid lines) stacking velocity functions.

Fig. 8.10. Inversion applied to noisy stacking velocity data (not shown) using 
impulse response system determined from the model shown in Fig.
8.1.a. The threshold of the singular values is set to be 0.002 and the 
Papoulis window is used to smooth the stacking data. Colour code as in 
Fig. 8.1.

(a) Amplitude spectra of the inverted (solid lines) and the original 
(dotted lines) interval slowness anomaly functions;

(b) Comparison between the derived (solid lines) and the original (dot
ted lines) interval velocity functions.

Fig. 8.11. Forward modelling: the impulse response system applied to a four-layer 
model. Colour code: Red —  layer 1; Blue —  layer 2; Orange —  layer 
3; Green —  layer 4.

(a) The background of the four-layer model.

(b) Interval velocity functions of the model;

(c) Comparison between ray the traced (dotted lines) and the forward 
modelled (solid lines) stacking velocity functions.

Fig. 8.12. Singular values of the impulse response system matrices for the model 
shown in Fig. 8.11.a on an assumption that there are velocity anomalies 
within layers 1, 2 and 3. The black lines denotes the threshold Oiim = 
0.002 for the SVD analysis.

Fig. 8.13. Inversion applied to noise-free stacking velocity data shown in Fig.
8.11.C using an impulse response system determined from the model 
shown in Fig. 8.11.a on an assumption that there are no anomalies 
within the fourth layer. The threshold of the singular values is set to 
0.002. Colour code as in Fig. 8.11.

(a) Amplitude spectra of the inverted (solid lines) and the original 
(dotted lines) interval slowness anomaly functions;

(b) Comparison between the derived (solid lines) and the original (dot
ted lines) interval velocity functions.

Fig. 8.14. Inversion applied to noisy stacking data (not shown) with an accurate 
background model on an assumption there are no anomalies in the 
fourth layer. The threshold of the singular values is set to be 0.002.
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Colour code as in Fig. 8.11.

(a) Amplitude spectra of the inverted (solid lines) and the original 
(dotted lines) interval slowness anomaly functions;

(b) Comparison between the derived (solid lines) and the original (dot
ted lines) interval velocity functions.

Fig. 8.15. Forward modelling: the impulse response system applied to a three-layer 
dipping model. Colour code: Red —  layer 1; Blue —  layer 2; Orange
—  layer 3.

(a) Background of the three-layer dipping model;

(b) Interval velocity functions of the model;

(c) Comparison between ray traced (dotted lines) and the forward 
modelled (solid lines) stacking velocity functions.

Fig. 8.16. Inversion applied to the stacking velocity data shown in Fig. 8.15.C 
using an impulse response system determined from the model shown in 
Fig. 8.15.a. Solid lines —  derived interval velocity functions; Dotted 
lines —  original interval velocity functions. Colour code as in Fig. 8.15.

(a) Inversion using a 25-element basis;

(b) Inversion using a 50-element basis;

(a) Inversion using a 75-element basis.

Fig. 8.17. Inversion applied to the stacking velocity data shown in Fig. 8.15.C 
using an impulse response system determined from the model obtained 
by using Shah’s relationship. Solid lines —  derived interval velocity 
functions; Dotted lines —  original interval velocity functions. Colour 
code is the same as in Fig. 8.15.

(a) Inversion using a 25-element basis;

(b) Inversion using a 50-element basis;

(a) Inversion using a 75-element basis.

Fig. 8.18. Forward modelling: the impulse response system applied to a four-layer 
dipping model. Colour code: Red —  layer 1; Blue —  layer 2; Orange
—  layer 3; Green —  layer 4.

(a) Background of the four-layer dipping model;

(b) Interval velocity functions of the model;
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(c) Comparison between ray traced (dotted lines) and the forward 
modelled (solid lines) stacking velocity functions.

Fig. 8.19. Inversion applied to the stacking velocity data shown in Fig. S.lS.c 
using an impulse response system determined from the model shown in 
Fig. S.lS.a and using a 25-element basis on an assumption that there are 
no velocity anomalies within the fourth layer. Solid lines —  the derived 
interval velocity functions; Dotted lines —  the original interval velocity 
functions. Colour code as in Fig. 8.18.

Fig. 8.20. Noisy stacking velocity functions of the model shown in Fig. 8.18.a/b. 
Colour code as in Fig. 8.18.

Fig. 8.21. Inversion applied to the noisy stacking velocity data shown in Fig. 8.20 
using an impulse response system determined from the model shown in 
Fig. 8.18.a on an assumption that there are no velocity anomalies within 
the fourth layer. Line style index and colour code are the same as in 
Fig. 8.19.

(a) Inversion using a 25-element basis;

(b) Inversion using a 50-element basis;

(c) Inversion using a 75-element basis;

Chapter 9

Fig. 9.1. Further development of the linear system to study the effect of laterally 
and vertically varying velocity to stacking velocity.

(a) A single layer model is divided into rectangular blocks;

(b) The traveltime of the reflections at CMP i from the base of the 
model is affected by a unit slowness anomaly within the block at 
CMP 0 of the j-th thin layer.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

The problem of inferring the velocity field is central to exploration seismology. 

Accurate estimation of the velocity field is essential for transforming surface 

reflection data, the pre-stack time sections, into images of reflector locations, the 

depth sections. Conventional velocity analysis is based on the hypothesis that the 

reflection traveltime as a function of distance between source and receiver at surface 

is hyperbolic. Interval velocities are obtained using Dix’s equation (Dix, 1955) for a 

horizontally layered model and Shah’s equation (Shah, 1973; Hubral, 1974) for a 

dipping layered structure. However, hyperbola based velocity estimation techniques 

fail in areas of complex structure or lateral inhomogeneity areas since 

traveltime/distance curves depart from hyperbolae.

1.1. Aims

The purpose of this work is to investigate the effect of lateral velocity/slowness 

anomalies on stacking velocities/slownesses. A new velocity estimation technique is 

developed to estimate interval velocities from stacking data. The new technique does 

not abandon conventional hyperbola based velocity analysis, as do tomographic 

techniques and coherency optimization velocity estimation (see review in Chapter 2), 

but further processes data provided by conventional velocity analysis. Hence, the 

new technique is more economical than other approaches and is also more
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compatible with present seismic data processing packages. Only one module needs 

to be written to "plug in" to any package after the velocity analysis module to 

improve the result. The work is presented as two separate studies, for horizontally 

and dipping layered models respectively. Applications is restricted to models of this 

type.

1.2. Basic Theory of Conventional Velocity Analysis

Conventional velocity analysis rests on the hypothesis that the traveltime of a 

reflected wave traveling from a source to a reflection point at some interface and 

back to a geophone is a hyperbolic function of the distance between the source and 

the geophone at the surface. This is absolutely true when the recorded wave is 

reflected from a horizontal reflector under a single constant velocity medium. For 

other cases (horizontal and dipping multi-layer strata), the traveltime functions can 

still be approximated by hyperbolae.

1.2.1. Single horizontal layer

The simplest but most fundamental case is that of a wave reflected from a sin

gle horizontal reflector under a constant velocity layer (Fig. 1.1). The travel time 

along the ray path from the source S to the reflection point P and then to the receiver 

R is Tx and the equation for travel time as a function of offset is:

+ ^  (1-1)

where

to is the two way normal incidence travel time to the reflector (along the path 

from the midpoint M to the reflection point P: MP)

X  is the offset
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V is the velocity of the medium above the reflector

The travel time curve for a single horizontal reflector is thus a hyperbola, the 

velocity derived from the equation may be referred to as the normal moveout (nmo) 

velocity and is equal to that of the layer.

1.2.2. Single dipping layer

In the case of a dipping layer (Fig. 1.2), the travetime to and from the reflector, 

as shown by Levin (1971), is given by

cos#
V

(1-2)

Define V n m o  as

+ (1-4)

to obtain

. 2

vi,„
where now is two way traveltime along the normal path from the midpoint M to 

the reflector, i.e., MP’ (Fig. 1.2).

1.2.3. Horizontal multi-layered structure

Let the thicknesses of the n layers be dg, . . . ,  and the velocities vj,

V2 > V3 , . . . ,  v„. The traveltime for a ray starting from source S to traverse n horizon

tal layers and after reflection return to receiver R can be computed according to 

Fermat’s principle. The ray will travel along a path which takes minimum time (Fig. 

1.3). The arrival time at a receiver at offset x from the energy source after travelling 

to an interface n is given by the infinite series :

1 +  4- 4- . . .  4- + . . .  (1-5)
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where the coefficients C\, C2 , C3 , . . . .  depend on layer thicknesses and the inter

val velocities. Taner and Koehler (1969, Appendix A) showed that

2 ^ 1  ^ 2  - ^ 1  ^3c i =a i \  C2 = — ; C 3=  4  , ............  ( l -o)
Û2 4 û2

where

a m = 2 S  (1-7)
/= !

where m = 1, 2, 3, . . . .

Taner and Koehler explained that C3 is always negative except when 

Vi =V2  = V3 = . . . =v„, when its value is zero, and that the convergence of Equa

tion (1-5) is rapid for all values of x  of interest. From Equations (1-6) and (1-7), 

Equation (1-5) can be written as:

.2X= + —— + higher order terms (1 -8 )
rms

where to is the sum of the two way traveltimes j A?/ within each individual layer 

defined as:

to = ZAT/ (1-9)
/= !

and Vrms is the root-mean-square {rms) velocity defined as (Dix, 1955):

! i
v L =  -------  (1 - 1 0 )

ZAr ,
1 = 1

In practice, since only two terms in Equation (1-5) are retained, the velocity
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obtained by velocity analysis with velocity spectrum (Taner and Koehler, 1969) is 

equivalent to that obtained by fitting a hyperbola to (x,-, t/). Equation (1-5) or (1-8) 

can therefore be closely approximated by:

.2

Vs

where is known as the stacking velocity and can be written as (Al-Chalabi, 1973; 

L^vin, 1973):

N  ̂ N
N 'Z .x f - i 'Z x j )

(=1 f= l  <=1

where N  is the number of traces stacked.

The stacking velocity is usually used as an estimate of the rms velocity Vrms- 

Although the two are not identical, they are very close each other in laterally homo

geneous areas provided the spread is short or the degree of vertical heterogeneity is 

small.

The difference between and v^is

^= ^s-^rm s  (1-13)

is called the spread-length bias by Al-Chalabi (1973, 1974) and increases as the 

quantity

'ZFi(vi,di)p^^ (1-14)
1=1
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increases. Fi(vi,di) is a non-negative function of the interval velocities v/ and the 

thicknesses of the layers, hence the bias B is non-negative and the stacking velocity 

Vj is never less than than the rms velocity Vrms- P is the ray parameter and is equal to 

sin0//v/, where 0/ is the angle of incidence at the /-th interface.

When is used instead of Vrms io Equation (1-10), the approximation to the 

interval velocity v/ is given by:

which is called the Dix velocity (Dix, 1955).

1.2.4. Dipping multi-layered Structure

A general geological structure is one composed of a number of arbitrarily dip

ping layers (Fig. 1.4). The traveltime along a path SPR through such a structure can 

be expressed as (Yilmaz, 1987):

^2
+ —  + higher order terms, (1-16)

n̂mo

where to is the two way traveltime along the normal ray path from midpoint M to the 

w-th reflector (MP’) and the nmo velocity is derived by Shah (1973) as:

The angles a  and P are defined in Fig. 1.4. Equation (1-17) reduces to equation 

(1-3), for a single dipping layer, while it reduces to equation (1-10) when the layers 

are horizontal. As long as the dips (|),- are gentle and the spread length is small rela

tive to the depth of the reflector, the higher terms in equation (1-16) can be truncated 

to approximate traveltimes and hence traveltime is still a hyperbolic function of
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offset jc, to a reasonable approximation. Therefore, when a hyperbola is fitted to 

Equation (1-16) has the form of Equation (1-11). is usually used to esti

mate in this case.

1.3. Problems

With conventional velocity analysis, interval velocities are computed by equa

tion (1-15) for horizontally layered structures or by equation (1-17) (will be 

described in Chapter 7) for dipping layered structures. Satisfactory results are 

obtained in laterally homogeneous areas which are geologically simple. However, 

interval velocities can be poorly determined because of a variety of geologiclal struc

tural complexities. Blackburn (1980) reviewed a wide range of geological settings 

which can cause errors in determinations of interval velocity. They included litholo

gie changes, permafrost variations, gas pockets, basin thinning, salt layers with vary

ing thickness and fault blocks. In the present thesis, lateral velocity variations due to 

lithologie changes or petroleum traps are investigated.

The nature of the problem posed by a horizontally layered model is easily 

demonstrated. Fig. 1.5.a shows a synthetic model that has four layers with back

ground velocities 2.4 km/s, 2.9 km/s, 3.2 km/s, and 3.5 km/s and thicknesses 0.6 kms, 

0.5 kms, 0.45 kms and 0.4 kms respectively. There is a rectangular region in which 

velocity is is 2.1 km/s within the first layer between horizontal coordinates 2.8 kms 

and 3.2 kms. Assume a 48-fold CMP survey starts at the position x = 0.5 kms. The 

CMP spacing is 25 meters and there are 200 CMP’s along the profile. The offset 

increment is 50 meters. The stacking velocities of reflections from the four reflectors 

from least-square fits to times obtained by ray tracing, are shown in Fig. 1.5.b. At 

both sides of the anomaly, there are regions where the stacking velocities are lower 

than those that could be observed in homogeneous areas, while at the centre of the 

anomaly the stacking velocities are much higher than background values. If the
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stacking velocities (Fig. 1.5.b) and zero-offset times (Fig. 1.5.c) are used to estimate 

rms velocities and normal incidence times, and interval velocities are then computed 

using Equation (1-15), these velocities are a long way from the true values (Fig. 

1.5.d, solid lines).

The interval velocity functions derived in this way are displayed in Fig. 1.5.d 

(solid lines). By comparing these with the original interval velocity functions (dotted 

lines), it is easily seen that the conventional method not only fails to determine the 

anomaly value in the first layer, but also provides wrong interval velocities for layers 

2 to 4.

1.4. Why

Fig. 1.5 shows that stacking velocities will be distorted if a seismic survey is 

made over a region containing a velocity anomaly. If the square of the offset is 

denoted by X, and the square of two-way traveltime f, is denoted by T, the pro

cedure to fit a hyperbola into the (%̂ ,f,) pairs of an N-fold gather becomes a pro

cedure to fit a straight line into the (X/,r,) pairs, following the equation:

Ti = a + bXi (1-19)

a, the intercept of the regression line, is interpreted as the square of the zero-offset 

traveltime and b, the slope of the line, is the square of the stacking slowness, i.e., the 

reciprocal of the square of the stacking velocity. The least square values for a 

and b (Levin, 1973) are:

N  N  N  N  

a = — -7 : :-'% —  (1-20)

f= l

N

1=1

and
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b =

N  N  N
N ^ X ] T i - ^ X iJ ^ T i

i=\ i=i i=i
’ N 2

N - ^ x j -
1=1 t=l

( 1- 21)

If there is a delay 6^ caused by a lateral variation of velocity in the layered earth 

in the square of the two-way traveltime of the /:-th ray in the gather, the change 

Aa in the intercept of the regression line is given by:

Aa =

N  N
N'£Xf-Xi,'ZXi  

i = l  i= l
5*

N - ^ x j -
i=l

N

i=l

(1-22)

and the change Ab in its slope is given by:

Ab =

N
N X k - j : X i

i = l

N - £ X j -
i=l

N

j=l

(1-23)

Since the slope is the square of stacking slowness, Ab is the change in the 

reciprocal of the stacking velocity, A delay 5 in at far offset or an decrease Ô’ 

in Tt at near offset causes the slope of the regression line to steepen, i.e. makes the 

stacking velocity smaller, while a delay Ô in at near offset or an decrease 5’ in 

at far offset causes the slope to decrease, i.e. makes the stacking velocity larger (see 

Fig. 1.6).

1.5. Curing the problems with a new method

This thesis describes a new velocity estimation technique which has been 

developed for velocity analyses in areas where the interval velocities vary laterally. 

The method can analyse the stacking velocity variations of reflected events from a
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sequence of reflectors and recover interval velocity anomalies from them. The tech

nique is based on the hypothesis that stacking slowness variations due to lateral 

interval slowness anomalies can be represented by the outputs of a linear impulse 

response system. The inputs of the system are the interval slowness anomalies. The 

linear impulse response system is computed from a pre-determined background 

model. The system is space invariant for a horizontally layered model, but is space 

variant for a dipping layered model. Inversion techniques have been developed for 

horizontally and dipping layered models based on their impulse response structures. 

The basis of the technique is provided by equation (1-23) and the linear model 

adopted is further development of those used by Lucas et al. (1975), Loinger (1983) 

and Bickel (1990).

1.6. Terminology

The following definitions related to traveltime and velocity are used in the dis

cussion which follows.

[1] Common midpoint (CMP): A CMP is the common middle point of all the 

shot-geophone pairs in a gather of traces; all shots and geophones in the gather 

are supposed to lie on a common datum surface.

[2] Velocity model: A velocity model is a model in which interval velocities may 

vary laterally. The model can be divided into two parts: The first part of the 

model is referred to as the background model in which the interval 

velocities/slownesses are laterally constant; The second part is a model contain

ing interval slowness anomalies only. The first and second parts have the same 

geometrical boundaries.

[3] Interval velocity!slowness The interval velocity/slowness is defined as the 

velocity/slowness of an individual layer within the velocity model at a certain
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lateral position. The interval velocity/slowness may vary laterally from one 

posistion to other.

[4] Background interval velocitylslowness: The background interval 

velocity/slowness is defined as the velocity/slowness of an individual layer 

within the background model. The background interval velocity/slowness does 

not vary laterally from one place to the next.

[5] Interval slowness anomaly: An interval velocity/slowness anomaly is defined 

as the difference between the actual interval velocity/slowness at a certain 

lateral position and the background interval velocity/slowness of an individual 

layer of the velocity model. An interval velocity anomaly is not equal to the 

reciprocal of an interval slowness anomaly.

[6] Normal incidence time (to): t^ of a reflector is the two-way time taken by the 

energy travelling along a raypath normal to that reflector. In other words, to is 

the two way reflection time that could be measured by a geophone placed at the 

same location as the source.

[7] rms velocity (Vrms): As the name implies, v̂ ms is the root mean square velocity 

obtained from the integral of the interval velocity taken as a function of travel

time (Equation 1-10).

[8] Normal moveout velocity ( v ^ ) :  The reciprocal of the slope of the t^ - x ^  

curve evaluated at jc = 0 is defined as the square of the normal moveout velo

city.

.2 ^  n̂mo
d(t^) 
d(x^) x=0

Thus is used for the normal-moveout correction in the limit as the offset
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becomes small. For isotropic horizontal layers, Vf̂ no = r̂ms-

[9] Stacking velocity (v,): Stacking velocity is some average normal-moveout velo

city which gives maximum coherency when data are stacked along a 

hyperbola parameterised by this velocity. When subsurface layers are laterally 

homogeneous, v, is very close to Vrms for horizontal layers or close to for 

dipping layers (provided the spread length is not too great). Stacking velocity 

may vary laterally from one CMP to other if interval velocity varies laterally.

[10] Zero-offset time: The time value of the hyperbolic moveout curve at jc = 0 is 

defined as the zero-offset time and is close to normal incidence time to when 

surface layers are laterally homogeneous.

[11] Stacking slowness (w )̂: is the reciprocal of the stacking velocity.

[12] Background stacking velocityl slowness Background stacking velocity/slowness 

is defined as the stacking velocity/slowness of reflections from a reflector of the 

background model at a certain CMP. Background stacking velocity/slowness 

does not vary laterally for a horizontally layered model. Background stacking 

velocity/slowness can vary laterally but can be predicted from previous values 

and background zero-offset time for a dipping layered model (Chapter 6).

[13] Stacking slowness variation: Stacking slowness variation is defined as the 

difference between the stacking slowness and the background stacking slow

ness.

[14] Ray-path parameters: The two way travel distances from the source to a 

reflector and back to a receiver, the interval distances travelled by rays within 

each individual layer above the reflection interface, the intersection points of 

rays with interfaces, and the horizontal offset distances from the CMP position 

to the intersection points, are all parameters of the ray paths.
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[15] Impulse response function: The impulse response function of stacking slow

ness variations is defined as a function of CMP displacement as the variations 

in stacking slownesses of reflections from a reflector due to unit interval slow

ness anomaly of width CMP spacing within a layer above the reflector. The 

impulse response function is space-invariant for a horizontally layered model 

but is space-variant for a dipping layered model (See Chapter 3 and Chapter 5 

for equations of definition).

[16] Impulse response system: The variations in stacking slownesses of reflections 

from a reflector can be caused by the interval slowness anonmalies of all the 

layers above the reflector. Hence for a n-layer model, there are n{n-k-\yi 

impulse response functions. These impulse response functions comprise an 

impulse response system.

1.7. Structure of the thesis

This thesis begins with a review of studies of methods of inverting laterally 

varying velocities from seismic data. The techniques available at present for inver

sion of laterally varying velocities encompass six types of approaches; static correc

tions, velocity smoothing, computer assisted tomography, model based coherency 

optimization, migration-based velocity analysis, and linear impulse response model

ling. Detailed descriptions are given of methods in the last group since this thesis is a 

further development of these.

The linear impulse response system for a horizontally layered model is 

described in Chapter 3. This system is space invariant. The two-point ray tracing 

method of computing two-way traveltimes and ray-path parameters is also described. 

Ray-path parameters are used to compute the impulse response functions constitut

ing the response system.
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In Chapter 4, the linear space invariant impulse response system is applied to 

horizontally layered models both for forward modelling and inversion. Stacking 

slowness variations can be expressed by a triangular set of equations. Forward 

modelling can be performed either in the space or the wavenumber domain. Inver

sion is performed in wavenumber domain. When expressed in the wavenumber 

domain, the triangular set of equations is a set of linear equations and inversion can 

be reduced to a ’layer-stripping’ technique. However the results obtained using 

’layer-stripping’ method are found to be unstable, especially when the stacking velo

cities contain errors or the pre-determined background model is incorrect. Therefore, 

some stabilization is required, for instance, by using singular value decomposition to 

solve the set of linear equations, possibly in combination with some smoothing of 

the stacking velocities.

The velocity estimation technique for horizontal models is further developed in 

Chapters 5 and 6 for velocity estimation in dipping layers. The determination of the 

impulse response system is described in Chapter 5. The application of the system 

both for forward modelling and inversion is described. Because with dipping layers, 

the system is space variant, inversion cannot be performed by solving a set of linear 

equations, as for horizontal model. An approximate method (in a least squares sense) 

is presented and basis functions are introduced to evaluate interval slowness 

anomalies.

In Chapter 7, several methods to derive background models from seismic data 

are presented. Background models are used to compute impulse response functions 

which constitute linear impulse response systems. The accuracy of the methods is 

compared.

In Chapter 8 the sensitivity to data errors and model error of the new velocity 

estimation technique is investigated through a series of synthetic examples.
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Finally, Chapter 9 suggests possible further developments for the technique and 

its combination with currently used seismic data processing.
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Fig. 1.1. Geometry of reflection for a horizontal reflector.
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Fig. 1.2. Geometry of reflection for a dipping reflector.
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Fig. 1.3. Geometry of reflection for a horizontally layered model
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Fig. 1.4. Geometry of reflection for a dipping layered model
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Fig. 1.5. The effect of a velocity anomaly on stacking data and 
corresponding Dix interval velocities from the stacking data.
(a) A four layer model with a low velocity anomaly within the 
first layer; (b) Stacking velocity functions of reflections from the 
four interfaces; (c) Zero-offset time functions; (d) Dix interval 
velocity functions from (b) and (c). Colour code: Red — layer 1; 
Blue — layer 2; orange — layer 3; Green — layer 4.
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Square of Offset
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Fig. 1.6. The regression lines of the squares of offsets and related squares of two 
way traveltime (x? tf) pairs. Black line: No delay 6 in any ray; Red line: A delay 
Ô at near offset or an decrease 5 at far offset makes the slope of the regression line 
smaller, so that the stacking velocity becomes larger; Green line: An decrease 8 at 
near offset or a delay 5 at far offset makes the slope greater, so that stacking velocity 
becomes smaller.
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Chapter 2 

REVIEW: Inversion for Laterally Varying Velocity

As described in Chapter 1, laterally varying velocities strongly affect velocity 

estimation. Many approaches have been proposed in the geophysical literature to 

reduce this undesirable effect on velocity analysis or to obtain accurate velocity field 

in laterally inhomogeneous areas, These techniques may be divided into six groups: 

static corrections; velocity smoothing; computer assisted tomography; model based 

coherency optimization; migration methods; and linear response modelling. Some 

techniques, such as static correction, are designed, not to study the effect of laterally 

inhomogeneous velocity on velocity estimation, but to correct time anomalies at sur

face due to weathered earth. Other methods, such as computer tomography, are very 

sophisticated and can obtain velocity fields in both laterally and vertically inhomo

geneous media. All the above techniques have their advantages and disadvantages 

when used to treat velocity anomalies in laterally inhomogeneous areas.

2.1. Static corrections

When reflection seismic data are acquired on land, sources and receivers are 

generally placed on or near the surface. Near-surface lateral velocity variations and 

topographical changes cause time anomalies in the reflection data. Before the data 

are processed and interpreted, these time anomalies must be corrected. The time 

anomalies caused by surface topographical changes and velocity variations (due to
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weathered earth) above the datum are called field statics while those related to sub

surface velocity variations below the datum are referenced to as residual statics. The 

procedure to correct these statics is called static corrections. Many people have made 

contributions to this area. There are three different schemes of static corrections tech

niques: (1) Conventional time shift decomposition (Hileman et ah, 1968; Disher and 

Naquin, 1969; Taner era/., 1974; Sàghy and Zelei, 1975; Wiggins era/., 1976; Kirk- 

ham and Poggiagliolmi, 1976; Zelei and Saghy, fcaklovic and fcaklovid, 1985; Mar- 

coux, 1981); (2) Optimization of objective function (Ronen and Claerbout, 1985; 

Rothman, 1985, 1986; Dahl-Jensen, 1989; Vasudevan, 1991); (3) Tomography (De 

Amorim et a/., 1987; Pickard, 1992). Static corrections are commonly assumed to be 

time-invariant, surface- and subsurface-consistent, and independent of frequency. In 

the present thesis, it is assumed that field statics have been corrected and time 

anomalies in the reflection seismic data are the only contribution of residual statics. 

The three schemes of approaches are briefly described below.

2.1.1. Conventional linear time shift decomposition

The basic equation for static corrections is:

h,j = (2-1)
where

Si is the residual shot point correction at the /-th shot;

tj is the residual receiver point correction at the y-th geophone;

gk is the time shift due to variations in geological structure at the A:-th CMP position;

is the residual NMO (RNMO) coefficient of reflection from the /-th shot to the j~ 

th geophone;

Xij is the distance between the /-th shot and the y-th geophone; 

tij is the total traveltime shift of the i - j  trace;

/ is the shot position index;

y is the geophone position index; and k = i + j -1  is the CMP position index.
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Surface consistency implies that all traces from a particular shot will receive 

the same shot static correction Si and all traces from a particular receiver position 

will receive the same receiver correction rj. Subsurface consistency implies the 

structural term and the RNMO coefficient are independent of the distance Xij, 

These two consistencies actually imply that static corrections are considered as 

independent of the raypath angle of emergence. This assumption is not strictly true, 

but in most cases it is a satisfatory approximation.

The corrections are made in two steps: Determination of time shift tij and its 

decompositions 5/, rj, and m^xlj. The determination of tij can be carried out by 

cross-correlation of a reference or "pilot" trace and an individual trace of a CMP 

gather in a given time window. The time shift tij, which corresponds to the max

imum crosscorrelation, is picked. A new reference trace is constructed by stacking 

the time-shifted traces in the gather. This new reference trace is, in turn, crosscorre

lated with the original traces in the gather and a new value for tij is computed. 

Decompositions of tij to rj, and mkxjj are performed by solving the set of 

equations (2-1). The set of equations (2-1) represents an overdetermined, undercon

strained set of equations (Taner et al., 1974; Wiggins et al., 1976). There are several 

different methods of solving this set of equations (Taner et al., 1974; Wiggins et al., 

1976; Marcoux, 1981; fcaklovic K. and fcaklovic L., 1985).

2.1.2. Optimization of objective function

The conventional linear decomposition technique relies on the two assumptions 

that waves travel through the near-surface with approximately vertical raypaths and 

that the determinations of time shift tij are reasonably accurate. The first assumption 

is fundamental: if near-surface raypaths are not vertical (a high surface velocity 

region such as permafrost may cause rays to bend away from the vertical), statics 

will become dynamics. The second assumption requires further attention.
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Gross, irrecoverable errors in the determination of tij can occur if the "pilot" 

trace and the chosen trace within a gather are sufficiently dissimilar (due either to 

excessive noise, large statics, or both). Equation (2-1) is generally solved by least- 

squares techniques. Least-square techniques are optimal if the errors between the 

determined tij and the "true" tij are Gaussian. If the statics are sufficiently large and 

the data contain strong noise, producing a large number of gross errors in tijy the 

least-squares method will fail. It is the aim of the techniques in this scheme to 

relieve the strong requirement of accurate determinations of tij. Surface-consistency 

is still required.

Coherency i optimisation i was first introduced to estimate static corrections by 

Ronen and Claerbout (1985), based on the principle that statics should be determined 

so that the power in the final stack is maximized. Therefore, static corrections are 

based directly on the seismic data and not on a determined time shift tij.

Let d^/(0 denote the data recorded with CMP position index k and offset index 

I = j -  i. Let/;t,/(0 be the same data but without noise nf^i{t) and without statics.

Then

dk,iit) = + rik̂ iit) (2-2)
where

where is the static correction at the i-th source and rj(k,i) is the static correction 

at the 7 -th receiver position which have common indices k and /.

Although each Gf î is a simple linear shifting operator, recovery of the Si(̂ k,i) 

and f'j(k,i) can not be linear. Suppose the inverse of the shifting operator Gk,i has 

been found, that is,

Gl^idk,i(t) = dk^iit+s^kj) 4- rj(̂ k,i)) (2-4)
Then stack-power is computed as:
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2
( 2- 5)

where boldface d, s and r  respectively denote vectors of data statics and

Hikjy

Statics .s/(jk,/) and are estimated by maximizing an objective function 

(Ronen and Claerbout, 1985) as:

MAX
[s,r]

£ (d ,s ,r ) -F (s ,r ) (2-6)

F (s,r) is a penalty function, which could be given as a parabolic

F(s,r) = ( s , r f  C(s,r) (2-7)

where C is a scalar. F can be designed to constrain the shot statics so that they 

resemble the receiver statics and to reject undesired features of the model (s,r).

To obtain the static model (s,r), linearized techniques are usually applied to 

solve equation (2-6). These require a high degree of accuracy in the initial estimates 

of the model parameters^

Rothman (1985, 1986) argued that linearized techniques could target a local 

rather global optimization if the starting point is far from the global optimization. To 

avoid this problem, he developed a method of stack-power optimization by stochas

tic relaxation. That is, a Monte Carlo technique from statistical mechanics was 

adapted to perform global optization. Rather than maximizing stack-power, Rothman 

solved statics by seeking the solution of the optimization problem

MINE(s,r) (2-8)
[s,r]

where E is the negative power of the stack. Rothman demonstrated global optimiza

tion by simulated annealing (Kirkpatrick et a l, 1983), a method based on an analogy 

between optimization and crystallization. Briefly, the idea is to generate a sequence 

of model parameter vectors in a way that mimics thermal equilibrium. By slowly
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lowering a control parameter analogous to temperature, a system that simulates 

equilibrium eventually settles into its global minimum. Thermal equilibrium is 

simulated by the Metropolis algorithm (Metropolis et a/., 1953). To estimate resi

dual statics, the Metropolis algorithm sequentially "visits" each shot and receiver 

static and conditionally assigns a new, randomly chosen value to it. The change in 

negative power of stack AE is then computed. If AE < 0 (i.e., if stack power 

increases), then the new value for this shot or receiver static is always accepted. If 

AE > 0, the new value is accepted with probability exp{-AE/T}, where T is tempera

ture. Because the objective function - negative stack power - is occasionally allowed 

to increase, local minima can be escaped.

Stack power optimization only considers the coherence between traces within a 

single CMP and hence adding a time shift to a whole CMP gather does not cause the 

stack-power to change (Ronen and Claerbout, 1985). The stack power is also 

unchanged if a linear trend is added to the shots and receivers. Sometime, high stack 

power may be obtained and the lateral continuity of the stacked section is low. To 

alleviate these undesirable degeneracies, Vasudevan et al. (1991) abandoned the 

stack power as an energy function and relied solely on an objective function 

designed to optimize the reflections in the final stack. They retained the simulated 

annealing method in their approach to optimization. This objective function consid

ers the coherence between neighboring CMP gathers is expressed as:

E(d;s,r) = 2 Z
k t I

(2-9)

2.1.3. Static corrections with tomography

Static corrections can also be obtained by application of tomographic tech

niques, as will be described in Section 2.3. Methods to estimate static corrections 

with tomography range from the use of first breaks (The traveltimes of waves 

refracted at the bottom of the low velocity zone) (De Amorim et al. , 1987) to direct
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velocity modeling of reflections affected by near-surface low velocity layer (Pickard, 

1992). Tomographic techniques determine the low velocity field first and then the 

surface shot and receiver statics.

The aim of static corrections is to estimate the anomalous variations in arrival 

time due to near-surface effects. Variation in surface elevation, or changes in weath

ering thickness or weathering velocity, cause time anomalies in reflections and hence 

in alignments of stacked sections. If the time anomalies are only caused by weather

ing velocity changes, static corrections could be used to derive velocity anomalies of 

weathered surface layer.

Compared with other techniques, static corrections technique are quicker, and

hence cheaper. They improve the stack if anomalies in traveltimes of rays are pro

duced only by near surface velocity variations. However, when traveltimes are 

affected not only by weathered layer, but also by velocity anomalies at depth, static 

corrections fail.

2.2. Smoothing stacking velocity

As seen in Chapter 1, lateral velocity anomalies cause distortions of stacking 

velocities and hence of interval velocity estimates. Smoothing stacking velocities 

could make stacking velocities better approximations to rms velocities (Schneider, 

1971). The question arises ’How smooth is smooth enough’. Lynn and Claerbout 

(1982) developed a technique called the lateral derivative method (LDM). They 

defined the slowness at a CMP position as consisting of two terms:

w(x) = w + w{x) (2-10)
where vv is constant and vv(x) c  w. The estimate used for w was the average of stack

ing slowness over a cable length.The vv(jc) values can then be obtained by solving 

a linear pentadiagonal set of equations.
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3 ^ v v  ■

-Sj ^^2 -  +  ^ 7+ 2 )  +  icj — Adj) (wy-i + Wj+i) + (1 -  2cj + 6dj)Wj (2-11)

where

^ 0  _ , _______^ ____

The LDM actually does not explore velocity anomalies but provides a better rms 

velocity estimate than the stacking velocity function by reducing the amplitude of 

stacking velocity fluctuations at the expense of spreading the anomaly over a larger 

area, e is called the stability parameter and the LDM is insensitive to the value of e 

(Lynn and Claerbout, 1982).

2.3. Tomography

The word tomography means "a technique for making a picture of a plane sec

tion of a three-dimensional body.” It encompasses a broad group of inversion 

schemes used for imaging seismic velocity fields. Tomographic techniques can gen

erally be divided into the approaches based on ray-theory and approaches based on 

wave-theory. Tomography using ray-theory is often called traveltime tomography. 

Whereas tomography applying the wave-equation is refered to as wave-equation 

tomography.

Tomography has been widely used in a variety of ways since the early 1970*s. 

It was applied in earthquake seismology to estimate seismic velocity anomalies in 

the crust and upper mantle from teleseismic traveltime data (Aki, et a l, 1976; 

Hawey et al., jl981; Vasco, 1986). The technique has also been extensively applied to 

crosswell seismic data to map velocity fields between wells (Bois, et al., 1972; East 

et al., 1988; Pratt and Worthington, 1988; Bregman, et al., 1989; Lines and LaFehr, 

1990; Chen, et al., 1990; Pratt and Worthington, 1990; Pratt, 1990; Pratt and Goulty, 

1991). Also, in seismic reflection work, tomography has played an important role in
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reconstructing geological structures and velocity distributions from surface data. 

Only traveltime tomographic techniques are reviewed here since wave-equation 

tomographic methods are usually used for imaging rather than for velocity estima

tion.

Traveltime tomography is based on finding a subsurface model for which the 

traveltimes calculated match the traveltimes observed. That is, if the model parame

ters representing the subsurface geological structure are expressed by a vector m, 

then the travel time difference vector At between observed traveltimes and calculated 

traveltimes from the model m is given by

At — ^obs ~  ^cal (™) (2-12)

The aim of traveltime tomography is to modify the model parameter vector m

so as to minimize the norm of the vector At:

MIN I I Atl I (2-13)
which is in turn done by enforcing the condition:

VI I Atl 1 = 0  (2-14)

The complexity of the subsurface geological structure is specified in setting of 

vector m. In the earliest papers on reflection traveltime tomography published by 

Neumann (1981) and Sattlegger et al. (1981), very simple models were used. Neu

mann applied traveltime tomographic inversion to a two-dimensional physical model 

with ultrasonic waves to generate synthetic traveltime anomalous data. Since the 

upper and lower boundaries of the physical model were known, the model parame

ters consisted only of velocity data. The model was divided into rectangular blocks 

(Fig. 2.1) and the unknown parameters were the values of velocity within these 

blocks. With this model, velocity could vary laterally and vertically within the 

medium. The model treated by Sattlegger et al. was different in that velocities were 

assumed to vary only laterally and interfaces could take arbitrary curved shapes (Fig. 

2.2). The reflectors were defined by the coordinates of nodes connected by
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cubic parabola segment. Velocity within each layer was defined by the value 

above the node &nd hence the unknown model parameters vector encom

passed the depths of nodes z,- and the velocity values v,- above those nodes.

Bishop et al. (1985) combined Neumann’s and Sattlegger et a/.’s models into a 

complex two-dimensional model (Fig. 2.3). Velocity fields v(jc, z) were replaced by 

slowness distributions w(x, z). The region of interest consisting of n layers was 

divided into a matrix of rectangular blocks (as in Neumann’s model) having and 

« 2  rows. The value of w(jc, z) at the center of the box in the i-th row and the y-th 

column was denoted by wij. The depth function z/(x) of the /-th reflector was 

defined by the depth at which the reflector intersected the vertical boundaries of suc

cessive columns of blocks, z / 1 < /  <«, 1 ^  The unknown model parameters 

consisted of slownesses wij and depths Due to the limited coverage of rays over 

the region of interest, there could be many local minima of I I Atl I and therefore, 

more than one solution could be found for model m. This phenomenon results in low 

resolution of geological structure by the inversion (Bishop, et al., 1985). Increasing 

concentration of rays can improve resolution (Neumann, 1981), but also make the 

survey and computations more expensive.

Zhu and Brown (1987) used finite elements to represent velocity fields. An ele

ment can be a quadrilateral (Fig. 2.4.a) (or triangular (Fig. 2.4.b)) block F denoted by 

nodes p, q, r, s. The node velocities were defined as Vp,Vg,Vr,Vq. The velocity at a 

point (%, z) within F is linearly interpolated from the surrounding node velocities by

v ( x , z )  = A +B ( x - X p )  + C ( z - Z p )  + D ( x - X p ) { z - Z p )  (2-15)

where

A = Vp
O v z M
Ur-Zp)

(Vs-Vp)________CD =
(Xg Xp~̂  (Zj Zq) (Xg Xp'f
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and

For a triangular element, D = 0, and the velocity gradient within such an ele

ment is constant. The reflectors within the medium are approximated by straight 

lines

z = a i+ bix  (2-16)

Thus the model parameters representing the subsurface structure consist of 

node velocities and interface coefficients.

Chiu et al. (1986) and Chiu and Stewart (1987) extended the application of 

reflection tomography from two-dimensional (2D) to three-dimensional (3D) 

models. Since 3D models are more complicated than 2D models, the problems of 

non-uniqueness are more serious if velocity fields parameterized by 3D elements 

v(xi, y,-, z/). To avoid the problems, Chiu et al. (1986) and Chiu and Stewart (1987) 

allowed a single velocity within each individual layer. Even with this simplification, 

the inversion was unstable when the data contained errors. To constrain inversion, 

Chiu and Stewart (1987) integrated vertical seismic profiling and well log data with 

surface reflection data to improve resolution and stability.

The above techniques couple velocity fields with interfaces and image the velo

cities and the reflector positions simultaneously^ An alternative is to separate the 

imaging of velocity fields and interfaces into two steps. That is, to first solve for the 

velocity fields using the current reflector model and then to perform depth migration 

from which the model is updated (Bording, et al., 1987, Dyer and Worthington,

1988). This iterational use of tomographic velocity determination followed by depth 

migration is called "Iterative Tomographic Migration". With fixed reflector posi
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tions, the reflection tomographic technique images the velocity field quite accurately 

(Neumann, 1981). Given accurate velocity fields, depth migration can accurately find 

the subsurface interfaces. Hence "Iterative Tomographic Migration" combines the 

advantages of both techniques. Further, depth migration is a numerically robust pro

cedure which uses all the seismic data, not merely the traveltimes, and its perfor

mance tends to improve as the subsurface velocity estimates undergo refinement by 

tomography.

2.4. Model based coherency optimization

Model based velocity analysis methods can be divided into hyperbolic scheme 

and non-hyperbolic schemes. Both approaches require an initial velocity-depth 

model, then the velocity-depth model is refined by optimizing an objective function 

according the model.

2.4.1. Hyperbolic scheme

In the hyperbolic scheme, the outstanding work has been done by Toldi (1989). 

His method makes use of velocity panels obtained obtained by conventional velocity 

analysis (Taner and Koehler, 1969). The procedure can be briefly described as:

(1) Given an initial velocity-depth model m, a set of stacking slownesses w^(m), of 

which element w/y is the stacking slowness at zero-offset time T/ and midpoint 

yjj are computed. Then stacking slowness w/y is used together with the zero- 

offset time Xj to define a hyperbolic trajectory over offset

t^ = x} + Wij(m)x^ (2-17)

(2) Compute the objective function

Q(m) = [Wÿ(m),x/,yy] (2-18)
j i

where *S'[wÿ(m),Xj,yy] is semblance computed over a time gate following the 

hyperbolae described by Equation (2-17), i.e..
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M/2 ’ N 2

E Y,dit-¥kAt,Xi)
 ̂ k= -M /l 1=1

M/2 N
N  2 Y,d^{t+kAt,Xi)

( 2- 19)

_ _ i^it+k^uxi)
k=-M/2 1=1

where d(t+kAt,xi) are the seismic data at the times t-\-kAt on the trace with 

offset xi of CMP gather at midpoint yj. At is the sample interval, N  is the 

number of fold and M is the length of time gate.

(3) Update the interval velocity-depth model m by maximizing the objective func

tion Q (m).

The determination of the semblance values S [ W i j ( m ) , X i , y j ]  for all i and j  is 

computationally intensive. To minimize this computation, the algorithm can be 

organized to start with the same first step as the conventional velocity analysis 

method: calculate semblance for a range of w and x values. Provided that this range 

is sufficiently large, then 5[Wj^(m),X/,y^] at any zero-offset time x, and midpoint 

can be obtained by interpolating these precalculated semblances. The stacking slow

ness Wij can be obtained by tracing rays through the model m to calculate two-way 

traveltimes and then stacking slowness Wg using Equation (1-21).

2.4.2. Non-hyperbolic scheme

Since the variations of traveltime with offset depart from the hyperbolic curve 

in laterally inhomogeneous areas, it might be argued that it is better to abandon the 

hyperbolic assumption on which conventional velocity analysis is based. This is the 

idea adopted in non-hyperbolic model based coherency optimization velocity estima

tion (Landa, et al.  , 1988; Landa, et al.  , 1989; Landa, et al .  , 1991; Reshef, et al .  , 

1991; Landa, 1992). The method obtains a velocity model by maximizing the sem

blance coherency on prestack trace gathers (CMP or CSP) in a time window along 

the travel time curve computed by tracing rays through the model. This coherency 

optimization is very similar to that used for static corrections. The difference is that
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the parameter model has been changed from one involving statics to one of 

velocity-depth parameters. A "Layer-stripping” technique is employed. The velocity 

within each layer can vary laterally and interfaces can take any curved shape. Inter

faces and velocities are represented by spline functions (Appendix A). If vector z 

represents the vertical node locations for the interface being determined and vector v 

represents the values of velocities at nodes above that interface, then in the unknown 

model m = (v,z). Inversion of (v,z) can be performed by maxmizing the function 

E (m) (CSP gathers based) (Landa, 1989) given by:

2

K
E (v ,z )= 2  2:

j

£ûf/j[/:Ar + T(v,z)] 
j (2-20)

where t(v,z) is the traveltime calculated by ray tracing through the model. At is the 

sample interval, and kAt is the time window for semblance calculation. The optimi

zation of E(v,z) can be performed by linear approximations using derivatives 

(Polak, 1971) or the methods not involving derivatives. The latter techniques include 

the Simplex method (Himmelblau, 1972; Press et al., 1986) and simulated annealing 

(Rothman, 1985, 1986; Dahl-Jensen, 1989; Vasudevan et al., 1991; Landa et al,

1989). With information on both shear (S) wave and compressional (P) wave, the 

coherency optimization can be used to estimate Vp and simultaneously (Reshef et 

al., 1991).

Non-hyperbolic model based coherency optimization techniques may be con

sidered to lie between traveltime tomography and wave-equation tomography since 

they involve computing traveltimes iteratively from model but not computing 

seismic wave field from a model as does wave-equation tomography. The method is 

expensive, especially when simulated annealing is used to compute the coherency 

objective function.
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2.5. Migration-based velocity analysis

Migration can be also used to estimate velocity in laterally inhomogeneous 

areas. Al-Yahya (1989) suggested a migration-based velocity velocity analysis 

method. This method, like the model based coherency optimization techniques, also 

require an initial interval velocity-depth model. After migration with an initial velo

city model, the velocity error is estimated, and the initial velocity model is updated; 

the process is repeated until convergence is achieved. The velocity analysis is based 

on the principle that after prestack migration with the correct velocity model, an 

image in a common-receiver gather is aligned horizontally regardless of structure.

2.6. Linear model approaches

For a single CMP gather, variations in stacking slowness due to lateral slow

ness anomalies can not give any information about the size and positions of 

anomalies. However, if the variations along the seismic profile are available, the 

interval lateral slowness anomalies could be derived since a slowness anomaly at a 

particular position makes different contributions to stacking slowness anomalies of 

CMP gathers at different places. These different contributions are fundamental to the 

linear model approach of these techniques.

2.6.1. Lucas era/.’s model

The model used by Lucas et al. (1975) is based Equation (1-23). Since variation 

in squared stacking slowness A6 is a linear function of the delay in squared two-way 

traveltime, it is possible to apply the principle of superposition of effects. That is, the 

variation in squared slowness from a sequence of delays can be expressed as the con

volution of (a) the change in squared stacking slowness corresponding to a unit delay 

of squared two-way time with (b) lateral variations of squared two-way travel times.

The analysis can be developed in terms of a single delay at the surface at one
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geophone group location (Fig. 2.5.a) and velocity analyses carried out at successive 

CMP’s along the line, using a CMP spacing which is half of the offset increment. 

Figs. 2.5a, b show a cross-section of the ground with the ray paths for the first and 

last CMP gathers (denoted by A and B respectively) influenced by the single surface 

delay. The single delay will affect the slope b of the regression line over a range of 

CMP locations equal to the spread length (Fig. 2.5.c). The slope change over this 

range caused by the unit delay is equivalent to the impulse response of the variation 

in squared stacking slowness to the unit impulse in squared two-way traveltime.

Equation (1-23) is rewritten as:

(2-21)
where

\^k-

N
N X k - j : x i

i=l

N - £ X j -
i=l

N

i=l

(2-22)

If there exist anomalies 5 in squared traveltime at the surface along the profile, 

the variations can be calculated by convolution:

= (2-23)

This would be a very simple procedure to find Ô and then lateral slowness 

anomalies. However, in reality, there is no geologic structure that can produce a sin

gle delay Ô in squared two-way traveltime at one trace point which gives the same 

delay 8 in squared two-way traveltime at every other trace. There are two reasons for 

the variation of delay over different traces of a gather: firstly and mainly, the delay 8 

in the square of two-way traveltime is not only a function of the change in two-way 

traveltime, but also a function of two-way traveltime itself because different traces 

have different travel times due to differences in the lengths of ray paths; secondly, 

differences in the angle of incidence for different traces cause difference in traveltime
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delay according to the position of the CMP gather.

2.6.2. Loinger’s model

Loinger (1983) further developed Lucas et al.*s model to build a direct relation

ship between stacking slowness variations and interval slowness anomalies. In Fig.

2.6.a, the depth of the reflector is z and the background slowness of the medium 

above the reflector is wq. Stacking slowness CO would be the same as wq if there 

were no slowness anomaly below the surface. However, there is a rectangular slow

ness anomaly at the place where the k-ih source is located. The value of the anomaly 

is Aw and its thickness is Az. Since the ray related to the X:-th source passes through 

the anomaly and its traveltime is delayed by

Ar̂ k =^^AzAw (2-24)

the traveltime of the ^-th ray within background medium is given by:

h  = (2-25)
where Sk is the travel distance of the k-th ray from the source to the reflector and

back to the receiver.

Since

bk =2 tkAtk (2-26)
and

Abk =2 coAcû̂  (2-27)

Substituting (2-24), (2-25), (2-26), (2-27) into (2-21) and approximate û) as wq, 

we obtain:

AcOyk = M-̂ Aw (2-28)
where

K , = ~ ^ k  (2-29)
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If there exist anomalies at every CMP position near to the surface with the same 

thickness Az, the stacking slowness anomalies can be computed as:

A(0=|li * Aw (2-30)

When an anomaly is located at depth p rather than at the surface at a distance x! 

from the CMP position, (Fig. 2.6.b), the anomaly can be transformed to an 

equivalent anomaly at the surface with offset

x = 2 x : - ^  (2-31)
(z-p)

This model may fail when the thickness of anomaly is so large that more than 

one ray passes through the anomaly at one location, especially at depth where rays 

are dense.

2.6.3. BickePs model

Bickel (1990) rejected the approaches of Lucas et al. (1975) and Loinger (1983) 

and considered columnar anomalies (Fig. 2.7). The depth to the reflector is z and the 

background slowness of the medium is wq. The narrow anomalous slowness zone 

has a value Aw and width 2 Ac and is centred at the origin of the horizontal axis. 

There is one single source-receiver pair. Let x denote the horizontal coordinate of the 

midpoint of the source-receiver pair that has offset 2 h, and let T^(x) denote the two- 

way traveltime. Also let T q (x )  be the two-way normal travel time. From these two 

traveltime measurments, the stacking slowness 0)(%) can be calculated as:

w(%) = ^ [ r ^ ( x )  -  t I (x )Ÿ^  (2-32)

It is clear that and Tq are not delayed by the anomaly for I % I greater than h. 

For ixl smaller than h but greater than Ac, only T/,(jc) is delayed by the anomaly. 

Again, with the straight-ray approximation

Th(x ) = 2(wo + + Ax < \ x \ < h  (2-33)
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and

To =2wqz, Ax < I jcI (2-34a)

Substituting Equations |(2-33) and (2-34a) into Equation (2-32) and expanding

Equation (2-32) as a Taylor series and retaining only the first-order terms of Aw, we

obtain

z^+h^co(x) =wq + ---- ;— AxAw (2-35)

Hence

. z'^+h^Aco = ---- :— AxAw

= jLt" Aw (2-36)

where

H" = , Ax (2-37a)
h

and Aco is stacking anomaly defined by:

Aco =  ( 0 -  W q

For I X I less than Ax, T^ix) is still perturbed (near the reflection point) by the

same amount as the above case and hence its value is still expressed by Equation (2-

33). To(x) is perturbed by the amount 2 z Aw and its value is calculated as

To = 2 ( w q +Aw)z, Ixl < Ax (2-34b)
Making the same implementation as above, we obtain

z2+L2 2

Combining Equations (2-37a) and (2-37b), we obtain

|Lt"(%)=

Ax--—i r b ^ ( x )
h? 2h^ \x \  < h

0 otherwise (2-37)
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where b^^ipc) is a boxcar window function defined as

b^{x )  =
1 Ijcl < Ax
0 Ijcl > Ax (2-38)

As the column anomaly becomes narrower and narrower, i.e., approaces a verti

cal line. Equation (2-37) becomes

 :— Ax-
2/z

6(%)

0
\x\ < h 
otherwise (2-39)

This expression was obtained by Bickel (1990). 6(%) is the delta function.

Such methods are very much simpler than Tomography or Model Based 

Coherency Optimization. Their advantage is that they do not require seismic data, 

but only stacking velocity data, though a pre-determined background model must be 

provided. Their main disadvantage is that they only handle laterally varying velocity. 

Also, since ray bending is ignored within anomalous regions, the method may not be 

suitable for areas where interval velocities change rapidly laterally.
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Fig. 2.1. A horizontal reflector model. Velocity distribution is defined by 
velocities within 24 rectangular blocks with a low velocity inhomogeneity 
in block 15.

X

Z

Fig. 2.2. A arbitrary interface layered model. Reflectors are defined by 
nodes zi m) and interval velocities are defined by v; above the 
nodes.
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W ;  ; iJ+1

i+lj

Z

Fig. 2.3. An arbitrary interface layered model. The slowness field is 
defined by Wjj at the center of the box in the i-th row and the j-th 
column and reflectors are parameterized by the depths at which the 
reflector intersects the vertical boundaries of columns of boxes: zj

(a) Quadrilateral elements (b) Triangular elements

Fig. 2.4. Finite-element velocity model. The thick lines represent the interfaces and the 
thin lines are boundaries of the finite elements.
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(c) The Square of stacking variation due to the unit delay

Fig. 2.5. Lucas et al.'s linear model: The relationship between the square of
stacking slowness variation and a unit delay 5 in the square of the two-way 
traveltime, i.e., the impulse response function (after Lucas et a i,  1975).
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(a) An anomaly near surface (b) An anomaly at depth p

Fig. 2.6. Geometry of Loinger's Linear Model.

R

2Ax

Fig. 2.7. Geometry of Bickel's linear model. The slowness anomaly in 
the column is Aw.
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Chapter 3

Linear Space Invariant Impulse Response System

For

Horizontally Layered Model

3.1. Ray tracing method

Before describing the procedure used to develop the impulse response functions 

of stacking slowness variations to lateral interval slowness anomalies, the ray tracing 

method used to compute the two way traveltime and the ray path parameters (e.g, the 

two-way travel distances, the ray path lengths within each layer, and the intersection 

points of the rays with the interfaces) is described. The computed traveltime is used 

to compute stacking velocity that is then used to test the response system. The use of 

the ray path parameters to compute the response functions will be described in the 

next section.

Shown in Fig. S.l.a is the ^-th source-receiver trace pair of an N-fold CMP 

gather located at the surface position M over a model consisting of n horizontal 

layers in a laterally homogeneous area. The offset at the surface between the source 

and receiver and two way traveltime for the model are given as (Justice, 1986)

Xk = 2pk iv ,d ,( l  - p h } ) - ' ^  (3-1)
1 = 1

1=1 L
2 y V 2 (3-2)
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where v̂ , di denote interval velocity and thickness of the /-th layer respectively and 

Pk is the ray parameter of the ^-th ray trace of the N-fold gather.

For a given model and a known seismic survey geometry, the interval velocities 

V/, thicknesses d / and the offset of the k-th ray trace are known. The unknowns are 

the ray parameter pk and two way travel time tk. Once a ray parameter pk is deter

mined, tk can be directly computed from Equation (3-2). The ray parameter Pk can be 

computed by the Newton-Raphson method. Using the Taylor’s expansion of Xk (Pk) 

about an estimate p®. Equation (3-1) can be written as

Xk=Xk(Pk)+~7^ (Pk-Pk) + 0(8p^) (3-3)

where àp=pk~po and 0(8p^) represents the error introduced by truncating the Taylor 

series retaining only first order terms. The derivative of Xk with respect to the ray Pk 

is given by:

• ^ = 2 i v , d , ( i - p M r ^  (3-4)
^Pk i=\

Solving Equation (3-3) for pk does not gives the exact value because of the 

truncation error, but the solution is closer to the true pk than the estimate, pq. From 

Equation (3-3), the first solution po is given by:

1 _  0 X k - X k ( p l )
Pk=Pk+ . (3-5a)

=pî
dxk I 
dpk

The successive approximations for the ray parameter pk are written as

P i - t f ' *  (MW
dXk .

Pk=piI
dPk

The iteration is repeated until the difference between the actual offset Xk of the 

/:-th source-receiver ray trace andj.rjt(pi) is less than a selected tolerance e. The final 

Pk is set equal to the solution, pk of Equation (3-1) and the traveltime is computed by
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substituting into Equation (3-2).

The ray path parameters used in the next section to compute the impulse 

responses must also be calculated at this stage. They are the two-way travel distance 

Sk from the source to the base of the «-th layer and back to the receiver, the interval 

distances Sĵ i travelled by the ray within each layer from the first layer to the «-th 

layer, and the horizontal offset distances from the CMP position, of the point of 

intersection of ray with the interfaces (Fig. 3.1.a). Since the ray parameter pk has 

been determined and the horizontal distance travelled by the ray from the source to 

the /-th interface is given by:

Xk,i =Pk Z W r ( l  - p h h ~ ^  0 = 0 (3-6)
r=i

then the horizontal distance from the common mid-point to the intersection point of 

the ray with the /-th interface is given by:

h k .l  =  ^ - X k , i  = Atf =0; (3-7)

and the travel distance of the ray within the /-th layer is determined as

= (3-8)

Finally, the total travel distance from source to receiver is given by

Sk = '^T,Sk,i (3-9)
1=1

Thus the two way traveltime and the parameters used for computing the 

impulse response functions have been calculated for a homogeneous region. It is 

now necessary to compute the two way traveltimes in an inhomogeneous region. To 

simplify the computation, although the refractions at the interface are taken into

account, the refractions occuring when the rays enter an anomalous region are

ignored. As shown in Fig. 3.1.b, there is a slowness anomaly within the /-th layer 

through which the ray producing the A:-th trace of the TV-fold gather passes. The
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difference between the traveltimes of this ray in the homogeneous region and in the 

anomalous region can be computed as

ASlr Ast
A t k  =  —  - —  (3-10)

Va V/
where v/ and are the velocities in the /-th layer and the anomalous region respec

tively and Ask is the ray path length (^-th ray) within the anomaly. Therefore the two

way traveltime of the k-th ray from source to receiver is:

4‘’> = I* + A/* (3-11)

This procedure can be applied to every trace.

3.2. Derivation of impulse response functions

In Section 2.6, three different linear models were described. Here Loinger’s 

(1983) linear model is further developed and the model with a horizontally extended 

anomaly is replaced by the column slowness anomaly used by Bickel (1990). The 

extended linear model can handle the effects of slowness anomalies within mul

tilayers on stacking slownesses of reflecting events from multi-reflectors. In the sin

gle reflector case, Bickel’s linear model with multi-offsets is equivalent to the model 

developed here.

Suppose the A:-th ray passes through a slowness anomaly with a value w^’ 

which can be located anywhere along the path the ray travels (Fig. 3.2.a). The length 

of the ray path within the anomaly is and the traveltime of the ray corresponding 

to the /:-th trace is delayed by A/jt, causing a corresponding delay in squared trav

eltime Tjc. The delay in can be given by Equation (2-26) and the related 

changes in squared stacking slowness due to the delay 5  ̂can be obtained from Equa

tion (2-27).

Substituting Equations (2-26) and (2-27) into Equation (2-21), we have
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(oAmt -  (3-12)

where is expressed in Equation (2-22).

Furthermore, tk = Sk where Sk is the travel distance of the k-ih ray from the 

source to the reflector and back to the receiver, computed on the assumption that the 

ray only bends at the reflectors and not in the regions of velocity anomaly, and (bk is 

the average slowness along the k-ih ray. Since œ is very close to co, they can be 

treated as being equal. Hence Equation (3-12) is reduced to:

Aiûk = likSk^tk (3-13)

Equation (3-13) expresses the stacking slowness change A% caused by the 

delay Atk in the travel time of the X:-th ray. The squared variables Ab and 8 are elim

inated. Equation (3-13) can be reduced further to obtain the relationship between 

stacking slowness and lateral variation of interval slowness. The travel time delay Atk 

of k-ih ray can be expressed as Atk = ^\Ask, and therefore equation (3-13) can be 

rewritten as:

Acûk = likSkAskw'k = rkw'k (3-14)
where

rk=[ikSkAsk (3-15)

The variable is defined as the impulse response of the variation in stacking

slowness to the variation of slowness through which the k-ih ray passes. One more

step is needed to obtain the impulse response of the change in stacking slowness to

the individual lateral variations in interval slowness. In the discussion which follows,

the impulse response function for a one layered structure is first determined and then

a similar procedure is extended to a multilayered structure.

3.2.1. Single layer model case

Assume an TV-fold seismic survey is carried out over a region containing a sin-
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gle horizontal reflector at the depth D below the surface, and that the background 

slowness is When the CMP stack is centred at position j\ suppose that there is a 

column slowness anomaly, wq, at CMP position 0, with a unit value, and suppose 

furthermore that the width and height of the anomaly are the CMP spacing Ax and 

the depth D to the reflector respectively (Fig. 3.2.b). The ray corresponding to the k- 

th trace of the N-fold gather passes through the column anomaly and its length 

within the anomaly is Ask can be determined by the length of i , the horizon

tal distance o covered by the A;-th ray (in fact, the half offset of the k-th trace) to 

position number j\ that is,

= (3-16)
hk,o

The traveltime is delayed by

Atk = (3-17)

and then causes the stacking slowness change at position j  which can be determined 

by Equation (3-14). In addition, the rays corresponding to the traces from k\ to N of 

the N-fold gather (Fig. 3.2.b) also pass through the anomaly where the number k\ is 

a function of position j. The traveltime delay at every trace from k\ to N  will contri

bute to the change of stacking slowness Aco, at CMP position j. Since Aco;t is a linear 

function of slowness change, the total change of stacking slowness at CMP position j 

caused by the unit slowness at CMP position 0 is the summation of the contributions

of all the time delayed rays corresponding to the traces from k\  to N. Hence the

stacking slowness change at the position j  is determined by

N N
R j  = J^Acùk = (3-18)

k\ k\
where is defined by equation (3-15) and Rj denotes the stacking slowness change 

at position j  caused by the unit slowness anomaly. Hence R is defined to be an 

impulse response function to a unit slowness anomaly at position 0. Because | the
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reflector is horizontal, /? is a symmetric function with respect to 0.

If there exist slowness anomalies in all the CMP positions within the spread, 

the change of stacking slowness at a position j  is determined by 

M
= Z  (3-19a)

i=-M
where Q.j is the change of stacking velocity at position j  and M is the largest number 

of CMP spacing gaps at the surface from the position j  to the leftmost point which 

the furthest ray in the N-fold gather, i.e., the N-th ray, can reach. Hence the stacking 

slowness variations along the line can be defined by a convolution equation:

n (x )= R (x)*  w(x) (3-1%)
where * denotes convolution.

3.2.2. Multilayered model case

Next the impulse response functions for the multilayer case are determined. 

Let us assume a structure of n layers and that reflection energy is recorded from the 

m-th interface. The anomalies within all higher layers affect the stacking slowness of 

the events from the m-th reflector. Let a gather be located at CMP position j\ and let

there be a single column slowness anomaly at the horizontal position zero within the

l-th layer (Fig. 3.2.c). The width of the anomaly is the same as the CMP spacing Ax 

and the height of the anomaly is equal to the thickness of the /-th layer. In contrast to 

the single layer case discussed above, there are only a few traces, from k \ to Ic2 y pro

duced by rays which pass through the anomaly, ki and ^ 2  being functions of posi

tion j. Let us define as the impulse response of the variation in stacking slow

ness for the reflection from the m-th layer due to the anomaly within the /-th layer. 

Following a procedure similar to that used for the one layer case, R ^j  is defined by: 

^ 2

^m,/ = (3-20)

where is still defined by equation (3-15) and As^ is the length of the raypath
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corresponding to the ^-th trace within the anomaly at CMP position 0 within the /-th 

layer (Fig. 3.2.c). is given by:

Ask = T— ^  (3-21)

The variations in stacking slowness of reflected events from the m-th layer 

caused by the anomalies within l-th layer are defined by a convolution equation:

Qrn,l(x) = Rmjix) * Wi(x) (3-22)

Furthermore, if there are slowness anomalies within all layers above and 

including the m-th layer, the total stacking slowness variations of reflected events 

from the m-th layer caused by slowness anomalies within all higher layers are deter

mined by the equation:

Clfnix) =  Rm, 1 (^)*V V  1 (x)+Rm,2ix)*^2(x) + ..........+ Rm,m(x)*W (̂x)
m

= w, U)  (3-23)
1=1

where denotes the variations in stacking slowness for the reflections from the m- 

th reflector, R; ,̂/ denotes the impulse response of stacking slowness variations for the 

events from the m-th reflector to the anomaly within the /-th layer and w/ is the ano

maly function for the /-th layer. From the the procedure described above, it is known 

that the impulse response is dependent on the seismic spread geometry and the geo

logic structure.

Therefore, for an n layer model, the stacking slowness variations of the 

reflected events from any layer of the model can be expressed as the summations of 

the convolutions of the impulse response functions with the interval slowness 

anomalies of all higher layers and the layer itself. Referring to Fig. 3.3, the effect of 

interval slowness anomalies on the stacking slowness variations of the reflection 

events from the n reflectors of an n layer model can be illustrated by a linear impulse 

response system. The inputs to the system are the interval slowness anomalies, and
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the outputs are the stacking slowness variations. The system is divided into n sub

systems (dashed rectangles in Fig. 3.3). Each sub-system corresponds to a stacking 

slowness variation for the reflection from one reflector (e.g. the m-th interface) of the 

model and contains m parallel linear operators!/?m,/ (small solid rectangles). The 

combination of the output of all operators in the sub-system provides the stacking 

slowness variations of the reflection from the m-th reflector.
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(3.1.a) Geometry of a ray travelling through a horizontally layered model
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(3.1.b) Ray passing through a velocity anomaly within the l-th layer 
Fig. 3.1. Geometry of the k-th ray of an N-fold gather from source S to receiver R
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M

P

(3.2.a) The k-th ray of an N-fold CMP gather at M passes through 
a slowness anomaly. Its path length within the anomaly is ASk.

A x

(3.2b) The traveltimes of rays from k% to N of an N-fold CMP gather 
at j from the base of a single layered model are affected by an anomaly 
at 0 within the layer.
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1-lh la v e r

m -th  la y e r
P

n-th layer

( 3 .2 .C )  The traveltimes of rays from k j  to k 2 of an N-fold CMP gather 
at j from the m-th reflector are affected by an anomaly at 0 within the 
l-th layer.
Fig. 3.2. Computation of impulse response functions for a horizontally 
layered model.
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Fig. 3.3. The impulse response system of stacking slowness variations due to interval 
slowness anomalies for a horizontally layered model. The interval slowness anomaly 
functions wj (x) are the inputs to the system which gives the outputs Oi(x), i.e., the 
stacking slowness variations.
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Chapter 4

Applications of Linear Space Invariant System

to

Synthetic Models

4.1. Forward convolutional modelling

In this section, the reliability of the impulse response system derived in Section 

3.2 is investigated by comparing the ray traced stacking velocities with the forward 

modelled stacking velocities obtained using the impulse response system for syn

thetic models with a single layer and with four layers.

Fig. 4.1.a shows a single layer with a thickness of 0.6 km and a background 

velocity of 3.40 km/s. There is a rectangular anomaly with a velocity value of 

3.0 km/s between x  = 2.S km and x  = 3.2 km (Fig. 4.1.a, b).

A ray-tracing program using the method described in Section 3.1 was run to 

compute the travel times of reflections at 200 CMP locations. The first CMP is at 

surface position x  = 0.5 km. The CMP spacing is 0.025 km and hence the entire sur

vey line is 5.0 km long. Each gather is 48 fold with an offset increment of 0.05 km, 

therefore, the spread length is 2.4 km. The stacking velocities were estimated by 

fitting a direct line to the (xf ,  i f )  pairs for each CMP and are displayed in Fig. 4.1.C 

(red line). The stacking velocity calculated in this way is referred to as the ray traced 

stacking velocity hereafter. The impulse response for the model is computed as 

described in Section 3.2.1 and is illustrated in Fig. 4.2.a. Since the impulse response
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calculates only the stacking slowness variations, by convolution with the lateral 

slowness anomalies, the background stacking slowness for the model must also be 

computed. Because there is only one layer, the background stacking slowness should 

be the same as the background interval slowness, i.e. Q29A\s/km (=1/3.4).

Since the impulse response function is a response function of stacking slowness 

change due to lateral interval slowness anomaly, the lateral interval slowness ano

maly must be computed first and then convolved with the impulse response function 

(Eq. (3-19b) ). The slowness anomaly is obtained by first computing the interval 

slowness function from the interval velocity function shown in Fig. 4.1.b, and then 

removing the background slowness (the reciprocal of background velocity). The 

stacking slowness variation is obtained either by convolving in the space domain, 

using Equation (3-19b) or by Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) into the 

wavenumber domain. In the wavenumber domain. Equation (3-19b) takes the form:

à ik)= R (k) 'w {k)  (4-1)

where R(k), w{k), Q(k) are the spectra of the impulse response R(x), the lateral 

interval slowness anomaly function w (%), and the convolved stacking slowness vari

ation Q(x) respectively. R(k) is generally called the system function. As is shown in 

Fig. 4.2.b, R(k) has very small values at high wavenumbers, which implies that the 

response function is not sensitive to high frequency slowness changes.

Since the offset increment (= 0.05^m) is twice as the CMP spacing (= 0.025km), 

a 48-fold spread covers 97 CMPs and hence the length of impulse response is 97 

since data length is 2(X) (One at each CMP), zeros are padded to the end of data to 

increase the length of data to 256 to satisfy FFT condition (a power of 2). Because 

the sample interval A is CMP spacing 0.025 km, the Nyquist wavenumber is 1/2A = 

1/(2x0.025) = 20 km~^. Only the components of the stacking slowness variations at 

wavenumbers from zero (direct level) to the Nyquist wavenumber are independent
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and hence Q(/:) are only needed to be computed at 129 wavenumbers {k =1, 2, 

129).

Once 0.{k) have been calculated using Equation (4-1), Q(x) the variations in 

stacking slownesses at each CMP location, hereafter referred to as forward modelled 

stacking slowness variations, are determined by inverse FFT. The forward modelled 

stacking slowness variations 0(%), then have to be added to the background stacking 

slowness to obtain the stacking slownesses, and then the stacking velocities. The 

stacking velocities obtained by convolution are displayed in Fig. 4.1.C (blue line) and 

are referred to as forward modelled stacking velocities hereafter. The differences 

between the ray-tracing stacking velocities and the forward modelled stacking velo

cities are small and we can therefore assume the impulse response accurately 

describes the character of the stacking velocity variations over the anomalous region.

The second synthetic model, shown in Fig. 4.3.a, has four layers having 

thicknesses 0.35 km, 0.4 km, 0.3 km, 0.25 km and background velocities 2.4 km/s, 

2.9 km/s, 3.2 km/s, 3.5 km/s respectively. There are velocity anomalies within the 

first three layers shown in Fig. 4.3.a, b. The seismic spread geometry used for the 

model is the same as that for the first example. The ray traced stacking velocities of 

reflections from the four reflectors along the profile line from CMP 1 to 200 have 

been computed and are displayed in Fig. 4.3.C (dotted lines). The procedure to obtain 

the forward modelled stacking velocities for the model is a little more complicated 

than in the single layer example. Except for the first layer, the travel time is not only 

affected by the anomalies within the layer from which base the reflection is recorded, 

but is also affected by the anomalies within all higher layers. The impulse response 

functions Rij(x) related to this model and the seismic spread geometry are computed 

by the method described in Section 3.2.2. These functions and their amplitude spec

tra are shown in Fig. 4.4. Variations of stacking slownesses of all reflections from 

the bases of the four layers are given by:
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ni(x)= R u(x)*w i(x)
^2(x)=R2l(x)*Wi(x)+R22(x)*W2(x) 
Q3(x)=/?3i(;c)*Wi(j:)-|-/?32U)*W2U)+/?33(x)*W3(jc) 
Çl4 (x)= R 4 i(x)*Wi(x)+R^2 (x)*W2 (.x)+R4 3 (x)*Ws(x) + Ru(x)*W4(x)

or given in wavenumber domain by:

à.2(k) = ̂  21 (^)'W 1 {k)+R22(kyw2(k)
~ ~ ~ ^ ~  ( 4 - 3 )

Q . 2 i k ) = R 3 i ( k y w i ( k ) + R 2 2 ( k y w 2 ( k ) + R 2 3 ( k y w 3 ( k )

Ô 4 (/: ) =  ^  41 (/: )• vv 1 (Â:)-I-^ 42 (/:)-vv 2 ( / : ) + ^  43 3 ^  44 )*i^4 (^ )

where Qi(k), \Vi(k) and Rij(k) are respectively the wavenumber versions of Q/(jc), 

W i ( x )  and R i j ( x ) .

The variations are added to the background stacking slownesses to get forward 

modelled stacking slownesses (and hence velocities) along the profile. The results 

are illustrated by solid lines in Fig. 4 .3 .C . The difference between the ray traced 

stacking velocities (dotted) the and forward modelled stacking velocities are very 

small. Therefore, it can be concluded that the impulse response system developed in 

Section 3 .2  reliably accounts for variations in stacking slownesses caused by lateral 

interval slowness anomalies.

In general, the expression for the variations in stacking slowness for a geologic 

structure with n layers is given as:

12i(x)=/?ii(x)*wi(x)

^ l i x )  =  /?  21 (x)*w 1 (x) +R22ix)*W2(x)
( 4 - 4 )

^ n ( x ) = R n l ( x ) * W i ( x ) + R n 2 ( x ) * W 2 ( x ) +  ' '  ‘  R n n ( x ) * W n ( x )
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or the wavenumber version

Qi(^)=/?ii(^)-vvi(^)

à.2ik)=R2\ {kywiik)+R22{k)'W2{k)
(4-5)

0.n{k)=Rn\{kyWi{k)-\-Rn2iky^2ik)-\- • • • Rnn(kyWn(k)

4.2. Derivation of lateral slowness anomalies

In Section 4.1, the impulse response functions have been convolved with the 

lateral slowness anomalies to compute the forward modelled stacking slowness vari

ations and then the forward modelled stacking velocities. The comparison between 

the forward modelled and ray traced stacking velocities suggests that the impulse 

response system is reliable. In this section, known stacking slowness variations are 

used to derive the lateral slowness anomalies (then interval slowness/velocity func

tions).

4.2.1. Layer-stripping method

Returning to the one layer model in Section 4.1, the problem now is, knowing 

the stacking slownesses along the profile above the anomaly, to work out the ano

maly value. Since the impulse response function is needed, the geological structure 

must be known. Since the impulse response function is dependent on the geologic 

structure, the background velocity and depth must be derived as accurately as possi

ble. The methods to work out the background model will be described in Chapter 7. 

Stacking slowness variations can be obtained by: (1) determing the background 

stacking velocity (and hence background stacking slowness) from the undistorted 

stacking velocity data (e.g. parts designated A, B in Fig. 4.1.c); (2) computing
I

stacking slowness variations by subtracting background stacking slowness from 

stacking slowness data.
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From Equation (4-1), the spectrum of the lateral slowness change is given as:

w ( k ) = - 9 ^  (4-6)
R ( k )

Since ̂ (/:) is zero or very small for high values of the wavenumber vv(^) will 

overflow at such points. An optimal derivation for w(k) is to introduce a small 

number e (which has different meaning from the tolerance e used in Chapter 2) into 

Equation (4-6). e is termed the stability parameter. As modified, Equation (4-6) 

becomes:

w(k) = (4-7)
l«(jt)l^+e

where /? (k) is conjugate of R(k),

The stability parameter e prevents w(k) from overflow when /?(/:) is zero, but 

stability is obtained by sacrificing resolution. A small e retains resolution but with a 

high level of noise in the recovered w(x) (Fig. 4.5.a), while a large value of e pro

duces a stable result at low resolution (Fig. 4.5.b). A moderate value (five percent of 

Q(%) signal energy) was chosen for e in equation (4-7). The recovered velocity func

tion along the profile is displayed in Fig. 4.5.C (red solid line). The comparison 

between it and the original interval velocity (red dashed line) shows the method to be 

very accurate.

Given that inversion with FFT and inverse FFT can give a near-perfect result 

for a velocity anomaly in a single layer model, it is appropriate to consider whether a 

simihar technique can be applied to a model with a multilayered structure, e.g., the 

second example in Section 4.1.

From Equation (4-5), the expressions for the |iv,(X:)*s of a multilayered model 

are as follows

<4-8.,
l / ? i i ( / : ) l  + £ i
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and

Wi(k) =

'LRij{k)wjik) 
7=1____________ .

Riiik)
  (i = l ,2 ,- ,r t)  (4-8b)

To set the stability parameters e,- in Equation (4-8), a new variable representing 

partial stacking slowness variations is defined, that is,

i-i
nf(%) = Qiixy 'ZRij ixrwjix)  a = 1 ,2 ,- ,/i)  (4-9a)

7=1

or the wavenumber version:

àUk)  = ^i(ky 'ZRij(kywj(k)  (i = l ,2 , - ,n )  (4-9b)
J = i

From Equations (4-4), it can be seen the partial stacking slowness variations 

O P i ( x )  is in fact the contribution of interval slowness anomaly within the i-th layer 

to stacking slowness variations of reflections from the base of the layer. The energy 

of the partial stacking slowness variations is computed and a small amount of it is set 

to be the stability parameter e/. Substitute Ô!i(k) into Equation (4-8), Equation (4-8) 

reduces to

Wi(k) = (i = 1 , 2 ,- ,n )  (4-10)
I Rum ^+e,-

In summary, the procedure to recover lateral velocity values thus involves:

(1) Determination of the background stacking velocities (and hence background 

stacking slownesses) from the undistorted stacking velocity data;

(2) Computation of stacking slowness variations by subtracting background stack

ing slownesses from stacking slowness data;

(3) Computation of the impulse response function related to the pre-determined 

background model and seismic geometry by using the method described in
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Section 3.2;

(4) Transformation of the stacking slowness variations and the impulse response 

functions into the wavenumber domain by FFT;

(5) Derivation of the spectrum of the lateral slowness change using Equations (4-9) 

and (4-10), followed by transformation back to the spatial domain by inverse 

FFT.

Now let the inversion be made for the second example in Section 4.1. The : 

impulse response functions are computed using the original model shown in Fig. 

4.3.a and are then transformed into their system functions (spectra). The stacking 

slowness variations are computed from the ray traced stacking velocities (dotted 

lines) shown in Fig. 4.3.C and are transformed into wavenumber version. The spectra 

of interval slowness anomalies are computed using Equation (4-10) and then the 

interval slowness anomalies are computed using the inverse FFT. The slowness 

anomalies obtained in this way are added to the background interval slownesses to 

get interval slowness functions and hence interval velocity functions. The results 

obtained with different stability parameters are displayed in Fig. 4.6. As predicted, 

small e, ’s provide high resolution but also with noise (see blue, orange and green 

lines shown in Fig. 4.6.a), while large e, ’s reduce resolution but give stable results 

(Fig. 4.6.b). No matter how the stability parameters are chosen, the results for the 

interval slowness of the fourth layer are always unacceptable. This happens because 

the method using Equations (4-8) is in fact a ’layer-stripping’ process. Any computa

tional round-off errors, and also the errors introduced by stability parameter e, ’s, in 

computing the w{k) of the upper layers accumulate and are magnified in deeper 

layers. Nevertheless, the results shown in Fig. 4.6 are acceptable for many purposes 

and the method seems suitable for derivation of velocity anomalies from stacking 

velocity variations along seismic survey line. However, these results are based on an
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impulse response system calculated using the precisely correct background model 

and noise-free stacking velocities. In practice, it is impossible to obtain either an 

exact background model or noise-free stacking velocity data.

The ’layer-stripping’ method can be further investigated by considering two 

cases, one with an inexact background but noise free data, and the other with an 

exact model but with stacking data contaminated by white noise.

In the first case, the impulse response functions are computed based on a model 

obtained using Dix’s equation which is different from the original model. The 

’layer-stripping’ method is applied again with the same stacking velocity data as 

used above. The results obtained with the same stability parameters as in Fig. 4.6 are 

displayed in Fig. 4.7. It can be seen the results are inferior especially for the 

anomalies withinthe deeper layers.

The inversion of the velocity anomalies becomes even less accurate when the 

stacking velocity data contain errors. In the second case, five percent of the stacking 

slowness variations’ energy level of random noises is added to the stacking slowness 

variation functions (The corresponding noisy stacking velocity functions are 

displayed in Fig. 4.8). Even though the impulse response functions are computed 

based on the original model, the results obtained by this ’layer-stripping’ method are 

quite unacceptable (Fig. 4.9). The derived interval velocities contain strong noise 

even if very large stability parameters are used in Equations (4-8) or (4-10). It can be 

expected that the results will be much worse if the two effects are combined, i.e., the 

background model is inexact and the stacking velocity data is noisy. Therefore, in 

practice, the ’layer-stripping’ technique should not be used to solve Equation (4-5).

4.2.2. Singular value decomposition method

It is known, from Fig. 4.4, that at some wavenumbers k, the spectra Rij{k) are 

zeros or very small and hence the set of equations (4-3) is singular or else
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numerically very close to singular. Any procedure involving ’layer-stripping’ inevit

ably produces unstable results. To get a satisfactory result, a method must be used 

which considers the whole set simultaneously.

Fortunately, there exists a very powerful set of techniques for dealing with sets 

of equations or matrices that are either singular or else numerically very close to 

singular. This set of techniques, known as singular value decomposition (SVD), 

diagnoses the problem precisely and produces a useful numerical answer. A brief 

description of the SVD is given in the Appendix B.

The set of equations (4-5) can be written in matrix form as:

R(X:)'W(X:) = Q(^) (4-11)

Here the raised dot denotes matrix multiplication. R(^) is the matrix of the sys

tem function values at wavenumber k, are the spectra of stacking slowness vari

ations written as a column vector, and w(/:) is a column vector in which the unknown 

spectra of lateral slowness variations can be stored. Then:

R(^) =

R u ik )

Ri\{k) Rii ik)  

R^iik) R22(k) R^iik)

Rn\{k) Rniik) Rniik) • • • R„n{k)

is named as the impulse response system matrix.

(4-12a)

Çlik) =

Oi(^)

ài ik )

Q.nik)

(4-12b)

is named as the stacking slowness variation spectrum vector, and
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^ l i k )

W2(^)

is named as the interval slowness anomaly spectrum vector. 

The SVD of R(/:) is given by

(4-12c)

R(^) = J,<5i{k)Ui{k)y\ (k) (4-13)
/=!

where the superscript T indicates a transpose, Ui(k) is the i-th eigenvector of 

R(/:)R^(/:), \J(k)  is the i-th eigenvector of R^(k)R(k), and Oi(k) is the i-th singular 

value of R(A:). The singular values Ci(k) can be shown to be the positive square roots
" " T T "of the eigenvalues of the covariance matrices R(X:)R {k) or R (/:)R(â:); the eigen

values are always real and positive due to the positive definite nature of covariance 

matrices.

The SVD programs SVDCMP and SVBKSB provided by Press et al (1986) 

handle real variable matrices or sets of equations only. To use these programs, some 

manipulation of Equation (4-11) is necessary. From Fig. 4.2 and 4.4, it can be seen 

that the impulse responses /?,y(jc)’s are all real and symmetric and that each com

ponent, Rijik) is purely real. Since tl(k) and w(/:) are complex matrices. Equation 

(4-9) must be decomposed into two sets of equations:

wW()t) = âW (t) (4-14a)
R(r)(;t) • (4-14b)

The superscripts r and / denote the real and imaginary parts respectively of each 

element in Equation (4-11). R^''\k) is actually the same as R(^) since all elements of 

R(k) are purely real.
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As Equations (4-14a) and (4-14b) have the same coefficient matrix R '̂’̂ (/:), they 

need not be solved separately. The matrix i& \ k )  is decomposed first, then the sets 

(4-14a) and (4-14b) are solved simultaneously (See Appendix B). For each 

wavenumber, there is one set of linear equations (4-14). If the number of samples is 

P (P being a number which is a power of 2), there are P/2+1 such sets to be solved 

since only those components of stacking slowness variations at wavenumbers upto 

the Nyquist wavenumber are independent. The actual procedures to solve Equation 

(4-14) are

(1) Apply the SVD analysis on P/2+1 matrices R '̂'^(/:), and save the {cj/(/:)}, 

(Ut(^)} and {v,•(/:)} ((i = 1, 2,..., n), k = l, 2,..., P/2+1);

(2) Find the maximum from P/2+1 vectors {g, (^)} and then use a fraction of 

^max as the singular value threshold Giiml

(3) Replace l/a, (^) by zero if a, (/:) is less than Gii^;

(4) Compute the spectra of slowness anomalies by (See also Equation (B-9) in 

Appendix B).

W(X=) = Ê  (4-15)

The SVD technique can now be applied to the second synthetic model. Since 

sample interval is 0.025 km, the Nyquist wavenumber is 20 km~^. Because the 

number of CMP points is 200, the number of data samples will be 256 (the final 56 

points are padded with zeros) to satisfy using FFT. Then the components of the 

stacking slowness variations at 129 wavenumbers from zero to the Nyquist 

wavenumber are independent. The singular values of the impulse response system 

matrices defined in Equation (4-12a) at each wavenumber at which the components 

of stacking slowness variations are independent are computed and displayed in Fig. 

4.10. The SVD inversion method is applied to following three situations.
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In the first case, the original model shown in Fig. 4.3.a is taken as the back

ground model to determine the impulse response system and the stacking velocities 

are noise free. The results with different thresholds of singular values are obtained 

and displayed in Fig. 4.11. A small aum produces an excellent result for the first 

layer but very noisy results for deeper layers. The result shown in (Fig. 4.11.a) is 

obtained by setting the threshold value Gum to 0.(XX)5Gmax. A large Gum, say 

0.05 Gmax» by contrast, produces acceptable results for all four layers but with lower 

resolution (Fig. 4.1 l.b). If the threshold is set to a value 0.005 G^ax, both the resolu

tion and accuracy are satisfactory (Fig. 4.11.c). Comparing the results with those 

obtained by the ’layer-stripping’ method (Fig. 4.6), SVD inversion gives better 

results, especially for the derivation of the anomalies within the deeper layers.

As seen from the above example, chosing a singular value threshold of Giim is 

similar to chosing the stability parameter e, in Equation (4-10). A small Gü^ pro

vides high resolution for the upper layers but with very high noise in the results for 

the deeper layers; a large Giim reduces the noise but also reduces resolution. Hence a 

compromise value that balances resolution and stability must be used. As shown in 

Fig. 4.4 and Fig. 4.10, small g ’ s  are corresponding to those matiices R(â:) containing 

small elements /?,ÿ(Â:)’s, which, in general, occur at high wavenumbers. Hence set

ting I/o to zeros when Gs are small is equivalent to filtering out high wavenumber 

components of interval slowness anomalies, and thereby losing resolution. The tra

deoff between resolution and accuracy has been discussed extensively in the litera

ture of signal processing (e.g. Bickel and Martinez, 1983) and a complete description 

is beyond the scope of this thesis.

SVD inversion has even greater advantages when the exact background model 

can not be provided or the stacking velocity data contain noise or both. Suppose the 

background model is computed by Dix’s equation, using data from the regions where 

no stacking velocity variations occur. The impulse response system is then
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determined based on this inaccurate model. The results obtained using SVD inver

sion in this case with the same thresholds as used for the previous case, are displayed 

in Fig. 4.12. The results obtained by using the SVD inversion are much more accept

able than those with the Tayer-stripping’ technique (Fig. 4.7).

The superiority of the SVD inversion can also be shown when the stacking data 

contain noise. If the original model is used as the background model, the impulse 

response system determined on this model is exact. Random noise with the level of 

5% of the stacking slowness variation energy of each layer is added to the stacking 

slowness variation functions (Fig. 4.8) and the SVD inversion is applied. The results 

obtained with large and small thresholds of singular values are shown in Fig. 4.13. 

The large threshold (0.05 a^ax) gives a stable result with low resolution (Fig.

4.13.a). The result with a small threshold has a very high noise level although the 

resolution seems to be better (Fig. 4.13.b). For interpretation, the former result is 

more meaningful than the latter.

The choice of the threshold value of aum is critical, but, if it is known that there 

are no anomalies within the fourth layer, a relatively small threshold can be used. 

Since in such cases the variations of slowness within the fourth layer are zero, the 

fourth column elements of can be removed, so that R̂ '"̂ (̂ ) becomes a 4  x 3

matrix, i.e. the set of equations is overdetermined. iForcing the fourth layer to be free 

of velocity anomalies is, in fact, applying a constraint to the set of Equation ( 4 - 3 ) .  

Therefore, the stability is increased and Gum can be set to be a smaller value to 

improve resolution. The SVD inversion was repeated using the same threshold as for 

the result shown in Fig. 4 . 1 3 . b ,  and the result is displayed in Fig. 4 .1 3 .C .  It can be 

seen that stabilization has been achieved for the second although the result for the 

third is still pretty noisy.

In general, if there are n layers from which reflections are recorded and the
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velocity analyses are made and it is known or assumed that there are no velocity 

anomalies within the k-ih layer above the M-th layer, the ^-th column elements of 

can be removed and the SVD can be applied to the reduced From the

example above, it can be seen the SVD may not give a satisfactory result if the stack

ing data contains noise. This can be explained by features of the system functions. 

Fig. 4.4 shows that the impulse response system is in fact a low pass filter, so that if 

there are some errors at high wavenumbers of the stacking slowness anomaly, the 

deconvolution at the wavenumbers will be very inexact. This suggests that the 

derivation of the slowness anomalies can be stabilized if the stacking slowness varia

tions are passed through a low pass filter before SVD inversion is applied. This will 

be shown by the next example which introduces the use of a window function.

In practice, velocity data always contain errors and the background model used 

to determine the impulse response system may not be correct. Using the second syn

thetic model as an example,the same random data are added to the stacking slowness 

variations as for the inversion shown in Fig. 4.13. As is shown in Fig. 4.4 and Fig.

4.13, if the stacking data contain any high wavenumber noise, the inversion becomes 

unstable. Stacking slowness variations must therefore be smoothed before inversion. 

Before applying the SVD technique to the set of linear equations (4-5), the spectra of 

stacking slowness anomalies are weighted by a window function. Any conventional 

window function (rectangular, triangular, Hanning, Hamming, Blackman) may be 

used (Note: When using a rectangular function, |the length of the window must be 

smaller than the length of the sampled stacking slowness variations). Window func

tions are widely used in estimation of the power spectra of signals and can be found 

in any signal processing textbook (e.g., Priestley, 1981; Poularikas and Seely, 1988) 

Here the Papoulis window is applied. Since there are only 129 wavenumbers at 

which the components of stacking slowness variations are independent, and hence 

the length of the Papoulis window function is set to 129 with a maximum lag of 45.
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The inversion used to generate results shown in Fig. 4.13 has been used again, but 

the impulse response system has been determined from a model obtained by using 

Dix’s equation to stacking data not containing variations. The results with different 

stability parameters and assumptions are shown in Fig. 4.14. It can be seen the sta

bility is much improved by the application of the Papoulis window function, 

although the lateral resolution of the interval velocities has perhaps been reduced.

The application of the new technique is summarised as below:

(1) Extract stacking slowness variations from the stacking velocity data;

(2) Calculate the impulse response functions related to the seismic spread geometry 

and a pre-determined background structure model;

(3) Transform the stacking slowness variations and the impulse response functions 

to the wavenumber domain;

(4) Apply a window function to weight the spectra of stacking slowness anomalies;

(5) Make assumptions as to the number of layers within which there are velocity 

anomalies;

(6) Apply the SVD to impulse response system matrices R(k) and then use Equa

tion (4-15) to compute the spectra of interval slowness anomalies;

(7) Transform the derived lateral interval slownesses from the wavenumber domain 

to the spatial domain;

(8) Add the derived interval slowness anomalies to the background interval 

slownesses to obtain interval slownesses and then interval velocities.

The flow chart of the inversion process is displayed in Fig. 4.15.
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Fig. 4.7. The 'layer-stripping' inversion as in Fig. 4.6. but using an impulse 
response system determined from a model obtained using Dix's equation. 
Line style index and colour code are the same as in Fig. 4.6.
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Fig. 4.8. The noisy stacking velocity functions of the model shown 
in Fig. 4.3.a. If the stacking slowness variations are extracted, the noise 
level on each stacking slowness variation function is 5% of its energy. 
Colour code is the same as in Fig. 4.3.
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Fig. 4.9. The 'layer-stripping' inversion applied to the noisy stacking 
velocity data shown on Fig. 4.8 using an impulse response system 
determined from the model shown in Fig. 4.3.a. Line style index and 
colour code are the same as in Fig. 4.6.
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Fig. 4.10. The singular values of the impulse response system matrices for the model shown in Figure 
4-3a on an assumption that there are velocity anomalies within all four layers. The black line denotes 
the t h r e s h o l d 0.005 Obax for the SVD analysis.
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(c) Inversionusing 0.005 Omax as threshold

Fig. 4.11. The SVD inversion applied to the stacking velocity data shown 
in Fig. 4.3.C using an impulse response system determined from the model 
shown in Fig. 4.3.a. Line style index and colour code are the same as in 
Fig. 4.6.
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Fig. 4.12. The same SVD inversion applied as in Fig. 4.11 but using an 
impulse response system determined from a model obtained using Dix’s 
equation. Line style index and colour code are the same as in Fig. 4.6.
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(c) Inversionusing 0.03 Qnax as threshold but on an assumption that 
only the top three layers contain velocity anomalies.

Fig. 4.13. The SVD inversion applied to the noisy stacking velocity data 
shown in Fig. 4.8 using an impulse response system determined from the 
model shown in Fig. 4.3.a. Line style index and colour code are the same 
as in Fig. 4.6.
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(c) Inversionusing 0.03 Qnax as threshold but on an assumption that 
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Fig. 4.14. The save SVD inversion applied as in Fig. 4.13 but using an 
impulse response system determined from a model obtained using Dix's 
equation and using a window function to smooth stacking velocity data. 
Line style index and colour code are the same as in Fig. 4.6.
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Fig. 4.15. Flow chart of the SVD deconvolution process to derive interval 
slowness anomalies
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Chapter 5

Linear Space Variant Impulse Response System

for

Dipping Layered Model

In Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, a new technique for estimating interval velocity in 

laterally inhomogeneous areas with horizontal geological layering has been 

described. The method is based on the hypothesis that stacking slowness variations 

can be expressed as the outputs of a linear space-invariant impulse response system 

operating on the inputs of interval slowness anomalies. The technique uses stacking 

velocities, survey geometry and a pre-determined background model to derive inter

val slowness (and hence velocity) anomalies. The limitation of the technique is that 

it is only suitable for velocity estimation in very idealized, horizontally layered 

cases. To derive the velocity anomalies for the more realistic dipping layered model, 

the technique must be further developed. Again, stacking slowness variations are 

thought of as the outputs of an impulse response system. However, the system is 

now linear space variant, that is, the impulse response functions depend on CMP 

position and the spectrum of the output of each individual filter operator is no longer 

a simple multiplication of its system function and the spectrum of the input - lateral 

interval slowness anomaly. Therefore, the SVD deconvolution technique developed 

for the horizontal layered model can not be applied. A new method based on least 

square minimization has been developed for the derivation of slowness anomalies for 

a dipping layered model in laterally inhomogeneous areas.
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As for a horizontally layered model, a ray tracing program should be run to 

compute the ray path parameters and two way traveltime for each source-receiver 

pair. Ray path parameters consist of the two way travel distances, the ray path 

lengths within each layer and the intersection points of the rays with the interfaces. 

These parameters are used to determined the impulse response system. Two way 

travel times are used to compute the ray traced stacking velocities that are then used 

to test the forward modelled stacking velocities.

5.1. Ray tracing method

In this section, the ray tracing method used for a dipping layered model is 

described. The ray tracing not only computes the two way traveltime, but also calcu

lates the ray path parameters. For the first interface or for a single layer model, a 

direct two-point ray tracing is achieved using a simplified version of the method 

described by Levin (1971) for three dimensional models. Ray tracing for the events 

from reflectors below the first interface uses a modification of the shooting beam ray 

tracing technique used by Gangi and Yang (1976). Gangi and Yang fitted 

data of a common shot beam of rays into a polynomial function and then interpolated 

the two-way traveltime for each geophone. In this thesis, a cubic spline function 

(Appendix A) is used to interpolate two-way traveltimes and ray path parameters.

The following conventions are used: (1) all horizontal distances (x) are positive 

to the right and vertical distance (z) are positive downward; (2) dip angles (j) are 

measured positively in the counter-clockwise direction from the horizontal x  - axis,

(3) angles of incident and transmitted rays at an interface are measured positively 

counter-clockwise from the normal to the interface.
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5.1.1. Ray tracing for a one layer model

Shown in Fig. 5.1 is a single layer model. If the vertical depth of the reflector at 

jc = 0 is zq, and the dip angle of the reflector is ((), then the equation of the reflector 

can be written as

z  = Z Q - x t à n ^  (5-1)

The perpendicular distance Ç from % = 0 to the reflector is:

% = ZQC0S(|> (5-2)

If the source is at S ( x  = X g )  and the receiver is at R ( x = X r ) ,  then the midpoint 

is defined as where:

(5-3)

and the half offset h is:

h = ^{Xr~Xs)  (5-4)

The perpendicular distance D from CMP x^  to the reflector is given by the 

expression:

^=Ç-^mSinc|) (5-5)

Suppose the ray starts from the source Xg, travels down to the reflector and is 

reflected back to the receiver, and the two way traveltime, two-way travel distance, 

the lengths of the segments of the downward travelling and upward travelling ray, 

and the coordinates of reflection point are all to be calculated. The ray which arrives 

at the receiver can be thought of as coming from an imaginary source S\  i.e., from a 

mirror image of the source in the reflector. If the length of the direct line from the 

imaginary source to the receiver and its intersection point with the reflector are deter

mined, the other parameters can be easily obtained.
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The perpendicular distance / from the source to the reflector is given by

/ =^-jCjSin(j) (5-6)

Since the distance between the source and its image is 2 /, the coordinates of the

imaginary source are

X / = 21 sin({) + Xg 
Zy = 2 / cos(|)

Two way travel distance is computed as

s = V (%y -  Xr Ÿ  (5-8)
and the two-way traveltime is

f = -  (5-9)
V

The reflection point is the intersection point P of the line S'R and the reflector. 

After some manipulation, the reflection point can be shown to be given by

Xp=D sin<J) + Xfn + sin(j) cos (̂|)

Zp = zo+A:ptan(j) (5-10)

The lengths of the down travelling and the up travelling ray segments are determined 

given by:

=^(Xs~XpŸ +Zp (5-11)
and

= ^ ( X r ~ X p f + z j  = s - s ^  (5 - ir)

5.1.2. Ray tracing for a multilayered model

The fundamental parameters of an «-layer dipping model (Fig. 5.2.a) are the 

vertical depth z,(0) at the origin, the dip angles of the interfaces (|),- and the interval

velocities v,-. Starting from the origin jc = 0, the lengths of lines that are perpendicu

lar to successive interfaces are called the perpendicular distances and are
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calculated readily from the vertical thicknesses di of the layers. The equations of the 

interfaces are

Z; {x ) = Zi (0) -  X tan(j)/ (5-12)

If -tancj)/ is the slope of the f-th interfaces, i.e., zx, =-tan({)/, then Equation (5-

12) can be rewritten as

z/(x) =Zj(0) + zxi'X (5-12’)

The perpendicular distances are related to the vertical thicknesses di (Fig.

5.2.b) by the expression:

di -  bi^i (tan(|), -  tan<j),_i) cos(|)/ (5-13)^i= 

where

&,• = ^ ,_ i+Ç,sin(l)/. 6()sO (5-14)

and di is the vertical thickness of the f-th layer at the origin

Suppose a ray starts from the point % with an initial angle &̂ d travels 

down to the «-th interface. The length of the downward travelling ray in the f-th layer 

s f  (Fig. 5.2.b) is determined from the perpendicular distance and the distance 

between the intersections of and s f  with the (f-l)s t interface, namely Xf-i by the 

following expression (Fig. 5.2.c):

p  L ' -  ^ f - 1  ( 4>, -  1
Si = p p - i j )

cosa/

where a f  is the incident angle between the down travelling ray (within the f-th 

layer) and the normal at the f-th interface, given by:

a f  = pf-i -  <|)j + ^i-i (5-16)

Pf_i is the angle of transmission of the same ray segment measured relative to the 

normal at the (f-l)s t interface. Then the coordinates of the intersection point of the
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ray with the f-th interface is given by:

x f  =xf^i + s f  sin(af +( î)\ xq =Xs 

z f  =zi(0) + zxi'xf; z o = 0

A number called here the ray transmission parameter is also computed. This 

will be used later in calculating the traveltimes and intersection points for rays with 

sources not at

P? =P?-i PO = 1 (5-18)
cosaf

The incident and transmitted angles, a  and p are related by Snell’s law:

v,+isinaf =V(Sinpf (5-19)

The distance Xf  between the intersection of and s f  with the f-th interface is 

determined recursively by

x f  = Xf-i cos((|)/ -  ) 4- s f  sinaf Xf  = Xs (5-20)

The algorithm for calculating the ray parameters for the down-travelling part of 

the ray (Fig. 5.2.c) is: given Po. all the ((),• and v,-; calculate a f  using Equa

tion (5-16), then calculate s f  using Equation (5-15), then calculate the intersection 

point (jcf, z f ) using Equation (5-17), then calculate p f  using Equation (5-19), then 

calculate p f  using Equation (5-18), then calculate Xf  using Equation (5-20), and 

finally, compute the travel distance using

s F = i s f  = S j l i+ s f  (5-21)
y=i

and the traveltime t f  (Po ) using

rf (Po ) = Z  ^  (Po ) + ^  (5-22)
;=1 '

The algorithm for the upward travelling ray differs slightly from the one for the
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down-travelling ray. Referring again to Fig. 5.2.c, the raypath within the i-th layer is 

given by:

...........................................................................................  ( 3 . , 3 ^

where

^/COs((j)/-(|)i_i)-  XV sin((|), -  (t>/_i )

CO!

^F~-yFsinaP

and

= : r  7  ;  0 -2 4 )

Again the incident and transmitted angles are related by Snell’s law:

v/sinaF^i = v,_i sinpF^i (5-19’)

PF_, =aF_i-(|)i+(l)i-i (5-16’)

The coordinate of the intersection point of the ray with the (i-l)th  interface is 

given by:

jcF-i =%F + *̂ F sin(aF + <l>i); =^n

zF-l = Z/ - 1  (0) + ZXi'xf-i ; Zn =^n  ̂ ^

and the transmission parameter by:

p F - 1 = p F - ^ ^  Pn^Pn  ( 5 - 1 8 ’ )
COSpF^

Therefore, the algorithm for the upward travelling raypath becomes: Starting 

with the value of aF  (= -a F )  and (= calculate pF î using Equation (5-16’), 

calculate s f  using Equation (5-23), then calculate the intersection point (jcF î, zf_i ) 

using Equation (5-17’), then calculate aF^i using Equation (5-19’), then calculate 

pF^i using Equation (5-18’), then calculate Xf-\ using Equation (5-23), and finally

the travel distance:

Æ i= z ^ F = ^ F + ^ F - i  (5-21’)
j=n
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and the traveltime (Po  ̂:

= rK(pg) + f  (5-2T)
j=n  V  '

Finally the two-way travel distance and two way traveltime are given by:

S = S ^ + S ^  (5-21” )
t = t ^ + t ^  (5-22” )

These traveltime and ray path parameters have been computed for the ray which 

starts from the source % with an initial angle Po • Next, calculations can be per

formed for a ray from a different surface position x% with the same initial angle Po • 

Only a few additional computations are needed. Referring to Fig. 5.3, the distance 

between the two source positions is -jc^. Since both rays start with the

same initial angle, they will be parallel to each other within each layer of the model 

and can be treated as if they were two rays of a plane wave. Assume the plane wave 

in the first layer starts travelling with the initial angle po from x=Xg at time f = 0, 

then this plane wavefront will intersect the surface x's after a time delay

= (5-25)
Vl

This plane wavefront will travel through the layers, be reflected at the n-th 

interface, and return to the surface and intersect the surface at receiver Xr at the time 

already calculated. It will intersect the surface at receiver x's at a later time equal to

(5-26)
Vl

where the expression takes a negative sign since po is negative. The time /  the ray 

takes to travel fromx'g to x'r is:

t' = t - A t ^ + A t ^  (5-27)
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The coordinates of the point of intersection of the new ray with the interface are 

computed as follows. The distance T)f between the two intersection points of the 

downward travelling rays with the f-th interface is given by:

no =A*j

no = n o - i= n o P o

n ? = no'cosPo/cosao = no p f

n f  -  nl^i cosP^;/cosaf = no pf^i cosp^i/cosaf = no pP (5-28)

and that of the up-travelling rays are determined similarly

îl« =T1?

= T|if-cosaJf/cospif_i =r|o'P?cosaJf/cospJf_i -  ^oV n- i

=riF'Cosaf/cospi^i = tio-pFcosaf/cosP-^i =Tio "pw (5-29)

Therefore the x coordinates of the intersection points are given by:

■jc'f = x f  -I-Tif-cos(j),- 

=%K +riF-cos(l)t
(5-30)

Once X coordinates of the intersection points are obtained, z coordinates can be 

obtained by substituting x into Equation (5-12).

5.1.3. Computation of traveltimes and raypath parameters of a common shot 

gather

The two way traveltimes and x  coordinates of intersection points have been 

computed for rays leaving source position and Xg + ISXg with the same initial angle 

Po|,-. The traveltimes and raypath parameters can now be computed for a group of 

rays returning to fixed surface geophone positions Xj (/ = 1,2,...,/%) from a common
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shot Xs by use of cubic spline interpolation (Boor, 1978; Appendix A).

Assume m rays with different initial angles po!» emanate from a source at 

The traveltimes and x  coordinates of the intersection points for each ray can be com

puted using the method described above. The range of initial P^/ is chosen so that 

the range of the returning positions of the rays within the beam covers the geophone 

positions. Then the traveltimes for the common shot gather are approximated using 

the cubic spline interpolation. The positions (^=l,2,...,m) at which the rays 

return to the surface and the related two way traveltimes having been determined, the 

^-th polynomial piece of the cubic spline is determined by Equation (A-2) 

(Appendix A) which is rewritten here as

Pk(x) = Ci^k + C 2,k (x-XqX + (x -XQ^kŸ + ix-XQ^kf (5-31) 

where the coefficients C\̂ k-> ^ 2 ,ky and C^^k are determined by a program 

CBCOEF modified from CUPSPL of Boor (1978). x  is any surface position between 

xo^k and and Pk(x) is the corresponding approximation of the two way travel

time for a ray arriving at that position. Therefore, if the j-th geophone position xj is 

somewhere between XQ̂k and tbe travel time of energy reflected from the n-th

interface recorded by the y-th geophone is given by:

t j = P k ( X j )  (5-32)

In a similar way, the two way travel distance and the x  coordinates xfj ,  x^j of 

the intersections of the downward travelling and upward travelling rays with the f-th 

interface are computed. The z coordinates and are defined by applying Equa

tion (5-12) to the f-th interface. It must be noted that the two way travel distances Sj 

should not be computed using:

Sj = Ÿ  + (z® ( x l i Ÿ  + izj,i - 4 i - i  ) (5-33)
i = l  f = l

with the approximate coordinates of the points of intersections. The reason this
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cannot be done is explained below.

It is also shown below, by using a synthetic model and comparing the the trav- 

eltimes and raypath parameters obtained by a two points ray tracing and those 

obtained by a shooting beam ray tracing, that approximations using the cubic spline

interpolation are very close to the ’true’ values.

The two-point ray tracing method used below for a 2-D dipping layered model 

is similar to that used by Chiu et al. (1986, 1987) for a 3-D structure. Let the source 

and geophone be at Xg and jĉ . The ray starts from travels downward to the n-th 

interface and is reflected back to Xr (Fig. 5.4) The travel time t along the ray path is 

given by:

(5-34)

where (jc,-, z,) is the intersection point of the ray with the i-th interface when \<i<n 

(down travelling) or the (2n-z)-th interface when n ^ ^ n - 1  (up travelling). Since 

the coordinate z,- is determined by the function of the z-th (when 1 ^ ^ )  or the 

(2n-i)-th (when n<i<2n-l) interface, i.e..

Z; =

z/(0) 4- zXi 'Xi

Z2n-i(0) +  ZX2n-i'Xi (5-12” )

and Xq =Xg and X2n=Xr are constants, the traveltime f i s  a function only of the 

abscissas of the intersections, i.e., the multi-dimensional vector x =  {jc,} 

(z=l,2..... 2 a z - 1 ) .

According to Fermat’s principle, the ray always takes a path such that the travel 

time has a minimum value, and therefore the gradient of the traveltime f at x, defined 

by the minimum traveltime raypath is zero, i.e.

dtVf(x) =
dxi

= 0 (z=l,2......,2 rt-l) (5-35)
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where

J l
dxi

(Xi  - X i - i  )  -I- ZX, (Z t -  Z , '_ i  )

(Xi - X i - i  +  (Zi -  Z;_i Ÿ  

(Xi - X i - i  )  4- ZX2n- i (Z i  “  ^ i -1  )
(5-36)

V / Ÿ" + (zi -  Zi-\ Ÿ

Equation (5-34) can be solved by the conjugate gradient method (Polak, 1971; 

Press et al, 1986). The practical procedure is described as below. For every x  e 

let r(jc) be defined as

T{x) = he « ^ - '1  Vf(x),h<0

where R denotes the set of real numbers.

In order to solve Equation (5-34), the following iteration steps are taken:

(i) Given an initial xq e , and a tolerance e, set i = 0;

(ii) Compute Vr (x,- );

(iii) If t(\i) = 0, stop; else, compute an hj g 7 (x,) and go to (iv);

(iv) Compute a > 0 such that

t (Xf + Xihi) = min t (xj 4- A./h/) Xi > 0

(v) Set X/ + 1  = X/ 4- Xihi, if 11 (x,+i) -  r(x/)l < e, stop; else set i = i 4-1, goto (ii).

The value of A. in step (iv) is found by the Golden Section search (Polak, 1971; 

Press e t a l ,  1986).

The speed of this method is strongly dependent on the initial values of x q .  If the 

initial xq is close to the true x, the computation will converge very quickly, other

wise, convergence will be very slow, and even divergence is possible. To decrease 

the computational time, the following approach is used. For the first shot gather, all
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layers above the reflector are treated as a single layer and the ray tracing described 

for the single layered model is applied, i.e., refractions at interfaces are ignored. The 

reflection points are then determined by two-point ray tracing. The points of intersec

tion of the ray with interfaces above the reflector are computed and these intersec

tions are used to provide the initial values of%Q. After the traveltimes and ray path 

parameters of the first shot-gather have been computed, the initial xg for any ray of 

any shot gather is provided by adding the x of the corresponding ray within the pre

vious shot gather to the shot spacing.

The accuracy of the cubic spline interpolation can be investigated by comparing 

the traveltimes of events from the deepest reflector of a four layer model (Fig. 5.5) 

and the corresponding raypath parameters can be obtained by the two techniques 

described above.. The interval velocities of the model are 2.4, 3.0, 3.8, and 4.3km/s\ 

the slopes of the four interfaces are -0.025, -0.04375, 0.01875 and -0.0125, and the 

vertical depth at % = 0 are 0.85, 1.4875, 1.8625 and 3.025km. Suppose a shot is fired 

at% = 2.4 km. The wave travels down to the deepest reflector and is reflected back to 

the surface and recorded by 96 geophones distributed to the right of the source. The 

interval between the geophones is 50 meters and the distance between the source and 

the nearest geophone is 100 meters. For each source-geophone pair there are 7 inter

section points of the ray with interfaces.

To use the shooting beam ray tracing method, 3(X) rays are shot from the 

source. The rays are shot in such a way that between two adjacent geophones there 

are 3 rays and the range of points of arrival at the surface covers all the geophones. 

The traveltimes and the raypath parameters of the 300 rays are saved, then the travel

time and the raypath parameters of the rays which arrive at the geophones are inter

polated by the cubic spline function of Equation (5-31). The results obtained are 

displayed in Fig. 5.6 with green solid lines.
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In applying two-point ray tracing, the tolerance set for the traveltime is given as 

10“  ̂ seconds. The traveltimes and raypath parameters computed by this method are 

displayed in Fig. 5.6 with red dashed lines.

Table 5.1. Standard deviations of traveltime and raypath parameters computed by 

shooting beam ray tracing for the model shown in Fig. 5.5.

intersection points (Meters)

i x u z i ) ( Ü .4 4 ,  Ü .Ü 1 )

(%2,Z2) ( 0 . 7 1 , 0 . 0 3 )

U 3 .Z3 ) ( 0 . 9 8 ,  0.02)

(2 4 , 2 4 ) ( 1 . 2 7 ,  0 . 0 2 )

(2 5 , 2 5 ) ( 0 . 9 6 ,  0 . 0 2 )

(26,26) ( 0 . 7 0 ,  0 . 0 3 )

(2 7 , 2 7 ) ( 0 . 3 8 , 0 . 0 1 )

t ravel Distance (Meter) 3 .7 a : 1 0  *

Iraveltime (Second) 3 . 2 1 9 a  l ü " ’

It can be seen from Fig. 5.6 that the traveltimes and raypath parameters 

obtained by applying the cubic spline interpolation to rays shot from a single source 

are very accurate. The accuracy of the shooting beam ray tracing can be also seen 

from the standard deviations of the traveltimes and the raypath parameters listed in 

Table 5-1. The standard deviations are calculated by taking the values obtained by 

two-point ray tracing as ’’true” values, and then calculating the square-roots of the 

averages of the sums of the squares of the deviations of the values obtained by shoot

ing beam ray tracing from these ’’true’ values. The standard deviations listed in Table 

5-1 are very small. For example, the deviation of the traveltime is just 3.219% 10“  ̂

seconds. The deviations of the intersection points are large compared to those of the
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traveltime and travel distance, but they are small compared to the geophone interval 

of 50 meters. These larger standard deviations of the intersection points of the rays 

with the interfaces are the reason why the two way travel distances can not be com

puted by Equation (5-33); deviations at each intersection would accumulate.

It is not the accuracy of the shooting-beam ray tracing alone, but the high com

putational speed attainable with this accuracy that encourages us to apply the 

method. Taking the second model in Section 6.1 as an example, when the traveltime 

and the raypath parameters are computed for the background model on a 3/60 SUN 

workstation, the time is 1822.96 seconds when the two-point ray tracing method is 

applied, but is only 345.52 seconds when the shooting-beam ray tracing technique is 

used. Therefore, shooting beam ray tracing is used here. Finally, the two way travel

time of the ray travelling in laterally inhomogeneous media must be calculated. The 

traveltime is used to compute ray traced stacking velocities that are in turn used to 

test the impulse response system derived in the next section. To obtain the two way 

traveltimes, the simplification in Chapter 3, where only the refractions at the inter

faces are taken into account and the refractions within the anomalous regions are 

ignored, is used. Suppose the interval slowness anomalies are functions of the hor

izontal coordinate jc ,  w / ( j c ) .  The traveltime delay caused by the anomaly w/(jc) when 

the ray travels within the i-th layer, say from (jc/^i,zf_i), to (jcf ,z f) is given by the 

line integral

( x f .z f )

Arf = j  Wi(x)ds (5-37)

The total time delay along the whole ray path from the source to the surface 

position (JCQ ,zo ) is the sum of the time delays of the down travelling and up travel

ling rays within each layer, that is

+ (5-38)
i = l  i= l
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Therefore, the two way traveltime of the ray travelling from the source and 

back to the surface is equal to the summation of the time that would be taken by a 

ray travelling in the homogeneous background model and the time delays to the 

interval slowness anomalies of all the layers within the model.

At = to + At (5-39)

The traveltimes for the common shot gather are again interpolated by the cubic

Spline function.

5.2. Derivation of the impulse response system

Ray tracing methods to obtain two way traveltimes and raypath parameters 

have been described in Section 5.1. It will now be shown how the raypath parameters 

can be used to compute the impulse response functions. To compute the functions, 

the parameters for common shot groups must be re-sorted into common midpoint 

groups. As in Chapter 3, the impulse response system for a single layered structural 

model is derived and the response system for a multilayered structural model is then 

determined.

In Chapter 3, the impulse response of the stacking slowness variation due to 

a slowness anomaly through which the k-th ray of the gather passes is deduced from 

Equation (1-23) and it is defined by Equation (3-15). As in the case of the horizon

tally layered model, the impulse responses of stacking slowness variations due to 

lateral interval slowness anomalies are obtained by summing the contributions of 

each ray delayed by a column slowness anomaly to the stacking slowness variation 

at the corresponding CMP position.

5.2.1. Single dipping layered model

Referring to Fig. 5.7.a, the response system for a single dipping layered model 

is to be determined. The background slowness is the dip angle of the reflector is
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(|), and the vertical depth at the origin is zq. Assume the common midpoint of an N- 

fold gather is at CMP position y, and a rectangular slowness anomaly wq with a unit 

value occurs at i CMP spacings before the position j\ i.e., the position j - i .  The width 

of the anomaly is equal to the CMP spacing Ax, the height of the anomaly is equal to 

the vertical depth of the reflector at position j —L The effect of the anomaly on the 

stacking slowness at j  can be investigated. The A:-th trace of the CMP gather passes 

through the anomaly and its length within the anomaly is As?. The value of As? can 

be determined from the length of j?  ; the x coordinates of the source x? o of the ^-th 

trace and the reflection point x? i (or x? i ).

As? = D  ^  D  1

The travel time is increased by Ar? = As? wo = As? and the stacking slowness 

change at position j  is determined by substituting wq into Equation (3-14). In addi

tional to the k-th ray , the rays corresponding to the traces from k l  to A: 2 of the CMP 

gather also pass through the anomaly. Unlike the case of the horizontal single lay

ered model, in which the last (w-th) ray always passes through the anomaly, the N-th 

ray may not pass through the anomaly if the reflector has dip since the reflection 

points of the gather are not at a common depth point and are not exactly below the 

CMP j. The numbers k l  and X:2 are dependent on the position j  and the model 

parameters zq and <|). The total change of stacking slowness at position j  caused by 

the unit slowness at j - i  is the summation of all the contributions of all time delayed 

traces from k l  to k2. Hence the stacking slowness change at the position j  is deter

mined by

k2 kl kl
R (Xj-i, Xj) = 2 ^ %  = rk^o = (5-41)

kl kl

where R (xy_,-, Xj) is defined as the impulse response of the stacking slowness varia

tion at position j  to the anomaly at i CMP spacings before y, i.e., J-i.
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Next the effect of an anomaly at a position i CMP spacings after j  can be inves

tigated. That is, the CMP gather centre stays at the position j, but the anomaly is 

moved to position j+L The height of the anomaly now becomes equal to the vertical 

depth of the reflector at j+i. Since the downward travelling and upward travelling

ray segments are not symmetric with the CMP position j, the length of the down

ward travelling segment i is not equal to that of the up travelling segment i . 

The horizontal distance between i and o is also different from the distance 

between o i , hence the ray path length within the anomaly, As^ is given

by:

u (5-40’)
^k,0 ~^k, I

and may not be equal to As?. In addition to the A:-th ray, the rays k V  to k 2" also 

pass through the anomaly and are will be different from k 1 and k l  due to the lack of 

symmetry geometry of the ray segments above the position j  and the different 

heights of the anomalies at j - i  and J+i. Therefore, the change in the stacking slow

ness at j  caused by the unit anomaly at J +i is:

kX kX
R 0%+i, Xj) = -  X^kSk^k  (5-41*)

kV kV

Now R ( x j + i ,  X j )  is the impulse response of the stacking slowness at J due to the 

anomaly at i CMP spacings after y, i.e., J+i.

If there are slowness anomalies at all CMP positions within the spread, the 

change of stacking slowness at the position J is computed by superposition as

M
^(Xj) = 2  W (Xj.i)R {Xj.i, Xj) (5-42)

-M

where M is the number of CMP spacings at the surface from the CMP j  to the left 

most point which a ray can reach.
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Since the geometry of the ray tracing varies as the CMP j  changes due to the 

dip of the reflector, the impulse response R(Xj-i,Xj) is not only dependent on the 

difference between andXy+ ,̂ but also dependent on xjy that is, the impulse 

response is a space variant function.

5.2.2. Multilayered dipping model

Next the impulse response system for a multilayered dipping model (Fig. 5.7.b) 

is determined. Assume there are n layers within the model. The reflection energy 

from the m-th interface is recorded. Let us investigate the effect of an anomaly 

within the l-th layer on the stacking slowness of the events from the m-th interface 

(/ ̂  <n). Again assume an N-fold CMP gather centred at position j\ and a slowness 

anomaly wq with unit value at the position i CMP spacings before y, i.e., j - i .  The 

width of the anomaly is the same as the CMP spacing Ax and the height of the ano

maly is the vertical thickness of the /-th layer at the position J-i.  The k-th ray of the 

gather passes through the anomaly and the length of the ray segment within the ano

maly is

Ayf = £, (5-43)

The k-th ray is delayed by an amount = A sf‘Wq = Asf and cause a change,

AcO;t> in the stacking slowness of common midpoint gather of reflections at J. The 

rays from kl to k2 also pass through the anomaly and the total change in stacking 

slowness at the position j  due to the unit slowness anomaly wq is:

k2 kl kl \kl
Rm,liXj-i,Xj) = ]gA% = Y/k  VVq = Y/k  =1 (5-44)

kl kl kl \kl
Rm, i (X j- i^ X j )  is defined as the impulse response of stacking slowness variation

at the position J of the reflection from the m-th reflector to the anomaly at a position i 

CMP spacings before j  within the /-th layer.
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Next the impulse response to the anomaly at the position i CMP spacings after j  

is investigated by keeping position j  unchanged and moving the anomaly from the 

position j - i  to J+i. Now the length of the k-th trace within the anomaly is given by

= u ^  u (5-43’)

and the rays corresponding to the traces from k V  to kl* pass through the anomaly. 

The number k 1 ’ and k 2’ will not be the same as the numbers k 1 and k 2. The change 

in the stacking slowness due to the anomaly at the position j+i is given by:

kX kl'
R^j(Xj+i,Xj) = = 'L^kSk^k (5-44’)

kV kV
R m , i {X j + i ,  X j )  is defined as the impulse response of the stacking slowness of the 

event from the m-th interface at the position j  due to the anomaly at i CMP spacings 

after j  within the /-th layer. As in the single dipping layered model, Rm^iiXj+i.Xj) is 

not equal to JCy), i.e., Rm, i (X i ,  X j )  is a unsymmetrical function of position j.

Also because the vertical thickness of the l-th layer (and therefore the height of the

anomaly) and the geometry of the traces of the gather vary with the position /,

Rfn,iiXj-i, Xj) is a space variant function.

If there are slowness anomalies at all the CMP positions within the spread in 

the l-th layer, the change in the stacking slowness at the position j  is computed by 

superposition:

M
^ m , l ( X j )  = ' ^ R m , l { X j - i , X j )  W i ( X j - i )  (5-45)

-M

Furthermore, if there are slowness anomalies within all the layers above the m- 

th interface, then the change in the stacking slowness are given by:

m m M
^m(Xj) = ^^m,liXj) = (5-46)

1=1 1=1—M

where Qfn,i(Xj) denotes the stacking slowness variation at the position j  caused by an
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anomaly within the /-th layer and stands for the stacking slowness variation

at the same position for the reflection event from the m-th interface.

Therefore, for a dipping model of n layers, the effect of the interval slowness 

anomalies on the stacking slowness variations of the events from all n reflectors can 

be represented by an «-input and «-output impulse response system. The structure of 

the system is the same as that for the horizontal model (Fig. 3.3) except that each 

operator in the system is now a space variant ûhcr R^i(Xj-iyXj) (Fig. 5.8)
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Surface

h.

Fig. 5.1. Ray-trace geometry for a one-layer dipping model. The source is at (Xs,0), 
the detector at (Xr,0).
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(5.2.c) The relationship between the perpendicular distance^., the intersectionand the raypath sP within the i-th layer. 

Fig. 5.2. Computations of traveltime and raypath parameters for a multilayered dipping model.
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Fig. 5.3. Computation of the traveltime and raypath parameters of a ray by use of the known parameters 
of a previous parallel ray.
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Fig. 5.4. Diagram of the ray path for the two-
Point ray tracing method.
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Fig. 5.5. The model used to test the accuracy of the shooting beam ray tracing.
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Fig. 5.6. Comparison of the travel time and raypath parameters obtained 
by the two-point and the shooting-beam raytracing methods. Green solid 
— Shooting beam; Red dotted — Two-point.
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(5.7.a) The traveltime of the k-th ray of the CMP gather at j is delayed by the low velocity anomalies at j-i and j+i.
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(5.7.b) The traveltime of the k-th ray of a CMP gather at j from the m-th interface is affected by a velocity anomalies at 
j-i and j+i within the 1-th layer.

Fig. 5.7. Determination of the impulse response system for a dipping layered model.
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wi(x)

Fig. 5.8. The impulse response system of stacking slowness variations due to interval 
slowness anomalies for a multilayered dipping model. The interval slowness anomaly 
function Wj (x) are the inputs to the system which gives the outputs i.e., the
stacking slowness variations.
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Chapter 6

Applications of the Linear Space Variant Model

to

Synthetic Models

6.1. Forward modelling

In this section, the reliability of the impulse response system for the dipping 

layered model is investigated through two synthetic models. One model is single lay

ered, the other multilayered. The traveltimes and raypath parameters of all shots 

along the surface line are computed by the methods described in Chapter 5. These 

common shot values then are sorted into common midpoint gathers. The common 

midpoint raypath parameters are used to compute the impulse response functions as 

described in Section 5-2. The common midpoint gather traveltimes are used to calcu

late stacking slowness functions along the line. As in Chapter 4, the model is treated 

in two parts, a background with constant interval slownesses (velocities), and second 

part with pure slowness anomalies. The dip angles and vertical depths at the origins 

of interfaces are the same for the two parts of the model.

6.1.1. A single layer dipping model

Fig. 6.1.a shows the background of a single layered synthetic model. The dip

angle (}) of the reflector is 0.0357 (radian) and its depth at x =0 is 0.9714/:m. The 

background velocity v̂ , is 2.4 km/s (w  ̂= 0.4167 s/km). The actual intei*val slowness
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function is shown in Fig. 6.1.b and the corresponding interval velocity function is 

illustrated in Fig. 6.I.e. |Laterally varying slownessA^elocity suggests that there is a 

high slowness (low velocity) anomalous region in the layer. There are 48 receiver 

groups and the spacing between adjacent groups is 50 meters. The distance between 

the source and the nearest geophone is twice the group interval, i.e., 100 meters. 

There are 180 shots along the line, spaced at intervals equal to the geophone group 

interval of 50 meters. When this common shot geometry is transformed into com

mon midpoint geometry, there are 314 CMP points with the full 24-fold coverage 

and the CMP spacing is 25 meters. The CMP gather may be divided into two groups, 

odd and even CMP gathers. Each even CMP gather follows an odd CMP gather. The 

minimum offset for the odd group gather is 100 meters while that for the even group 

is 150 meters. However, the offset increments of the two groups are the same, i.e., 

100 meters. The common shot traveltime and raypath parameters are computed and 

then transformed into common midpoint groups. The background stacking 

slownesses are computed by fitting a straight line to the {xj, tj) pairs of background 

model. The values are the same for all CMP, i.e., 0.4164. This value is expected 

from the equation

Ws = ŵ cos(j) = 0.4167 xcos (0.0357) = 0.4164 (6-la)

or the equation for the stacking velocity

derived by Levin (1971). Then two way traveltimes are computed for the laterally 

inhomogeneous model, the zero offset time and stacking slowness functions are 

obtained in the same way by fitting a straight line to the (xj, tj) pairs are shown in 

red (Fig. 6.1.d, e). The stacking velocity function is illustrated in Fig. 6.1.f (red line).
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The impulse response function for this single dipping layered model are com

puted from the common midpoint raypath parameters by the method described in 

Section 5.2.1. The impulse response and its amplitude and phase spectra at 

X = 3.6km, 7.5 km and W.^km (odd CMP) and those at the corresponding even CMP 

positions, 25 meters apart, are illustrated in Fig. 6.2. It can be seen that the impulse 

response function is not symmetric about its centre and that it varies with horizontal 

direction, i.e., it is space-variant. When the system function (the spectrum in the 

wave number domain) is determined, it is no longer real (as is the impulse response 

function for a horizontal model) since the phase response can take any value from 

-180 to 180 degrees. The interval slowness anomaly function is obtained by sub

tracting the background slowness of 0.4167 s/km from the interval slowness function 

shown in Fig. 6.1.b. Then the slowness anomaly function is superpositioned on the 

impulse response function by Equation (5-42) to obtain the stacking slowness varia

tion function. Finally, the background stacking slowness (0.4164) is added to the 

stacking variation function to obtain the forward modelled stacking slowness func

tion. The forward modelled stacking slowness functions and the related forward 

modelled stacking velocity functions are shown by blue lines in Fig. 6.1.e and 6.1.f. 

The differences between the ray traced stacking slowness/velocity and the forward 

modelled stacking slowness/velocity (Fig. 6.1.e, f) are small, implying that the 

impulse function can explain the effect of the lateral slowness anomaly on the stack

ing slowness variation.

6.1.2. Afour layer dipping model

The background of the second synthetic model, a four-layer dipping model, is 

shown in Fig. 6.3.a. The dip angles of the four interfaces are 0.02381, 0.0464, 

-0.04758 and 0.0119 (radians) and their depths at x = 0 are

0.8476 ̂ m, 1.4929 ̂ m, 1.8048W and 3.023% km respectively. The interval
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background velocities are 2Âkm/s^ 3.0 km/s, 3.8 km/s and 4.3 km/s (background 

interval slownesses, 0.4167 s/km, 0.3333 s/km, 0.2632 s/km and 0.2326 s/km). The 

interval slowness and velocity functions of the four layers are illustrated in Fig. 6.3.b 

and 6.3.C respectively. Laterally varying interval velocities in the first three layers 

(red, blue and orange) imply that there are velocity anomalous regions in these three 

layers. Constant interval velocity of the fourth layer (green line) suggests that there 

are no velocity anomalies in the layer. The seismic spread geometry is the same as in 

the single layered dipping model in Section 6.1.1. The ray tracing program is used 

to obtain the ray path parameters, the two way traveltimes for the background model 

and for the model with laterally varying interval velocities. The ray traced zero-offset 

time, stacking slowness (and velocity) functions of the model are computed and 

shown in Fig. 6.3.d, e, f (dotted lines). Next, background stacking slowness functions 

are computed (not shown). Then the impulse response functions are determined 

using the method described in Section 5.2.2 (Fig. 6.4). Finally, the stacking slowness 

variation functions of the reflections from the four interfaces are determined as:

^ 1  11 1

21 (Xj_i,Xj)w 1 (Xj_i}i-'£R2i(Xj_!,Xj)W2(.Xj_i)
31 ( X j _ ; , X j ) w  1 3 2 ( . X j - i , X j ) w 2 ( X j - i ) + ^ ^  3 3 ( X j - i> X j ) ^  j i X j - i )  ^ ^

(̂Xj)=̂ l̂(Xj_i,Xj)Wi{Xj_i}¥̂ ^̂ 2iXj-i,Xj)W2iXj )̂+Ẑ 3̂iXj-i,Xj)W3iXj_i)+̂ (̂Xj_[,Xj)ŵ {Xj_!)

These computed stacking slowness variations Qi(%y), Ü2 (JCy), ^s(Xj), 0.^{Xj) are 

added to the background stacking slowness functions to obtain the forward modelled 

stacking slowness functions. These slowness functions and their corresponding velo

city functions are illustrated by solid lines in Fig. 6.3.e, f. Again, as is illustrated in 

Fig. 6.3.e, f, the differences between the ray traced and forward modelled stacking 

slowness/velocity functions are very small, from which it can be concluded that the 

impulse response system developed in Section 5.2 adequately describes the effect of 

the lateral slowness anomalies on the stacking slowness variations. In general, if a
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model has n dipping layers, the stacking slowness variations of the reflections from 

all reflectors can be expressed as:

( . X j ) { x j . i , j ) w  1 (xj.i)
^ 2 ( X j )  =  j y ?  21 (.Xj- i ,Xj)w  1 { X j ^ )  +  j y ?  22( .Xj- i ,Xj)W2(Xj . i )
..............  (6-3)

^n(Xj) = '£Rnl(Xj.i,Xj)Wi(Xj^) + "^n2(Xj-i,Xj)W2(Xj.i)+..... +

6.2. Inversion: Derivation of the lateral slowness anomaly

As shown in the previous section, the impulse response system developed in 

Section 5.2 is reliable. The problem now is whether it is possible to derive the lateral 

interval slowness anomalies from known stacking slowness variations.

Since the impulse response functions, and therefore the system functions, for 

the dipping layered model are space-variant, the SVD inversion technique developed 

in Chapter 4 cannot be applied. In this section, an approximate inversion method 

suggested by Saleh and Subotic (1985) is used to derive the lateral slowness anomaly 

function for a single layer model. The approximation technique is then further 

developed to derive the lateral slowness anomaly functions for a multilayered model. 

In this inversion technique, basis functions are used to build interval slowness 

anomalies. The inversion is applied to the ray traced stacking velocity (slowness) 

functions for the synthetic models in Section 6.1 to derive the interval slowness 

(velocity) functions.

6.2.1. Extraction of stacking slowness variations

Before attempting any inversion, it is necessary to spend some time in describ

ing the method used to extract stacking slowness variations from stacking data. The 

extraction of the stacking slowness variation function for a single layer model is sim

ple. For example, in the model in Section 6.1.1, the background stacking slowness
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value can be read from data from the places where there are no stacking slowness 

anomalies, i.e., the two ends of the curve (Fig. 6.1.e). Since this is QA\(As/km, the 

stacking slowness variation is obtained by subtracting 0.4164 s/km from the stacking 

slowness function. The extraction of the stacking slowness functions for a multi

layered dipping model needs a little more computation. For an «-layered model with 

constant interval velocities (i.e., the background model), the stacking velocity of the 

events on a CMP gather from the deepest reflector can be approximated by the NMO 

velocity expressed by Equation (1-17) (Shah, 1973) which is rewritten here:

Shah (1973) also provided a relationship between po &"d the derivative of nor

mal incidence time to (zero-offset time) with surface position x, t ,̂ i.e.,

sinpo = (6-5)

One important observation can be made from Equations (6-4) and (6-5). If the 

background model has a stacking velocity and zero-offset time fo at one CMP 

(say jci), Vj and to will vary as the CMP moves from jci to JC2 . This variation can be 

predicted in the case of the background model if can be well approximated by 

Equation (6-4). In such a model, the two normal raypaths at Xi and %2 exactly 

parallel to each other. All angles aj and py, together with interval velocities vj, 

remain constant from one CMP to the next. The constant value of the emergence 

angle po implies that the reflection time to must vary linearly as a function of x 

(Equation 6-5), which in turn implies that the traveltimes Atj in each individual layer 

must vary linearly. Thus, it can be concluded from Equation (6-4) that the value of 

Vs to associated with any particular reflection must vary linearly from CMP to CMP. 

in such a situation must remain constant, as it would if the layers were horizontal;
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or it must vary non-linearly. In the latter case, the linear nature of v^to offers a way 

of determining the background stacking velocities from the stacking velocity func

tions. Taking the second model in the previous section as an example (Fig. 6.3.d), it 

can be seen that the to functions are linear at the two ends of the seismic line, where 

there are no lateral interval slowness anomalies in any layer of the model. Therefore 

the background zero-offset time to over the anomalous regions can be determined for 

every CMP along the seismic line from the values at the two ends. From Fig. 6.3.f, 

v^to values also vary linearly in regions where there are no interval slowness 

anomalies. To obtain background stacking velocity functions over the seismic line, 

the trends of v^fo are extended along the whole seismic line and v^tQ values are 

determined and then the background stacking velocity function is obtained by sub

stituting to into v^tQ. Hence the background stacking slowness functions are deter

mined and stacking slowness variation functions Oy(%) are computed by subtracting 

the background stacking slowness function from the stacking slowness functions 

shown in Fig. 6.3.e.

6.2.2. Basis functions

Four types of basis functions are used for the inversion of lateral slowness 

anomalies to stacking slowness variations. These are Chebyshev functions, Legendre 

functions, Finite-point orthogonal polynomials and Bessel functions

(A) Chebyshev functions

These functions are orthonormal in the interval [-1,1] and defined by the 

Rodrigues formula:

if ^  (1 -  f  :  (6-6)
(2 /) ! dv

The are thus polynomials of order I given by:
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p 8"̂ w = i

pf>(T) = X

(t) =  2 -  1 (6-7)

p j+ i (X) =  2 xp )''x p |')(x ) -  ; p f 2 i (x)

(B) Legendre Functions

These functions are orthonormal in the interval [-1,1] and are defined by the 

Rodrigues formula:

The p Ÿ̂  are polynomials of order I given by:

('C) = 1 
( t )  =  T

P^"(%) = Y (3 x ^ - l)

(6-8)

(6-9)

( /+ l) p f f i i  (X) =  (2 /+ l ) x p | ‘>(x) -  /p |!> i (X)

A seismic reflection survey can start and end anywhere along a survey line, 

hence the CMP range can be within any interval [%i,%2] rather then [-1,1]. There

fore, when using the above two types of basis functions, the interval [%i,%2] must be 

mapped into the interval [-1,1]. If a CMP is located at the surface position x  

(jci <JC<JC2 ), then the following equations can be used to map x  into x within the 

interval [-1,1]

(6-10)

X  -
X2 +X\

X =
X2 - X 1

(6-11)
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T can then be substituted into a Chebyshev or Legendre function to obtain

JC2 +X1

Â M = P i ( ' X2 - X 1
■) (6-12)

(C) Finite-Point Orthogonal Polynomials

If the CMP positions are {Xj] (/=1,2,...,P) and the number P is relatively 

small, the following orthogonal polynomials, pi{x) (/=0,l,...,m) (m <P), can be 

used as basis functions to build interval slowness anomalies.

p ^ ( x ) = l

p ^ ( x ) = x

p\+i (.x) = ( x -  ai+i)p\^(x) -  bip^^i (x)

where the constants fl/ and bi are defined as

ixj(p<pocj)f
_ Jbl_________

Û/+1 -  p 2

y=i

and

(6-13)

(6-14)

;=i

(6-15)

Equations (6-14) and (6-15) imply that if P is so large that the value 
P 2
2  (p\^(xj)) overflows the computer limit, then a/ and bi will also overflow. There-
j=i

fore, P must not be too large, which is why these kind of functions are called finite- 

point orthogonal polynomials.
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(D) Bessel Functions

Bessel functions of the first kind can also be used for inversion. These functions 

are orthogonal in the range (0, «>) and are defined as

"I

The four types of functions can be used to build functions with any required accu

racy. If the first m + I functions are used , the constructed function is given by:

m
p { x ) = Y , P M  (6-17)

1=0

The m +l functions construct a set which is referred to a basis. Each element of 

the basis is a basis function.

The first 6 elements of each of the four types of orthogonal functions discussed 

above have been computed over the range spanned by the seismic line of the two 

examples in Section 6.1, which extends from 3.6 to \lA25km with 314 CMP and 

CMP spacing 0.025km. These computed functions are displayed in Fig. 6.5 through 

6.8 respectively. Fig. 6.5 shows that Chebyshev functions are similar to sinusoidal 

functions and vibrate between -1 and 1. Indeed, they can be expressed in terms of 

cosine functions, i.e.

pj^\x) = cos(l cos~  ̂(x)) -1<X<1 (6-18)

The Legendre functions (Fig. 6.6) are similar in shape to the Chebyshev func

tions (Fig. 6.5) except that the central peaks are smaller than 1. The finite-point 

orthogonal functions have exactly the same shapes as the Legendre functions but the 

values are magnified especially with higher order functions. Since Chebyshev, 

Legendre and finite-point functions are all of the same order (Equations 6-7, 6-9, and 

6-13), the order of the constructed function p (%) will be the same if the first m+ 1
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elements of any one of the three types of functions are used to form a new function. 

On the other hand, Bessel functions are very different. Within the interval 

[3.6,11.425], they vary slowly with %, that is to say, they can only be used to express 

slowly-varying or ’low frequency’ signals.

6.2.3. Inversion for a single layer Model

Equation (5-42) expresses the stacking slowness variations as the output of the 

system defined by R (jCy_/,Xy) due to the input lateral slowness anomalies within the 

layer. The impulse response function R(Xj-i,Xj) is dependent on the surface CMP 

position Xj except in the horizontal model case. In this case the system function R(k) 

is independent of Xj and the spectrum of output stacking slowness variation is the 

multiplication of the system function R (k) and the spectrum of the input lateral slow

ness anomaly.

How does the response system of the one layer dipping model convert the 

lateral varying spectrum of the input (slowness anomaly) to that of the output (stack

ing slowness variation)? The relation between the two spatial varying spectra is not a 

simple multiplication by the system function R(k,Xj) (Saleh and Subotic, 1985). It 

would have been satisfying if this has been the case, for then the system function 

could have been regarded as a "space-varying transfer function" (i.e., a factor by 

which the local spectrum of the lateral slowness anomaly at a given CMP point is 

multiplied to produce the local spectrum of stacking slowness variation at that 

point). The SVD inversion method developed in Chapter 4 could then have been 

used to obtain the lateral slowness anomalies from the stacking slowness variations. 

Unfortunately, this is not the case, and a different approach must be used.

Saleh and Subotic (1985) presented a solution to the problem of time-variant 

filtering which is based upon the generation of a mixed time-ffequency représenta-
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tion (MTFR) of a signal, which can be multiplied by a time-frequency function to 

obtain a filtered output by an inversion operation. Their investigation showed that 

not every function of two variables is an allowed MTFR of a signal. Therefore, they 

presented two approaches to the problem. One provides the exact solution if this 

does exist, the other an approximation if no exact solution exists. Here the approxi

mate approach is followed.

The value of a velocity (slowness) anomaly can not be infinite but must lie 

within a limited range. Hence, it can be assumed that the slowness anomaly function 

can be approximated by a set of basis functions (not necessarily orthogonal). If PiiXj) 

be the /-th element of an (m 4- l)-element basis, then the slowness anomaly function 

can be expressed as

m
w(xy)= ^ciPiiXj) (6-19)

/=o

The number of elements used in the basis, m+1, is determined upon the accu

racy required for inversion. The problem of determining the slowness anomaly w(jc, ) 

then becomes equivalent to solving for the coefficients c/ (/ = 0, l ,—,m). From Equa

tion (5-42) the stacking slowness variation may be expressed as 

M
% ; )  = Z  R(Xj.i,Xj)w{Xj^i) 

i=—M  
M m

= ^  R(Xj.i,Xj)^ciPi(Xj.i) (6-20)
i=-M  /=0

where Q(Xj) is the approximation to the stacking slowness variation. Then the 

unknown coefficient vector c = {c/} may be computed in the least squares sense. 

Take the norm Q as

P  ̂ 2
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P M  m 2

= Z -  I  « (Xj .i ,Xj)ZciPi(Xj-i) \  ( 6 - 21 )
7=1 i = - M 1=0

where P is the number of the CMP’s where stacking slowness anomalies have been 

computed. Since the response function is linearly related to the input slowness ano

maly, then it is linearly related to the basis functions, therefore Equation (6-21) can 

be rewritten as

P  M  m  2

6 = Z t ^ ( ^ > ) -  Z  'L ‘̂ iPi(Xj-i)R(Xj-i,Xj)\
7=1 i = - M  1=0

P  m  M  2

= Z [ % 7 ) -  Z Q  Z
7=1 /= 0  i = —M

P  m  2

= ' Z [ C l { x j ) - J , c , h , ( x j ) ]  (6-22)
7=1  1=0

where h i ( X j )  is the superposition of the response function R ( X j - i , x j )  on the basis 

function p i ( X j ) .  The unknown coefficients {c/} can be computed by solving the 

minimization problem

P  m  2

minQ = min ^  [Q(%.) -  J^Cihi(%,)] (6-23)
(C /)  (Cl) j = i  1=0

that is, the partial derivative of the norm Q with respect to c/ should be zero, i.e.

1 ^ = 0  ( 6 - 24 )
OCl

while

riO f  I 'n
3  =  - 2  Z  [ i 2( ^ ; )  -  i  Z  CfhdXj)]h,{Xj)
"Q j - i  !f=o

P  j m

= - 2 ' ^  [Q(Xj) hiixj) -12^ci'hi'{xj)hi{Xj)\ 
7=1 \i'=o
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hence

m  p  p

= 2 2 Ci''Zhi'(Xj)hi{Xj) -  2 2 ^(Xj)hi(Xj)
r=o j  j = i

m  p  P

Z  Z  hi ' iX j )  h i i X j )  = 2  % y ) h i ( X j )  / = 0,1/
r=o y=i y=i

Equation (6-26) can be written in the matrix form

where

H =

H 'C = h

p  p
J,ho(Xj)ho(Xj) Xho(.Xj)hi(Xj) 

7=1 7=1
P  P
Y,h\iXj)hQ{Xj) ^hi{Xj)hiiXj) 

7=1 7=1

'Zho(Xj)hniXj)
7=1

p
^hx{Xj)hn{Xj)

7=1

p  p  p
^ h n i X j ) h o ( X j )  J ^ h n i X j ) h i ( X j )  • • •  J ^ h n i X j ) h n ( X j )

7=1 7=1 7=1

and

c = (co,C i,-,c„)

p  p  P  T

b = (2^(^7)^o(^y)» Z^(^7)^o(-^y),-.
7=1 7=1 7=1

(6-25)

(6-26)

(6-27)

(6-28)

(6-29)

(6-30)

The four types of the orthogonal functions described in Section 6.2.2 have been 

used to invert lateral slowness anomalies. Take the single layered model in Section 

6.1.1 as an example. The same number, 25-, element basis is used. The slowness 

anomaly function is derived from the stacking slowness variation function and added 

to the background slowness 0.4167 s/km to obtain the slowness function. The 

derived interval slowness function and the corresponding interval velocity function 

obtained by using the four types of orthogonal functions are displayed in Fig. 6.9.a,
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b, c, d (solid red). Comparing them with the original slowness and velocity func

tions (dashed red), it can be seen that Chebyshev, Legendre and the finite-point 

orthogonal polynomials provide very accurate and equivalent results. This is 

because these three types of functions are polynomials of the same order and the 

combination of their first 25 functions determines a polynomial of order 24. How

ever, care must be taken in using the finite-point orthogonal polynomials since the 

values of the higher order functions become larger and larger when X j > \ .  When 

using Equations (6-14) and (6-15) to calculate a/ and ^/, there will be overflow if a 

too large number element basis is used since the number which can be represented 

by any computer is limited (on a 3/60 SUN workstation, the maximum floating 

point number is 3.402823x10^^).

The result obtained using Bessel functions is unsatisfactory (Fig. 6.9.d) because 

of their low-frequency characters. Also from the twentieth element onward (not 

shown), the values of the Bessel functions within the interval [3.6,11.425] are very 

close to zeros. Computation of Bessel functions also takes much longer than compu

tation of the other functions. Thus it is better not to use the finite-point orthogonal 

polynomials since they will overflow if number of the element in the basis used is 

too large or to use Bessel functions since the calculation of a basis constructed by 

them is computationally expensive and the results obtained are not accurate.

6.2.4. Inversion for a multilayered model

It is assumed that the slowness anomaly functions within each layer are com

posed of m+1 basis functions. Therefore, if Pi(Xj) be the /-th element function of an 

(m + l)-element basis, then the slowness anomaly function of the k-th layer can be 

expressed as

m
^ k ( X j )  =  ] ]  Ck,i P l i X j )  (6-31)

/= !
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Therefore, the stacking slowness variations for the reflection events from the k- 

th reflector can be written as

k M 

t '= l  i=>-M

k M  m

= E  Z  'Zck!.iPi(xj-i)
k!=\ i = —M  /= 0

The order of summation can be changed, giving:

^ k m  M

^ k ( X j )  =  ' Z  J ,  J i k k ! ( X j - i , X j ) p i ( , X j - i )
k!=\ 1=0 i = —M

(6-32)

k m
E  I . C k f A % j )

k^=ll=0
(6-33)

where 0^(xy) is the approximation for the stacking slowness variations for 

reflections from the X:-th interface and h^^iixj) is the superposition of the impulse 

response Rkk^(Xj - i ,X i)  on P i ( X j ) .  For the «-layer dipping model, the norm Q is written 

as

n

= E
k=\

^ ^ k ( . X j ) ~

n

=E
k=l

E[^*( ,̂)-;=i
k m

E E ‘
kf=\l=0

(6-34)

Similarly, the coefficients are computed by solving the minimization prob

lem

min Q = min T
c  C i tl j = \  k=\l=0

(6-35)

i.e., the partial derivative of the norm Q with respective to Cjt,/ should be zero

- i ^ = 0 (6-36)
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After some manipulation, the coefficients Ck,i are obtained by solving the fol

lowing set of linear equations.

t=l k = l

(6-37)
k = 2  k = 2 .

/ / f t )  / / f t )  • •  •

where H\j  ̂ is itself an (m+l)x(m+l) symmetric matrix, that is //}*) = (//ft))^. 

defined as

Z b f '
Cl' k = l

C2 Z b f
... k = 2

C„
b ^

//})) =

P F

E  o(-̂ ;) E  1 (̂ 7 )^/. 0 (̂ 7 )
7=1 7=1

P P
E o(Xj)hj^ 1 (%y) A/, 1 1 (Xj)

7=1 7=1

is a vector defined as

7 = 1
p

^  ^I,m(.Xj)hj^ \ (Xj)  
7=1

P P P

7=1 7=1 7=1

and is a vector defined as

(6-38)

(6-39)

b f)  = ( 2  (a:/), z  (xj), - ,  Z  (■*;■)) (6-40)
7=1 7=1 7=1

Equation (6-37) can be rewritten in short form as

H C  = B (6-41)
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k=l k=2

k=2 k=2
■ ■ (6-42)

h ["J • ■ ■ H 'â

is a super-matrix and each of its elements is a summation of several matrices.

C = (c i,C 2 ,-,c„ / (6-43)

is a super-vector and its elements are the coeflhcient vectors used to combine the 

basis functions and form the interval slowness anomaly functions.

B = (6-44)
k=l k=2

is also a supervector, the elements being the summations of the short vector defined 

in Equation (6-40)

If it is known or can be assumed that there are no anomalies within some layer, 

say k-th layer, the k-th column and k-th row matrices within the super-matrix H are 

removed and the X:-th vectors in the C and B are also removed.

The interval slowness anomaly functions for the second model in Section 6-1 

can now be inverted. The stacking slowness variation functions are extracted and the 

impulse response system is determined from the original model. Then the inversion 

is done using the Chebyshev functions. A twenty five-element basis is used to con

struct the interval slowness anomaly functions. The results are shown in Fig. 6.10.a 

(solid lines). The results for the anomalies in the top three layers are very accurate 

but the result for the anomaly within the fourth layer deviates from the true value. 

Accuracy can be improved by increasing the number of elements in the basis (Fig. 

6.10.b), but if the number of elements is too large, high order functions in the basis
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make the derived interval slowness anomalies accomodated to the noise in stacking 

velocity data. Increasing the number of elements in the basis also increases compu

tational time and makes the super-matrix H so large that its solution is unstable. 

Therefore it is better not to use a basis with a very large number of elements. The 

accuracy of the inversion can be dramatically improved if it is known that there are 

no anomalies within the fourth layer and the related element matrices are removed 

from the matrix H. The results obtained in this way using a 25-element basis are 

shown in Fig. 6.10.C and are very close to the original values.

So far, the inversions have been done on the noise-free data and the impulse 

response system has been determined from the exact original model. In practice, the 

stacking data must contain some errors and the background may not be quite correct. 

To test the method under these conditions, five percent of the stacking slowness 

anomalies’ energy level of random noises has been added to each stacking slowness 

functions (Fig. 6.11) and the background model has been determined from Equations 

(6-4) and (6-5). This latter operation will be discussed in Chapter 7. If it is assumed 

that there are slowness anomalies within all four layers, the inversion results are 

found to be accurate for the anomalies within the first and to be acceptable for the 

anomalies within the second layers but are not correct for those within the third and 

fourth layers. The errors are large for the fourth layer (Fig. 6.12.a). However, if it can 

be assumed that there is no anomaly within the fourth layer, the inversion results are 

very close the original interval slowness/velocity functions (Fig. 6.12.b).
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Fig, 6.1. Forward modelling: the impulse response system applied 
to a single layered dipping model.
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Fig. 6.3. Forward modelling: the impulse response system applied 
to a four-layer dipping model. Colour code: Red — Layer 1; Blue 
— layer 2; Orange — 3; Green — 4.
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Fig. 6.4. The impulse response functions of the model shown in Fig. 6.3.a. Also shown are 
their amplitude and phase spectra. Colour code: Red — Due to an anomaly impulse within first 
layer; Blue — due to an anomaly impulse within the second layer; Orange — due to an 
anomaly impulse within the third layer; Green — Due to an anomaly impulse within the fourth 
layer. The impulse responses are illustrated in the next 12 pages.
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Fig. 6.9. Inversion applied to the stacking slowness/velocity data shown 
in Fig. 6.1.e/f using an impulse response system determined from the 
model shown in Fig. 6.1.a. The Chebyshev, the Legendre and the finite- 
point polynomials as well as the Bessel functions are used to construct 
a 25 element basis for the inversion. Solid lines —  the derived interval 
slowness/velocity functions; Dotted lines: the original interval slowness/ 
velocity functions.
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Fig. 6.10. Inversion applied to the stacking slowness/velocity data shown 
in Fig. 6.3.e/f using an impulse response system determined from the model 
shown in Fig. 6.3.a. The Chebyshev functions are used to construct a basis 
for the inversion. Solid lines —  the derived interval slowness/velocity 
functions; Dotted lines —  the original interval slowness/velocity functions. 
Code code is the same as in Fig. 6.3.
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shown in Fig. 6.3.a/b.
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Fig. 6.12. Inversion applied to noisy stacking data using an impulse 
response system determined from a model obtained by using Shah's 
equation. Line style index and colour code is the same as in Fig. 6.10.
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Chapter 7 

Derivations of Background Models

Techniques for estimating interval velocities from stacking data in laterally 

inhomogeneous areas have been developed for both horizontal and dipping layered 

structures through Chapter 3 to Chapter 6. The techniques are based on the assump

tion that stacking slowness variations are outputs of a linear impulse response sys

tem. A background model must be provided in order to determine the impulse 

response system. This may be provided by well log data, but such data are not 

always available especially in newly explored areas. This chapter describes several 

methods which can be used to derive the background model from the seismic data 

themself. These seismic data must be collected in locally homogeneous areas or the 

derivation of the background model will be incorrect. The methods are divided into 

two groups. The methods in the first group are used to derive a horizontal model and 

are described in Section 7.1. Those in the second group, described in Section 7.2, are 

used to determine a dipping layered model.

7.1. Derivation of horizontal background model

In horizontally layered geology, the Dix equation is widely used to estimate 

interval velocities. The results are acceptable in most practical applications provided 

that there are no lateral velocity/slowness anomalies within the area where the equa

tion is being applied. However, it must be kept in mind that the Dix interval veloci

ties are always different from true interval velocities, especially when the cable is
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relatively long. This is because the stacking velocities are not equal to the rms velo

cities since no ray within a CMP gather is a normal incidence ray. Therefore, the 

background model derived in this way is not accurate. The mismatch is discussed 

below. More accurate interval velocities can be obtained by using Justice’s (1986) 

two-point inversion technique if time-picking is accurate. Since this technique is 

strongly dependent on the accuracy of time picking, the method will not provide 

accurate results if the data contain errors. The third inversion method discussed pro

vides more accurate results than Dix’s equation and does not involve time picking. 

An initial model is needed, which can be provided by using Dix’s equation. A ray 

tracing program applied to this initial model obtains two-way traveltimes, and ray 

traced stacking velocities and zero-offset times are then computed. The model is then 

adjusted in the light of the differences between the observed stacking data and the 

ray traced stacking data.

7.1.1. Dix’s Equation

For convenience, Dix’s equation (Equation (1-15)) is rewritten here

(7.1)
h-h-\

In general, stacking velocities are used to estimate rms velocities and zero- 

offset times are used to approximate normal incidence times. The interval velocities 

obtained by using Equation (7-1) usually differ from the true interval velocities. 

These discrepances can be demonstrated using background of the second synthetic 

model in Chapter 4. The seismic geometry is the same as in Chapter 4, that is, a 48- 

fold CMP gather with offset increment of 0.05 km. The stacking velocities and zero- 

offset times are listed in Table 7.1. Dix interval velocities are obtained by using 

Equation (7-1) and then the thicknesses are given by:



di = vi
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A “  ti-\) (7-2)

Table 7.1. Comparison of the original model parameters of background of the 
second synthetic model in Chapter 4 and the model paramaters inverted using Dix’s 
equation.

Layer No.
Original Model Stacking Data Dix’s Model

vi{km/s) diikm) Î,s {km/s) ti{s) vi{km/s) di{km)

■ 1 2.4Ü 0.350 2.40000 (129167" 2.40000 0.35000

2 2.90 0.400 2.66126 0.56762 2.91202 0.40179

3 3.20 0.300 2.80526 0.75508 3.20206 0.30012

4 3.50 0.250 2.92757 0.89792 3.50386 0.25025

It can be seen from Table 7.1 that the parameters obtained using Dix’s equation 

are only equal to the true values in the case of the first layer.

7.1.2. Two-point time inversion

Although Dix’s equation provides reasonably accurate results, deviations from 

the true values will be significant when the spread is long. Interval velocities and 

thicknesses can be obtained more accurately if high quality reflection data are avail

able, by using Justice’s (1986) time inversion technique. For a known horizontal 

model, the offset and traveltime equations, using two rays from a CMP gather, are 

given by Equations (3-1) and (3-2), which, for convenience, are rewritten here

2,.2x-l/2Xk = 2pk'£vidi(,l-pi,vi) 
1 = 1

tk=2j:d,[vi(i-pivh'^f
1=1

(7-3)

(7-4)

for A: = 1, 2 (Fig. 7.1). measures the traveltime for the primary reflection from the
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base of the n-ih layer for an offset distance Xk between source and receiver, is the 

corresponding ray parameter.

To compute the interval velocities v/ and thicknesses di, the ’layer-stripping’ 

technique of Justice (1986) is used. Velocities v/ and thicknesses di are computed 

sequentially for layers 1 < / <«-1, after which the n-ih layer can be inverted.

Table 7.2. Comparison of the original model parameters of background of the 
second synthetic model in Chapter 4 and the model paramaters inverted using 
Justice’s method.

Layer No.
Original Model Times Picked (j) Inverted Model

viifan/s) di{km) t\ (jc=0.5) t2 (%=1.0) viikm/s) di{Jan)

1 2.4U 0.350 0.35843 0:50867" 2.40000 0.35000

2 2.90 0.400 0.59793 0.68Ü75 2.90003 0.4Ô001

3 3.20 0.300 0.77584 0.83501 3.19998 0.299997

4 3.50 0.250 0.91403 0.96Ô71 3.50000 0.250ÔÔ2

Table 7.2 shows the result of applying this technique to the same model and the 

same seismic geometry as in Section 7.1.1, with traveltimes picked from the events 

recorded by the tenth and twentieth geophones of the CMP gather. The offsets 

(X: = 1, 2) are the distances between the tenth source and the tenth geophone and the 

twentieth source and the twentieth geophone, i.e., 0.5 km and 1.0 km, respecively. 

The corresponding theoretical values of two-way traveltime are listed in Table 7.2, 

together with the interval velocities and thicknesses obtained by using the technique 

of Justice (1986). It can be seen that the inverted results are very accurate. However, 

it is impossible to obtain such perfect results in practice since the picked traveltimes 

always contain errors.
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7.1.3. Refining time-depth conversion

The background model derived using the Dix technique is not accurate and the 

accuracies of results obtained using Justice’s inversion are strongly dependent on 

accurate time-picking. A third method is introduced here which modifies the results 

obtained using Dix’s equation. This method is similar to the model based hyperbolic 

scheme velocity analysis (Toldi, 1989) in which velocity-depth models are estimated 

by maximizing some measure of coherency computed along hyperbolic trajectories 

parametered by stacking slownesses and zero-offset times generated by tracing ray 

through an initial model (see the review in Chapter 2). In this section, Newton’s 

method is applied to adjust an initial model iteratively so that stacking velocities and 

zero-offset times by tracing rays through the initial model match the observed stack

ing velocities and zero-offset times. "Layer-stripping" is also involved.

Since vj and dj are assumed to have been computed for 1 <y </—1 (the first 

layer is inverted using Dix’s equation), the stacking velocity and zero-offset time of 

the reflection from the l-th interface are functions of the velocity v/ and thickness d[ 

of the l-th layer only, i.e.

v^=/i(v/,d/) (7-5)

^o=/2(v/,d/) (7-6)

Let F I and F 2  be the differences between the observed and computed stacking 

velocities and zero-offset times, i.e.,

P i( y iM  = Vobs (v/,d/) (7-7)

=  tobs (7-8)

Equations (7-7) and (7-8) define a set of non-linear equations which can be

solved for velocity v/ and thickness d[ using Newton’s method. Given initial values
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V? and d? (which can be provided by the values obtained using Dix’s equation), Av/ 

and Adi can be computed by solving the set of linear equations

dFi 3Fi
Av/ {—F \

(7-9)

where

ÔF2 ÔF2

Av/' ’- F {
Adi

dFi 3Fi
dv/ ddi

(7-10)

is the well known Jacobian matrix.

There are no simple analytic forms for f \  and / 2  (and hence of F \ and F 2 ) as 

functions of v/ and d/ since f \  and / 2  are direct functions of the number of folds, 

offsets and two-way traveltimes (see Equations (7-11) and (7-12) ), and the two way 

traveltimes are in turn functions of the interval velocities and thicknesses of the 

model which is expressed by Equation (7-4). Also involved are the ray parameters, 

which can only be derived by use of Equations (7-3) and (7-4) togather. It is there

fore very difficult although possible, to compute the partial derivatives of F \ and F 2  

with respect to v/ and d/ and hence the first divided partial differences of and F  2  

are calculated to substitute the partial derivatives. The procedure is as follows:

( 1 ) calculate F 1 (v®, d? ) and F 2  (v?, d?)

(2) Given a small change in v®, i.e., 6v/, calculate Fi(v? + 5v/, ^̂ ?) and 

F 2 (v? -1- Ô V / ,  d?) and then calculate

.09Fi Fi(v?-f6v/,d?)-Fi(v?,dy) 
3v/ ÔV/
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and

df 2  F,(v?-HSv/,d?)-F2(v?,^/)
d v i  ÔV/

(3) Given a small change in df, i.e., bdf, calculate Fi(v?,d?-i-ôûf/) and 

F2(v?,ii?+5ûf/), and then calculate

BFI (v?, d^+^i) — F i(v^j d^) 
ddi 6di

and

B F 2  d ^ + b d i )  — F 2 ( y ^ i  d ' l )

ddi

F I and F  2  are calculated by

(1) tracing rays through the model to compute two way traveltimes;

(2) then calculating the squares of stacking slowness and zero-offset time (hence 

stacking velocity and zero-offset time) by using Equations (1-21) and (1-20) 

rewritten here for convenience.

.0  jO

a =

N  N  N  N

( =  1 (=1 f = l  (=1

’ N 2

N - ^ x j -
i = l /= !

(7-11)

and

N  N  N
N 'Z X } T i - '£ X i '^ T i

b = i= l =1 i = 1

' N 2

N ' ^ X } - E ^ i
i= l (=1

(7-12)

(3) computing F 1 and F 2 using Equations (7-7) and (7-8).

Once Av/ and Ad/ have been computed and the model has been updated, the 

procedure can be repeated until Av/ and Ad/ are both smaller than given tolerences.
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The same model and seismic geometry as used in Sections 7.1.1 and 7.1.2 can

be used to test this method. The result obtained by Dix’s technique are used to pro

duce the initial model. The modified results are shown in Table 7.3.

Table 7.3. Comparison of the original model parameters of background of the 
second synthetic model in Chapter 4 and the model paramaters inverted using 
refining time-depth conversion.

Layer No.
Original Model Stacking Data Refined Model

V l { k m / s ) d i i k m ) v/,5 { k m / s ) ti{s) v i { k m / s ) d i i k m )

2.'4Ü 0.350 2.40000 0.29167 2.40000 0.35000"

2 2.90 0.400 2.66126 0.56762 2.90003 0.40000

3 3.20 Ô.3W 2.80526 O.75508 3.19998 0.29999

4 3.50 0.250 2.92757 0.89792 3.50386 0.25000

It is clear that the model parameters obtained by Dix’s technique are much 

improved although the computational time is increased. Because only one CMP 

point is considered, the additional time used is small and is justified by the accuracy 

of the background model obtained.

7.2. Derivation of dipping layered model

Compared with the derivation of the horizontal model, the inversion of a dip

ping layered model is complicated. Here two methods are presented. The first is an 

extension of Dix’s technique to dipping layered stmctures. The method uses stacking 

velocity and derivative of normal incidence time with respect to lateral position. The 

second method is a tomographic technique similar to that presented by Chiu et al 

(1986) in which the model parameters are inverted by use of "layer-stripping" 

method. Since there are many fewer model parameters in the two-dimensional dip-
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ping layered model than in a three-dimensional one, the relationships between the 

traveltimes of reflections from all the reflectors and the model parameters for all 

layers are built into a set of global non-linear equations which can be solved simul

taneously. This implementation stabilizes the result and reduces the errors in the 

parameters for deeper layers.

7.2.1. Determination of model parameters using Shah’s relations

Shah (1973) derived the relationship between the nmo velocity and model 

parameters which is stated by Equation (1-17). If stacking velocity is used as an 

approximation to v ^ ,  the equation can be rewritten as

Y n l-\ cos^tt/'

where the angles a/ and P/ are the incident and transmitted angles of the normal ray 

at the l-th interface (Fig. 7.3), to is the two way traveltime of the normal ray and Af/ 

is the two way interval time within the l-th layer. In his paper, Shah also provided a 

relationship between po (the initial angle of the normal ray at the CMP) and the 

derivative of normal incidence time rg with respect to surface position x, i*e.,

s i n | i o = - ^  (7-14)

2^ro-offset time is used to approximate normal incidence time- The derivation 

by inversion of model parameters begins with the first layer and is then extended to

deeper layers. If the CMP is at % =%(,, the stacking velocity and zero-offset time as

well as its first derivative with respect to x are all available. Referring to Fig. 7.2, it 

can be seen that the dip angle of the first interface equals the initial angle of the nor

mal ray to the interface, ie.,

01= Po (7-15)
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From Equation (7-13), the stacking velocity for the reflection from the first 

reflector can be written as

hence

cospo = ~  (7-17)
V,

Dividing Equation (7-14) by (7-17) gives

t a n p o = - - ^  (7-18)

Thus the dip angle of the first interface is

(|>l=Po = ta n - > ( - - ^ )  (7-19)

The velocity in the first layer is given by:

V1 = v^cospo (7-20)

The distance between the CMP point x =Xc and the reflection point is;

^1 = ^  (7-21)

The perpendicular distance to the interface from % = 0 is

+%cSinPo (7-22)

and the depth of the interface at jc = 0 is

The model parameters of the first layer having been determined, those of the 

layers below can be calculated using "layer-stripping" techniques. Consider the case
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of layer n, when the parameters have been computed for all layers / (1 </ <w-l).

The initial angle Po of the normal ray to the w-th layer is calculated using Equa

tion (7-14). The incident and transmitted angles a/_i, p/_i made by the ray with the 

(/-l)-th  interface can then be calculated, as well as the two way interval traveltimes 

AT/ within each /-th layer, by tracing the ray down to the n-th interface (Fig. 7.3). 

Once these values are obtained, the dip angle ())/% is given by:

4>M=4)n-l +P/1-1

and the two way interval traveltime within the n-th layer by

n—1
=  0̂ “  2  

1=1
The velocity within the «-th layer is given by:

Vn =
vJfoCOS^pQ-C

1/2

where

cos^a/ 

^ ^ 5  cos^p/

2 . (zi cos^tt/'

It follows that the ray path within the n-th layer is

Sn  —

(7-24)

(7-25)

(7-26)

(7-27)

and hence that the perpendicular distance is:

l^n =Sn + K-1  sinp«-i (7-28)

where X^-i is the distance between the intersections of the ray and the perpendicuar 

line to the (Az-l)-th interface shown in Fig. 7.3 and is given by:

= A<„-2 Cos((j)„_i -  (^n-2 ) + sina„_i, Xq = Xc (7-29)
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and the thickness dn of the n~th layer at x = 0 is

dn='
COS<̂n

+ Z?„_i(tan<l)„-tan<l)„_i) (7-30)

where

bn-i =  bn-2 + 6 o = 0 (7-31)

The accuracy of this method can be demonstrated using a four layer dipping

model. The interval velocities, vertical depths at jc = 0 and the dip angles of the inter

faces are listed in Table 7.4. The seismic geometry of Chapter 4 is used. To obtain 

the derivatives of zero offset times with respective to horizontal distance, stacking 

data from at least two CMPs are required. In the example, the two CMPs are at 

Xi = 1.4 km and X2  = 1.425 km. The derivative of zero-offset time with respective to 

X  a t X I is approximated by its first divided difference at that position. The model 

parameters obtained by inversion using the technique described above are displayed 

in the three righthand columns of the table. It can be seen that the calculated model 

parameters are close to but different from, the true model parameters.

Table 7.4. A four-layer dipping model and its estimate obtained using Shah’s 
relations.

Original Model Computed Model

Layer No.

Velocity

(km/s)

V. Depth 

(km)

Dip

(Degree)

Velocity

(km/s)

V. Depth 

(km)

Dip

(Degree)

■ 1 2.4U 1.20 20.0 2.40000 1.20000 20.ÜOO0

2 3.00 1.80 15.0 3.03358 1.80678 14.9277

3 3.80 2.40 10.0 3.82882 2.41135 9.90748

4 4.30 3.00 -5.0 4.30321 3.01232 -5.1058
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7.2.2. Determination of model parameters using tomography

As can be seen from Table 7.4, the results obtained using Shah’s relation are 

not quite accurate. The reason for the incorrect results is that none of the rays in a 

CMP gather is a normal ray and hence the stacking velocity and zero-offset time at 

Xc are not equal to the nmo velocity and normal incidence time at the position. The 

longer the cable, the further the model parameters obtained deviate from the true 

values. To obtain accurate model parameters, tomography may be used.

In Chapter 5, a two-point ray tracing algorithm was described. A model with 

fixed surface source and receiver positions was defined and the traveltime and the 

intersection points of the ray with the interfaces of the model were calculated. In the 

present case, the model parameters are to be derived from the known traveltimes and 

the surface source and receiver positions.

Traveltime in Equation (5-34) is a nonlinear function of the model parameters 

which can be approximated by a first-order Taylor series expansion to form a set of 

linear equations:

= ti (P®) + E  1 p = P» (Py -  p") (7-32)

where

Ti = observed traveltime,

p® = initial estimate of model parameters,

and

= computed traveltime from the initial estimates of the model parameters.

Then

^ j = P j - P %  j  = 1,2,.....
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= y = 1,2,..... ,M;

Af, = T,— ï,(p®),i = l,2  N;

N  is the total number of observed traveltimes, and M is the total number of 

model parameters.

Equation (7-32) can be rewritten in vector and matrix notation as

At = AAp (7-33)

where At is an (TVxl) vector, Ap is an (Mxl) vector, and A is an (NxM) matrix con

taining the partial derivatives. In general, there are more observations than model 

parameters. An exact solution is usually not available, so a least-squares procedure 

can be applied to minimize the cumulative squared error e^e (where e = Ar -  A Ap) 

with respect to the parameter vector Ap. The least-squares formulation (Gauss- 

Newton method) is

A^AAp = A^At (7-34)

The vector Ap is obtained by solving the linear Equation (7-34). The matrix

A^A is always symmetric, and its eigenvalues are not only real but nonnegative. For 

a two-dimensional dipping layered model, the model parameters are interval veloci

ties, vertical depths at% = 0 and the slopes of the interfaces. If the number of layers 

within the model is n, the total number of model parameters is M = 3«.

If the traveltimes are picked from NC NF-fold coverage CMP gathers, the total 

number of observed traveltimes is N =NFxNCxn. The parameter vector p is 

arranged in the form:

P  = ( V i , - ,  Vn,  Z Z n ( 0 ) , Z X  I - , Z X n )  (7-33)

Once the slopes zxi are obtained, the dip angles can be calculated from zjc/.
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In nonlinear least-squares problems, the solution is a linear approximation and 

must therefore be computed iteratively. In treating a two dimensional dipping lay

ered model, rays are traced through the assumed structure. The differences between 

the traveltimes of the rays traced and the actual traveltimes of the rays are found and 

are used to adjust the model. The iterative process continues until the field observa

tions and calculations agree within some set criterion. The model parameters 

obtained using Shah’s relations described in 7.2.1 can be used as an initial model for 

this technique.

If the initial model is too far from reality, the nonlinearity may be too large and 

there may be no convergence. Moreover, if the matrix A is singular or nearly singu

lar, the performance of the Gauss-Newton method deteriorates badly, i.e, random 

errors in the data could cause strong fluctuations in the solution if some of the eigen

values of the matrix A are small. The singular value decomposition technique (SVD) 

can be applied on Equation (7-34) to compute Ap. Since SVD is more computation

ally expensive than solving the normal equation (Equation (7-33)), a technique intro

duced by Levenberg (1944) and Marquardt (1963) is used. This method uses the 

damped least-squares approach to suppress the undesirable effects of small eigen

values, i.e., a constraint, k, is added to the diagonal elements of the matrix A^A. The 

effect of this constraint is to prevent the solution from going beyond limits. The con

strained normal equation becomes

(A^A + ;tI)Ap = A^At (7-36)

The choice of the damping factor k is critical. A large k slows down conver

gence and reduces resolution while a small k may cause the computation to be 

unstable. To stabilize the computation in the early stages (when the nonlinearity is 

large since the initial model is far from the truth) and speed the convergence and 

increase the resolution at later stages (when nonlinearity is small as the model is
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closer to the true structure), the damping factor may be set to a larger number at 

begining, and then graduately be decreased.

The model with the parameters listed in Table 7.4 is used again to demonstrate 

this method. Rays from three CMP gathers are traced through the model, centred 

respectively at% = 1.4, 1.45, 1.5 km, and the traveltimes generated are treated as the 

observed traveltimes. The seismic geometry of Chapter 4 is used. The initial model 

is that obtained by using Shah’s relations (parameters listed in Table 7.4). The 

number of model parameters is 12, and the number of the observed traveltimes is 

48x3x4 = 576. At the first iteration, the damping factor is set equal to the square root 

of the total sum of the residual times between the observed and computed travel

times. This factor is decreased by a factor of 10 at each successive iteration to speed 

the computation. Sufficient convergence had been achieved after eight iterations and 

the model parameters obtained in this way are listed in Table 7.5. Compared to 

those listed in Table 7.4, the results are much improved. Of course, in practice res- 

tults are never this perfect since the data always contain errors.

Table 7.5. Parameters from Table 7.4 and the estimates obtained using tomog
raphy inversion.

Original Model Computed Model

Layer No.

Velocity

(km/s)

V. Depth 

(km)

Dip

(Degree)

Velocity

(km/s)

V. Depth 

(km)

Dip

(Degree)
_ _  .

■ 2.40 ■ 1.20 20.0 2:40000“ 1.20000 ■ 2 0 .T)0 0 ( r

2 3.00 1.80 15.0 3.00000 1.80000 15.0OOÔ

3 3.80 2.40 10.0 3.80000 2.4000Ô 10.0000

4 4.30 3.00 -5.0 4.30000 3.00000 -5.0001
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Fig. 7.1. Two common midpoint rays reflected from the base of an n-layer 
horizontal model.
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o Surface

Fig. 7.2. Geometry of a normal ray to the base of a single layered dipping 
model or to the first interface of a multilayered dipping model.
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Chapter 8 

Sensitivity of the Linear System

As demonstrated in Chapters 4 and 6, the techniques developed respectively for 

horizontal and dipping layering based on the linear impulse response system can 

give very accurate velocity estimates if the stacking velocity data do not contain 

errors and the background models provided for determining the linear system are 

correct. However, if one of or both of these conditions is not sastisfied, the interval 

velocity estimates are degraded. This chapter gives detailed analyses respectively for 

the techniques used for a horizontally layered model and for a dipping layered model 

when errors are present in stacking velocities or when background models contain 

errors.

8.1. Horizontal geology

For an «-layer model, interval slowness anomaly estimates are obtained by solv

ing a set of linear equations in wavenumber domain which makes use of singular 

value decomposition (SVD). Equation (4-11) is rewritten here for convenience

my<S^(k) = à{k) (8-1)

The SVD factors R(A) into:

R(jt) = U ( t)m )  V̂ (/fc) = (k) (8-2)
i=l

and the solution for w(k) is given by:

W(t) = i  Q(k) (8-3)
it! ai(i)
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This equation suggests that a small change in the vector Cl(k) or in the matrix 

R(Ar) can induce a large change in w(^) if some Ci(k) are small. From Fig. 4.10, it 

can be seen that some Oi(k) are very small especially at high wavenumber k, hence it 

can not be expected that the technique wül give good estimates for interval 

slownesses if stacking velocity data contain noise or the predetermined background 

model is incorrect, leading to a change in R(^). The effects on the iiwersion of the 

errors in stacking slownesses, of background model error, of the ^plication of a 

window function, and of changes in the threshold Giim of are analysed below. 

To study these effects, a reference set of results is needed. This reference set is con 

structed by inversion of a three-layer model. The inversion is performed using 

noise-free stacking velocity data. The impulse response system is determined from 

an accurate background model and a given threshold Giim is set for the SVD analysis. 

Inversion is then performed by adding noise to the stacking velocities, changing the 

background model, changing the threshold Giim, applying the Papoulis window and 

adding one more velocity anomaly-free layer to the three-layer model. The inverted 

results obtained in these situations are compared with the reference set of resul ts and 

conclusions are drawn as to the sensitivity of the linear system.

8.1.1. Reference case: three-layer model

Fig. 8.1 shows a three-layer horizontal model. All three layers are 500 meters 

thick and contain velocity anomalies. The background interval velocities and the 

velocity values in the anomalous regions are shown in Fig. 8.1.a. The interval velo

cities of the model are illustrated in Fig. 8.1.b. The seismic spread geometry of 

Chapter 4, i.e. CMP spacing of 25 meters and 48 fold cover with an offset increment 

of 50 meters, is used. The survey starts at surface position x  = 0.5 kms and 200 CMP 

gathers have been ray traced.
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The ray traced stacking velocities of the reflections from the three reflectors are 

displayed in Fig. S.l.c (dotted lines). Also the forward modelled stacking velocties 

have been computed and are displayed in Fig. S.l.c (solid lines). It can be seen that 

the differences between the ray traced and forward modelled stacking velocities are 

very small.

The stacking slowness variations are extracted from the ray traced stacking 

velocities (Fig. S.l.c, dotted lines). Since there are 200 CMPs and then the data 

lengths are 200. To use FFT to transform the stacking slowness variations into the 

wavenumber domain, their lengths must be extended to 256 with 56 zeros padded to 

the end of each stacking slowness variation function. The amplitude spectra of the 

stacking slowness variations are displayed in Fig. S.2.

The impulse response system for the model and the related seismic geometry is 

determined. Each impulse response function is transformed into its system function 

and then the impulse response system matrices R(,k) are constructed. Only those 

impulse response components of stacking slowness variations up to Nyquist

wavenumber (= — — - — = 20 km~^) are independent and thus only 129 such 
IxOmSkm ^

matrices are required. Applying the SVD to decompose the matrices R(/:) into U(^), 

Tik) and \{k). The singular values (5i{k) (/ = 1, 2, 3; /: = 1, 2, , 129) are displayed in 

Fig. S.3. It can be seen that some a, (/:) are very close to zero at high wave numbers.

The maximum of the singular values, a^ax is found to be 2.033 (s/km) and then 

the threshold is set equal to 0.001 Omax, i.e., 0.002. Then the spectra of interval 

slowness anomalies are computed by Equation (S-3); the amplitude spectra are 

shown in Fig. S.4.a (solid lines). To analyse the sensitivity of the inversion, the spec

tra of the original interval slowness anomalies are needed. Then the interval slow

ness anomalies are extracted from Fig. S.l.b and are transformed into the
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wavenumber domain. The amplitude spectra of these anomalies are displayed in Fig. 

8.4.a (dotted lines). The amplitude spectra of the derived and the original interval 

slowness anomalies have generally similar features but are very different at some 

wavenumbers. For example, the amplitude spectra of the derived slowness 

anomalies of the third layer are much higher than those of the original slowness 

anomalies around the wavenumber 0.5 km~^. where the singular values are very 

close to zero (Fig. 8.3, the orange line). Although in Fig. 8.1 the ray traced and the 

forward modelled stacking velocities are close each other, there are differences 

hence there must be some errors in Q(^). Also because the limited wordlength by 

computer, there must be truncation errors in the matrices R(/:). These errors induce 

large errors in w(A;) at wavenumbers for which the singular values are small and 

there is therefore an overshoot in the amplitude spectrum of the slowness anomalies 

of the third layer at wavenumber 0.5 km~^. When the spectra are transformed into 

the space domain, the interval slowness anomalies of the model are obtained. These 

anomalies are added to the background interval slownesses to obtain the interval 

slownesses and then the interval velocities. The derived interval velocities are 

displayed in Fig. 8.4.b (solid lines). Also displayed in the figure are the original 

interval velocities (dotted lines). It can be seen that there is a difference between the 

derived and the original velocities of the third layer with a period of about 2 kilome

ters due to the overshoot in the amplitude spectrum around the wavenumber 

0.5 km~^.

The model used in this section is defined as a reference model and the derived 

interval velocity functions are considered to be a reference set of results for the 

inversions below.
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8.1.2. Inversion applied to noisy stacking velocity data

Equation (8-3) suggests that small changes in Q(/:) can induce large changes in 

w(k) if some are small. Since adding a constant to the spectrum of a signal is 

equivalent to adding random noise to the signal itself, noisy stacking slowness varia

tions can be simulated by adding a constant equal to 0.001 s/km to the spectra of the 

variations in the stacking slowness of the reflections from all three reflectors. When 

the SVD is applied, the obtained spectra of the interval slowness anomalies are as 

displayed in Fig. 8.5.a. It can be seen that the errors at wavenumbers between 

2.5 km~^ and 13.0 km~^ are magnified while those at low and high wavenumbers are 

almost unaffected. Errors at low wavenumbers do not cause large changes in w(^) 

because the singular values of the matrices R(^) are relatively large. Errors at 

high wavenumber are not magnified because the smallest singular values are close to 

zero, and are smaller than the threshold Giim. Hence the related terms

5  ̂—— — Q(k) in Equation (8-3) are replaced by zeros when the w(^) values are

computed. The interval velocities obtained from Fig. 8.5.a are noisy (Fig. 8.5.b, solid 

lines).

8.1.3. Inversion using an inaccurate background model

Equation (8-3) also implies that small errors in \i(k) and uf(^) i.e., R(k), can 

cause large changes in \v{k) if some singular values Oi(k) are small. Since the 

impulse response system is determined from a predetermined background model and 

the seismic geometry used, incorrect background models or incorrect spread 

geometry can cause changes in the matrices R(^). Information on the seismic 

geometry used is always available, but an accurate background model can not be 

easily obtained. Therefore, the effect on the inversion of model errors is analysed.
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Suppose the background model is obtained by applying the Dix equation to the 

stacking data from regions in which there are no stacking velocity anomalies, for 

example, the two ends of Fig. S.l.c. The impulse response functions are computed 

and the system matrices are constructed. The SVD is applied to decompose the sys

tem matrices R{k) into the matrices U(/:), 'E(k), and V (k). The singular values 

obtained from l(k)  are displayed in Fig. 8.6. Comparing Fig. 8.6 with Fig. 8.3, it 

can be seen that the changes in the singular values are not significant. However, the 

derived interval velocities (Fig. 8.7.b, solid lines) are less accurate than in the refer

ence case. There are two reasons for these differences. Firstly, the change in the 

background model leads to the changes in the matrices R(k) and hence to changes in 

uf(^) and v/(^), and therefore induces the changes in w(k), obtained using Equation 

(8-3). Secondly, the background interval slownesses determined from the Dix equa

tion are not equal to the true background interval slownessses and hence the interval 

velocities obtained will differ from the true values since the interval slownesses are 

obtained by adding the inverted interval slowness anomalies Wi(x) to the predeter

mined background interval slownesses.

8.1.4. The effect of the threshold of the singular values

When Equation (8-3) is used to compute w(/:), a threshold Oiim must be set for 

the singular values Oi(k) since some Oi(k) are very close to zero. If any Oi(k) is

uj(k)\i(k) ~
smaller than Oum, the related term --------------Cl(k) is replaced by zero. Therefore,

Oiik)

the information on the component at wavenumber k of the stacking slowness varia

tions is partially lost and the resolution of the derived interval slowness anomalies is 

reduced. The higher the threshold the more information is lost, and hence the 

resolution is further reduced.
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The resolution of the derived interval slowness anomalies decreases as the 

threshold is increased. However, if the threshold Güm is too low, the effects of 

the noise components in the stacking slowness variations at wavenumbers at which 

the singular values are very small but above the threshold Giim are magnified and 

hence the derived interval slowness anomalies are very noisy.

The effect of the changes in threshold Oii^ is demonstrated by comparing inver

sions using two different values. In the inversions, a constant equal to 0.001 s/km is 

added to the spectra of the stacking slowness variations to simulate noise in space 

domain, as in Section 8.1.2. The thresholds are respectively set to be five times 

higher than and half of that used in Section 8.1.2, i.e. 0.01 and 0.001.

In the first case, since the threshold is increased and many more singular values 

Oi{k) fall beneath it, information on the components of the stacking slowness varia

tions is lost at many more wavenumbers and the noise components at the 

wavenumbers between 3.0 km~^ and 7.0 km~^ are slightly magnified (Fig. 8.8.a). 

Comparing Fig. 8.8.b with Fig. 8.5.b, it can be seen that the noise level of the 

derived interval velocities is reduced and the resolution of the interval velocities is 

also decreased.

In the second case, since the threshold Oiim is decreased, many more small 

singular values G/(^) fall above it than in Section 8.1.2. Therefore the noise com

ponents at the corresponding wavenumbers are significantly magnified, especially 

between 1 0 . 0 and IA.25 km~^ (Fig. 8.9.a). The derived interval velocities are 

very noisy although the resolution is retained (Fig. 8.9.b).

8.1.5. The effect of window functions

In Section 8.1.4, the threshold Cüm of the singlar values is adjusted to balance 

the resolution and the accuracy of the derived interval velocities. The accuracy can
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also be obtained by use of window functions. It can be seen from Fig. 8.3 that the 

singular values at the wavenumbers larger than 1.0 km~^ are smaller than those at 

the wavenumber less than 1.0km~^. Also, the amplitudes of the stacking slowness 

variations above this wavenumber (Fig. 8.2) are very small and there is little infor

mation available for inverting the interval slowness anomalies. Therefore, if a win

dow is designed to include the components of the stacking slowness variations at the 

low band (up to the wavenumber 1.0 km~^) only, the noise components at 

wavenumbers larger than 1.0 km~^ hence are reduced and do not appear on the 

inverted interval slowness anomalies. Noise components at wavenumbers smaller 

than 7.0 km~^ are not magnified significantly because the singular values are large.

The effect can be demonstrated by use of the Papoulis window. Again a con

stant equal to 0.001 s/km is added to the spectra of the stacking slowness variations. 

The threshold Oiim is set to be 0.002 as in Section 8.1.2. To include the components 

of stacking slowness variations at the low band from 0 to 7.0 km~^, the maximum

7 0lag of the window is designed to be 45 (= 129x ^ ). The corresponding results are

displayed in Fig. 8.10. It can be seen that the noise level is reduced by sacrificing 

resolution.

8.1.6. Additional anomaly-free layer below the reference model

In this section, stacking velocity data are inverted for reflections from more 

reflectors than there are layers containing velocity anomalies. An additional anomaly 

free layer, 500 meters thick, is added to the base of the reference model (Fig. 8.11.a). 

The matches between the forward modelled and the ray traced stacking velocities are 

as close as for the reference model (Fig. 8.1 l.c). The impulse response system 

matrices are constructed on the assumption that there are no anomalies within the 

added layer and hence are 4 x 3 matrices. The singular values of the impulse
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response system matrices are shown in Fig. 8.12. It can be seen that the smallest 

singular value of every matrix R(k) deviates from zero and is high above the thres

hold aiim = 0.002. This indicates that the inversions will be more stable than those 

for the reference model. Again the inversions are performed both for the noise-free 

and noisy stacking velocity data. The threshold anm of the singular values is set to be 

0.002, as in Section 8.1.1. The stacking slowness variations are extracted from the 

ray traced stacking velocities (Fig. 8.1 l.c, solid lines).

In the noise-free case, the spectra of the inverted interval slowness anomalies 

are computed using Equation (8-3) and the amplitude spectra are shown in Fig. 

8.13.a (solid lines). These spectra are much closer to the amplitude spectra of the 

true interval slowness anomalies than for the reference model, i.e., the overshoot on 

the amplitude spectrum of the interval slowness anomalies of the third layer around 

the wavenumber 0.5 km~^ disappears. When the interval velocities are computed, 

both accuracy and resolution are excellent (Fig. 8.13.b, solid lines).

In the second case, the noisy stacking slownesses are simulated again by adding 

a constant equal 0.001 s/km to their spectra as in Section 8.1.2. This added constant 

does cause errors in the spectra of the inverted interval slowness anomalies but these 

are not significant (Fig. 8.14.a). Therefore, the corresponding derived interval veloci

ties are very accurate (Fig. 8.14.b) although there is a small kink at the left end of the 

interval velocity function of the first layers.

8.2. Dipping layered geology

As described in Chapter 6, for an «-layer dipping model, the interval slowness 

anomalies cannot be obtained by solving a series of sets of linear equations in the 

wavenumber domain since the impulse response functions are space-variant. The 

interval slowness anomalies can be derived by finding the coefficients of a series of
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basis functions. If Pi(xj) is the /-th element function of an (m + l)-element basis, 

then the slowness anomaly function of the /:-th layer can be expressed as

m
^ k ( X j )  =  2  Ck, iPi (Xj )  (8-4)

1=0

The coefficients Cjt,/ can be obtained by minimizing the norm Q

n
min Q = min

t=i

P & m 2
-  z:

j = i  (k'=l/=0
(8-5)

where is the stacking slowness variation function of the reflections from the

k~th reflector, P is the number of CMPs, and h^}{Xj) is the superposition of the 

impulse response on the /-th element function pi(Xj)y i.e.

= ’̂ u;{Xj-i,Xj)-pi(Xj-i) (8-6)
i

Once the coefficients cj î have been obtained, the interval slowness anomaly 

functions w^ixj) are obtained using Equation (8-4).

The methods used for interpreting the effects of background model errors and 

of noisy stacking velocity data on the derived interval velocity functions, for a hor

izontal model, based on the feature of the singular values of the impulse response 

system matrices cannot be applied for a dipping layered model. Below the effects of 

the model errors, of noisy stacking velocity data and of change in the number of the 

elements in the basis used to derive interval slowness anomaly functions are 

analysed through four examples. Cheybshev polynomials are used as basis func

tions.

8.2.1. A three-layer model: Forward modelling and inversion

Fig. 8.15.a shows the background model for a three-layer, dipping interface 

case. The actual interval velocity functions of the three layers are displayed in Fig.

8.15.b. Any place in which the interval velocities deviate from the background
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interval velocity values shown in Fig. 8.15.a must contain a velocity anomaly. The 

model of Fig. 8.15.a/b is defined as a reference model for the inversion of the dip

ping layered model.

The seismic spread geometry of Chapter 6 is used. The origin CMP position is 

dX X  =  3 . 6  k m  and 314 CMPs gathers of ray traced data are obtained. The ray traced 

background stacking slowness functions are computed and saved for later use in 

computing the forward modelled stacking slowness functions. The ray traced stack

ing velocity functions are computed and displayed as dotted lines in Fig. 8.15.C. The 

impulse response functions are determined from the background model (Fig. 8.15.a). 

These impulse response functions are superpositioned on the interval slowness ano

maly function extracted from the interval velocity functions (Fig. 8.15.b) to obtain 

the forward modelled stacking slowness variation functions. These variation func

tions are added to the background stacking slowness functions to obtain the forward 

modelled stacking slowness functions. The forward modelled stacking velocity func

tions are obtained by inverting the forward modelled stacking slowness functions 

and are displayed as solid lines in Fig. 8.18.C. The differences between the forward 

modelled and the ray traced stacking velocity functions are very small.

The stacking slowness variation functions are extracted from the ray traced 

stacking velocity functions (Fig. 8.15.C, dotted lines). The interval slowness anomaly 

functions are obtained by solving for the coefficients in Equation (8-5). Once the 

interval slowness anomaly functions have been obtained, the interval slowness func

tion are obtained by adding the interval slowness anomaly functions to the back

ground interval slownesses (the reciprocals of the background interval velocities). 

Therefore, the interval velocity functions are obtained! by inverting the interval slow

ness functions.
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The interval velocity functions obtained by using a 25-, 50-, 75-element basis 

are displayed in Fig. 8.16. The interval velocity functions obtained using the 25- 

element basis are accurate for the first and the second layer but not for the third 

layer, especially in the righthand half of the profile (Fig. 8.16.a). Increasing the 

number of elements in the basis to 50 improves the accuracy and the resolution of 

the derived interval velocity functions (Fig. 8.16.b). However, the accuracy of the 

inverted interval velocities does not improve linear with increase in the number of 

the elements in the basis. Fig. 8.16.C shows the derived interval velocity functions 

obtained by using a 75-element basis. Comparing these with those in Fig. 8.16.b, the 

accuracy is not improved at all and may even be degraded. The reason for this is that 

the super-matrix H defined in Equation (6-42) in Chapter 6 is very large and tends to 

be unstable due to computational truncation errors when a large number of elements 

basis is used.

8.2.2. Inversion using an inaccurate background model

The impulse response system used in Section 8.2.1 is determined from the ori

ginal background model. In this section, the impulse response system is determined 

from a model obtained by using Shah’s equation. The inversion is performed again 

by using a 25-, 50-, and 75-element basis. The corresponding results are displayed in 

Fig. 8.17. Comparing the results in Fig. 8.17 with those in Fig. 8.16, it can be seen 

that the accuracy and resolution of the derived interval velocities decrease due to the 

incorrect background model.

8.2.3. Additional anomaly-free layer below the reference model

If stacking velocity data of reflections fi’om more reflectors than the number of 

layers in which there are velocity anomalies are available, inversion for interval 

slowness anomalies can be much more stable because of additional information
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contained in stacking velocity data.

Fig. S.lS.a shows a model with an additional layer below the reference model. 

The constant velocity of the layer along the profile (Fig. S.lS.b, green line) indicates 

that there are no velocity anomalies within this layer. The ray traced stacking velo

city functions have been computed and are displayed as dotted lines in Fig. S.lS.c. 

Also the forward modelled stacking velocity functions have been computed by 

applying the impulse response functions determined from the bacground shown in 

Fig. S.lS.a and are displayed as the solid lines in Fig. S.lS.c. The differences 

between the stacking velocities from the two sources are again very small.

The stacking slowness variation functions are extracted from the ray traced 

stacking velocity functions. The interval slowness functions are derived from the 

stacking slowness variation functions and the background interval slownesses of the 

model using a 25-element basis. The corresponding interval velocity functions are 

shown in Fig. S. 19 (solid lines). These derived interval velocity functions are much 

more accurate than those for the reference model using the same 25-element basis 

(see Fig. S.16.a and Fig. S. 19).

8.2.4. Inversion applied to noisy stacking velocity data

The effect of noise in stacking slowness variations are analysed in this section. 

The inversions below are based on the model shown Fig. S.IS. Random noise 

equivalent to five percent of the energy level of the stacking slowness anomalies has 

been added to each individual ray traced stacking slowness function. The 

corresponding noise contaminated stacking velocity functions are displayed in Fig. 

S.20.

The interval velocity functions have been derived from the noisy stacking velo

city functions using a 25-element basis and are displayed in Fig. S.21.a (solid lines).
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The result is nearly as accurate as that for the noise-free case (Fig. 8.19). However, if 

the number of the elements in the basis is increased to a large number, e.g., 50 or 75, 

the accuracy of the derived interval velocity functions is decreased (Fig. 8.21.b, c). 

The degraded result implies that the inverted interval slowness anomaly functions 

are accomodating to the noise in the stacking velocities, since the basis functions can 

vary more rapidly than do the real interval velocities.

However, rapid lateral variations in interval velocity can not be reconstructed 

from stacking velocities if the number of elements in the basis used for inversion is 

too small since the low order polynomials can not represent rapid varying functions. 

That is to say, the resolution is decreased as the number of elements is decreased. 

The choice of the number of elements in the basis therefore involves a compromise 

between resolution and noise suppression.

8.3. Conclusion

In summary, the derived interval velocities are accurate for shallow layers and 

are not very accurate for deep layers especially when the impulse response functions 

are determined from an incorrect background model. However, making use of varia

tions in stacking slownesses of reflections from more reflectors than there are layers 

in which there are velocity anomalies can improve both accuracy and resolution. 

Noise in stacking velocities makes derived interval velocities noisy. However 

the effect of noise can be minimized, although at the expensive of resolution. If all 

interfaces are horizontal, this can be done by increasing the threshold of the singular 

values of the impulse response system matrices for SVD analysis or applying a win

dow function to smooth stacking slowness variations before inversion. If interfaces 

dip, a relatively small number of elements basis must be to used or the inverted 

slowness anomalies will accomodate to the noise.
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Fig. 8.2. Amplitude spectra of the stacking slowness variations 
of the model shown in Figure 8-la. Colour code as in Fig. 8.1.
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Fig. 8.4. Inversion applied to noise-free stacking velocity data shown in 
Fig. S.l.c using an impulse response system determined from the model 
shown in Fig. 8.1.a. The threshold of the singular values is set to 0.002. 
Colour code as in Fig. 8.1.
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Fig. 8.5. Inversion applied to noisy stacking velocity data (not shown) 
using an impulse response system determined from the model shown in 
Fig. 8.1.a. The threshold of the singular values is set to 0.002. Colour 
code as in Fig. 8.1.
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Fig. 8.7. Inversion applied to noise-free stacking velocity data shown in 
Fig. S.l.c using an impulse response system determined from an model 
obtained using Dix's equation. The threshold of the singular values is set 
to 0.002. Colour code as in Fig. 8.1.
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Fig. 8.8. Inversion applied to noisy stacking velocity data (not shown) 
using an impulse response system determined from the model shown in 
Fig. 8.1.a. The threshold of the singular values is set to 0.01. Colour 
code as in Fig. 8.1.
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Fig. 8.9. Inversion applied to noisy stacking velocity data (not shown) 
using an impulse response system determined from the model shown in 
Fig. 8.1.a. The threshold of the singular values is set to 0.001. Colour 
code as in Fig. 8.1.
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Fig. 8.10. Inversion applied to noisy stacking velocity data (not shown) 
using an impulse response system determined from the model shown in 
Fig. 8.1.a. The threshold of the singular values is set to 0.002 and the 
Papoulis window is used to smooth the stacking data. Colour code as in 
Fig. 8.1.
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the forward modelled (solid lines) stacking velocties.

Fig. 8.11. Forward modelling: the impulse response system applied to 
a three-layer horizontal model. Colour code: Red — Layer 1; Blue — 
layer 2; Orange — layer 3; Green — layer 4.
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Fig. 8 .13 .  Inversion applied to noise-free stacking velocity data shown in 
Fig. 8.11.C using an impulse response system determined from the model 
shown in Fig. 8 . 1 1 .a on an assumption that there are no anomalies within 
the fourth layer. The threshold of the singular values is set to 0.002. Colour 
code as in Fig. 8 .11 .
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Fig. 8.14. Inversion applied to noisy stacking velocity data (not shown) 
using an impulse response system determined from the model shown in 
Fig. 8.11.a on an assumption that there are no anomalies within the fourth 
layer. The threshold of tne singular values is set to 0.002. Colour code as 
in Fig. 8.11.
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Fig. 8 .15 .  Forward modelling: the impulse response system applied to 
a three-layer dipping model. Colour code: Red —  Layer 1; Blue —  2; 
Orange —  3.
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Fig. 8 .16 .  Inversion applied to the stacking velocity data shown in Fig.
8.15.C using an impulse response system determined from the model 
shown in Fig. 8 . 1 5 .a. Silid lines —  the derived interval velocity functions; 
Dotted lines —  the original interval velocity functions. Colour code as 
in Fig. 8 .15 .
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Fig. 8.17. Inversion applied to the stacking velocity data shown in 
Fig. 8.15.C using an impulse response system determined from the 
model obtained using Shah’s equation. Solid lines —  the derived 
interval velocity functions; Dotted lines —  the original interval 
velocity functions. Colour code as in Fig. 8.15.
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(8.18.C) The comparison between the ray traced (dotted lines) and 
the forward modelled (solid lines) stacking velocties.

Fig. 8.18. Forward modelling: the impulse response system applied to 
a four-layer dipping model. Colour code: Red —  Layer 1; Blue —  2; 
Orange —  3; Green —  layer 4.
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Fig. 8 .19.  Inversion applied to the stacking velocity data shown in Fig. 
8.18.C using an impulse response system determined from the model 
shown in Fig. 8 . 1 8 .a and using a 25-element basis on an assumption 
that there are no velocity anomalies within the fourth layer. Solid lines 
— the derived interval velocity function; Dotted lines — the original 
interval velocity functions. Colour code is the same as in Fig. 8 .18 .
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Fig. 8.20. Noisy stacking velocity functions of the model shown in 
Fig. 8.18.a/b. Colour code as in Fig. 8.18.
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(8.21.a) Inversion using a 25-element basis
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(8.2l.c) Inversion using a 75-element basis

Fig. 8.21. Inversion applied to the noisy stacking velocity data shown
in Fig. 8.20 using an impulse response system determined from the
model shown in Fig.8.18a on an assumption that there are no velocity 
anomalies within tne fourth layer. Line style index and colour code as
in Fig. 8.19.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions, Applications and Recommendations

In previous chapters, the effects of interval velocity anomalies on stacking velo

cities have been studied. These effects are characterised by a linear impulse response 

system: the variations in stacking slownesses can be represented by the outputs of a 

linear system; the inputs to which are the interval slowness anomalies. The system is 

space invariant for a horizontally layered model, but is space variant for a dipping 

layered model. Inversion techniques to derive interval slowness anomalies from 

stacking slowness variations have been developed respectively for horizontally and 

dipping layered models based on the linear system. Forward modelled results for 

synthetic models have indicated the reliability of the system. The comparison 

between derived and original interval velocities have demonstrated the power of the 

inversion techniques.

This chapter summaries the major conclusions obtained from the development 

of the linear impulse response system, forward modellings and deconvolution, lists 

the possible applications of the linear system and the inversion techniques and makes 

suggestions for further research.

9.1. Conclusions

Below listed are the major features of the linear impulse response system and 

the inversion techniques.
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( 1 ) Impulse Response Function

Stacking slownesses of reflections from a reflector are aflected not only by the 

slowness anomalies within the layer from whose base the reflections are obtained, 

but also affected by the slowness anomalies within any layer above that layer. An 

impulse response R}^{Xj-i,Xj) is defined as the variation in stacking slowness of a 

gather of reflections at the j-th CMP, lateral position xj from the base of the X:-th 

layer due to a unit slowness anomaly within the ^'-th layer at the (J -  0-th CMP, 

lateral position

(2) Impulse Response System

Since there are k layers above the base of the /:-layer, the stacking slowness of 

the gather of reflections at xj can be affected by k unit slowness anomalies within the 

k layers at Xj-i, hence there are k impulse responses corresponding to the variation in

stacking slowness. Therefore, for an «-layer model, there are « («4-1) impulse

response functions. These impulse response functions compose an impulse response 

system.

(3) Space Invariant & Variant

For a horizontally layered model, the geometry of the model is the same every

where and hence the impulse response Ri^(Xj^i,Xj) is independent of the CMP posi

tion Xj  and is only dependent on the distance between positions Xj  and Xj - i ,  The 

impulse response Ru(f(xj-i,Xj) is therefore space invariant and can be reduced to 

where x = x j -  x j - i .

For a dipping layered model, since the thicknesses of the layers vary with CMP 

position, the impulse response R u f f ( x j ^ i , x j )  is dependent on the position x j  and hence 

is space variant.
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(4) Forward Modelling

Variations in stacking slownesses of reflections from all interfaces of an 

n-layer model can be expressed as

Q 2 (^ ) =  ^  21 1 (a:)+ /?  22(Jf )*v^2(^)
(9-1)

Çln{x)=Rnl{xYwi{x)+Rn2{xY^2i^)-^ ' ' ' ^nn( )̂*VV„(x)

where W]̂ {x) are interval slowness anomalies and * denotes convolution, if the model 

is horizontally layered; or given by:

i X j )  =  11 ( , X j - i , j ) w  1 { X j - i )

^ ( X j )  =  £ / ?  21 ( X j ^ , X j ) w  1 ( % ,_ , ) +  " ^ 2 2 ( X j - i , X j ) W 2 ( X j . i )

........................  (9- 2)

^ n ( X j )  =  ' ^ n \ ( X j - i , X j ) W i ( X j - i ) + ' ^ n 2 ( X j - i , X j ) y V 2 ( X j - i h  +  n n ( x j - i  , X j ) w  ̂ ( X j

if the model is dipping layered.

(5) Inversion for a horizontally layered model

Since the impulse response Rjudix) is space invariant, Equation (9-1) can be 

transformed into wavenumber domain as

Q i ( k ) =  ^ i i ( k )-w i ( k )

^ 2  ( k )  =  ^  21 (K)-VV1 (K ) +  ̂  22 (K)'W 2 ( k )
(9-3)

Q „ ( k ) =  ^ „ i ( k ) -W i ( k ) - H ^ „ 2 ( k )-VV2(k ) +  • ‘ • ^nn(K)-VV„(K)

where %(i(), w^(k) and Rkidi^) are respectively the wavenumber versions of % (^), 

Wk{x) SindRkkfix).

Equation (9-3) is a set of linear equations and can be rewritten in matrix form

as:
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R(k)*w(k) = n(K) (9-4)

w ( k )  must be computed at every wavenumber k  and then transfromed into the 

space domain. Since the matrices R (k ) are singular or numerically very close to 

singular, especially for high values of the wavenumbers K, the singular value decom

position (SVD) method is used to solve Equation (9-4). The detailed description of 

the method solving for vv^ (k ) and then for W]̂ {x) by SVD has been given in Chapter 4 

and Appendix B.

(6) Inversion for a dipping layered model

Since Ru(^(Xj-i,Xj) is dependent on xj. Equation (9-2) does not have a 

wavenumber version equivalent to Equation (9-3). The interval slowness anomaly 

function w^ixj) for a dipping layered model can be obtained in a least square sense 

with the help of basis functions. If PiQcj) is the /-th element function of an (m + 1)- 

element basis, the slowness anomaly function of the k-th layer can be expressed as

m
Wk (X j )  =  X  Ck, iPi (Xj )  (9-5)

1=0

The coefficients ci î can be obtained by minimizing the norm Q

(9-6)
n

min Q = min ^
k = \

P  k m  2

j=i r=i/=o i
where P is the number of CMP positions.

Once the coefficients c^j are obtained, the interval slowness anomaly functions 

Wk(Xj) are easily computed by Equation (9-5).

(7) Accuracy and Resolution

In a horizontally layered case, accuracy can be improved by increasing the 

threshold of the singular values of the matrices R (k ), and possibly by combination
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with some smoothing of stacking slowness variations (i.e., by applying a window 

function), with some loss of resolution. If higher resolution is important, a low thres

hold for the singular values may be used.

In a dipping layered case, the number of elements in the basis is adjusted to bal

ance accuracy and resolution. Using a basis with a only small number of elements 

leads to a stable result with low resolution. Using a basis with large number of ele

ments can improve resolution but may increase the effect of noise.

(8) Making use of more stacking velocity data

If the stacking slownesses of reflections from more reflectors than there are 

layers in which there are slowness anomalies are available and are used for inver

sion, both accuracy and resolution can be improved if an assumption close to reality 

is made.

9.2. Applications

Possible applications of the linear system can be listed as

(1) Analysis of zones of anomalous interval velocity variations in hydrocarbon 

exploration.

Variations in interval velocities often indicate lithologie changes. Low velocity 

zones are often associated with oil and particularly gas reservoirs. The inversion 

techniques based on the linear system used here to identify velocity anomalous zones 

from stacking velocities are much easier to use than the method suggested by Neidell 

and Cook (1986).
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(2) Providing an accurate velocity field for migration

Migration is an inversion operation involving rearrangement of seismic infor

mation elements so that reflections and diffractions are plotted at their true locations. 

This process requires an accurate velocity field so that the recorded seismic events 

can be mapped into the right places.

(3) Providing an accurate initial model for tomography

The convergence of tomographic processes is much dependent on the initial 

model used. An accurate initial model can make the computation converge quickly

and hence save computational time. The inversion techniques here can be applied to 

invert stacking velocities, even where the techniques in this thesis are not strictly 

applicable, e.g., areas with arbitrary curved interfaces, to supply an accurate initial 

model and then tomography is applied refine accurate velocity fields.

(4) Computing stacking slownesses for model based hyperbolic scheme velocity 

analysis

As discussion in Chapter 2, the model based hyperbolic scheme velocity 

analysis needs stacking slownesses to be provided for the initial model. Tracing 

rays through the initial model to compute two way traveltimes and then is com

putationally expensive. Using the linear system can make computation of much 

quicker especially for a horizontally layered model. For a horizontally layered 

model, tracing rays is required only for one CMP gather to determine the linear sys

tem. For a dipping layered model, although tracing rays is still necessary for every 

CMP gather to determine the system, it is quicker than tracing rays through a model 

with laterally varying velocities since ray tracing is done with reference to a back

ground model in which interval velocities are constant.
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9.3. Further Studies of the Linear System

The linear system may be extended in following areas:

( 1 ) Iterative forward modelling

To derive interval velocities from stacking velocities, a background model must 

be provided for determining the linear system. Whether the background is correct 

will affect the final derived result. Although Chapter 7 listed several methods to find 

background models from stacking velocities or seismic data, they are only applicable 

to local laterally homogeneous areas. This is a paradox since we try to identify inter

val velocities in laterally inhomogeneous areas. This problem may be solved by an 

iterative forward modelling process which is similar to the model based methods of 

Toldi (1989), Landa et al. (1988, 1989 1991) and Reshef et al. (1991) or the migra

tion based approaches of Al-Yahya (1989). Given an initial velocity-depth model, 

forward modelled stacking velocities can be computed, the errors between the 

observed stacking velocities and the forward modelled stacking velocities can be 

estimated, and then the initial model can be updated to reduce the errors. This pro

cess can be repeated until the forward modelled stacking velocities match the 

observed stacking velocities.

(2) Combination with Depth-Migration

The problem mentioned above can also be overcome if the inversion techniques 

here are combined with Depth-Migration. This is similar to "Iterative Tomographic 

Migration" (Bording, et al., 1987; Dyer and Worthington, 1988) except that these 

techniques rather than tomography are used to get an accurate velocity field. Depth-

Migration can then be used to refine interface positions. Since the inversion tech

niques in this thesis are much faster than tomographic techniques and post-stack 

depth migration is much quicker than any pre-stack migration, this combination is
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expected to make velocity estimation much cheaper in laterally inhomogeneous 

areas.

(3) Modelling stacking velocities over a region where velocity varies laterally and

vertically.

In practice, interval velocities may vary not only laterally but also vertically, 

e.g., in layers containing lenticular deposits. The linear impulse response system in 

this thesis can be further developed to handle a region where velocity varies laterally 

and vertically. To be simple, take a single horizontal layer model as a example (Fig. 

9-la). The model is divided into rectangular blocks. The width of each block is again 

equal to the CMP spacing while the height is dictated by the vertical resolution 

required. There are ny thin layers within the model. The linear system can be further 

extended to study the effect of each individual thin layer on stacking velocity. To 

explain this, the j-th thin layer is extracted from the model (Fig. 9-lb). Suppose a 

CMP is at the i-th CMP position and there is a unit slowness anomaly in the block at 

the CMP zero with the y-th thin layer. Just as in the derivation of the linear system 

for a horizontally layered model in Chapter 3, the variation on stacking slowness due 

to the unit slowness anomaly at the CMP zero can be computed and is defined as the 

impulse response of the variation in stacking slowness at the i-th CMP due to 

the unit anomaly within the cell at CMP zero within the y-th thin layer. Therefore, 

there is an impulse response function corresponding to an individual thin layer and 

there are ny impulse response functions for the model. These impulse response func

tions constitute an impulse response system. The total variation in stacking slowness 

can then be computed in the same way as for the variation in stacking slowness of 

reflections from a deep reflector of a multilayer model shown in Chapter 4. This 

extended linear system may however, not be used for inversion since there are many
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more unknowns (slowness anomalies within all blocks) than knowns (variations in 

stacking slowness at all CMP positions).
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1

j

ny

P

(9-la) A single layer model is divided into rectangular blocks.

J

P

(9-lb) The travel time of the reflections at CMP i from the base of the 
model is affected by a unit slowness anomaly within the block at CMP 
0 of the j-th thin layer.

Figure 9-1. Further development of the linear system to study the effect 
of laterally and vertically varying velocity to stacking velocity.
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Appendix A 

Cubic Spline Interpolation

Given the data g (^2 ), , g (x„) with a=Xi  < X2 < " <  Xn = by denoted

as ^ 1 , g 2 . , g», the value g ( x )  for < x  may be interpolated by a straight

line within the interval JC/+i]. The interpolant function consists of n - l  broken 

lines linking all the data points within [a, b]. The interpolation obtained in this way 

is neither very smooth nor a very efhcient approximation. For smoother and more 

efficient approximations, one has to go to piecewise polynomial approximations with 

higher order segments. The most popular choice is a piecewise cubic approximation 

function.

For the data g 1 , g2, , gn̂  a piecewise polynomial function f(x) is constructed

to interpolate g(x), using one polynomial P i { x )  between any two consective data 

points. A cubic polynomial has four free coefficients, so must be defined by four 

conditions. Two of these are provided by the requirement that the polynomial must 

pass through the data points at the two ends of the interval, the other two by requir

ing that the first and second derivatives of the polynomial are continuous across each 

point. The piecewise cubic interpolant /  ( x )  is defined as

f ( x )  =  P i ( x )  for Xi  < x  < X i + i y  i = 1, 2, ••• n - l  (A-1)

Suppose the cubic polynomial P i ( x )  (Xj < x  ^ j+ i)  takes the form:

• r' •

P i ( x )  = C +  C 2 j { x  -Xi) +  ' ( x  -Xi)^ + ’ ( x -Xi)^ (A-2)
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From the first two requirements, it is easy to obtain

8i -  ^  i.t (A-3)
8i+i = C2,i + C2,i hi + C 3 ĵ hj + C h ^ i  (A-4)

where hi =xi+i -  X/. In addition, the first derivative, /, and the second derivative, /, 

of the interpolant /  (%) are required to be continuous at the points i and i + 1 with the 

cubic polynomials for the adjacent intervals.

f  and /  at the point i are equal to the first and second derivatives of the cubic 

polynomial Piix), i.e. to Fj, and Pj.

The second derivative of Pj(jc), namely

P i ( x )  =  C s i  +  C 4 i ( x - X i )  (A-5)

is equated to P, and P/+i (which are still unknowns) at the points i  and f + 1 , respec

tively:

Pi = '^Cxi  (A-6 )
+1 =  C* 3. t +  4, /  h i  ( A - 1)

By solving the above two equations, and are expressed in terms of P,-

andPj+i as

C3, i=Pi  (A-8 )

C4.i =  (A-9)hi

The coefficient C i ,• is already given by Equation (A-3). The coefficient € 2,1 is 

determined by eliminationg C%,, C 3 ,/, and in Equation (A-4) using Equations 

(A-3), (A-8 ), and (A-9), and then solving:

C 2 ./ = — hi (A-10)

Thus, the cubic polynomial Equation (A-2) may be written as
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Pi(.X)=gi+
gi+ lSi Pi+l+'^i

hi
hi X i ) +

20c- 6hi
(x-XiY (A-11)

The first derivative of Pi(x) (Equation (A-11) ) at and jc,+i becomes respec

tively

"  s ' *'■‘1 *  i  [»'« ■*']

For another interval of jc,_i <x Equation (A-13) becomes

(A-12)

(A-13)

Pi = (A-14)

where /i,_i =xi Since pi of Equation (A-14) must be equal to that of F,- of

Equation (A-12) for continuity of the first derivative, f  of /(jc), eliminating Pi 

between those equations yield

+  2 ( / z , _ i  + h i ) P i  4- - B i

where

Bi =  6

(A-15)

(A-16)

Notice that Equation (A-15) applies to each point except the two end points. If 

the value of /  at the two end points is prescribed, then the number of undetermined 

constant Pi and the number of equations match. There are three ways of specifying 

boundary conditions as follow:

(1 ) specify / at the boundary to some value, e.g., zero;

(2 ) extrapolate from inside;

(3) apply a cyclic boundary condition.

If (1) is chosen an d /is  forced to be zero at the two end points. Equation (A-15) 

becomes
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2{h \ +h2)P 2 + 3 —^2

hi-iPi-1 +  +hi)Pi + hiP f+1 -  Bi (A-17)

h n —\ P n —2 2(/Z/f_2 + / in —1 n —\ “ ^ n —1

This is a tridiagonal equation set and P,-, and hence C\ j ,  C 2 ,/, C 3 ,/, and C 4 ,/ 

can be determined by solving the set of equations.
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Appendix B 

Singular Value Decomposition

When applying inversion to geophysical problems, it is often found that the 

inversion can be reduced to solving a set of linear equations such as

A x = b (B-1)

A is an M x V, matrix, where M is greater than or equal to N. The set (B-1) can

be solved using the Gauss-Newton solution. However, solutions obtained in this way

are very sensitive to errors in observational data. Here an efficient algorithm is intro

duced which makes use of the singular value decomposition (SYD). The procedure 

factors A into a product of the three matrices:

r  ^ TA = UEV^= 2:<y/U/vf (B-2)
j=i

where U is an M xV  matrix whose columns contain N  of the total of M orthonormal 

eigenvectors U/, namely those which are not associated with the at least M —N  null 

eigenvalues of . The u, ’s satisfy

AA^u, = ojui i = 1,2,—, V,V4-1,—, M (B-3)

but with O/v+i = (W+2 = Further, V is an V xN  matrix whose columns

contain the N  orthonormal eigenvectors v,- satisfying

A^Avj = (B-4)
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Finally, 21 is an N xN diagonal matrix containing the at most N  non-null singu

lar values + Gj - or positive square roots of the eigenvalues g} - of Ax A.

Since U and V are column-orthonormal, and since V is square, it is also row-

orthonormal, hence

U’'U = V^V=W^ = Iat (B-5)

where is m N  x N identity matrix.

Writing Equation (B-1) in terms of U,2^ and V gives

U£V^-x = b (B-6)

For the cases M > N, an inverse for A does not exist in the usual sense. How

ever, the decomposition A = UEV^ suggests use of the least-square inverse

AZ* = VÎT* (B-7)

Hence the solution x of Equation (B-6) can be given by:

X = V2T  ̂U^'b = Aj} b (B-8)

Further, Equation (B-8) can be rewritten as

X =  - ^ V i u | b  4- V 2U 2b  4- **• 4- - ^ V A ^ U ^ b  
G i G2

^  V/uf
= z  b (B-9)

1 = 1

This expansion shows that small changes in A or b can induce relatively large 

changes in x if some G/ are small. To relax the problem, a threshold Giim is originally

set, then —  in Equation (B-9) is replaced by zero if G/ is smaller than Gum-


